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CH.:-\PT.Q I

LUTH3R TEACHDlG I ~i THE PULPIT

This th0sis ,.:ill explore the educational developn1e~.t and teaching
a ctivities of 1'\artin Lu thei.· against the ba cl~ground of t:,e Reformation.
It will bring so;:1e understanding o : ::ne importance of education in the
L~theran Refo rmat i on, the sccpe of Luther ~s educational activities, the

~~ccssi~y of ed~ca ti or. f or the success of the Reformation, and the object i v c s wi ~c:, m::t!"ked· the e clucatio1;.al activi ty in t h e Re;:f o ..·mation.
s ·1ow t~1--= t heol og i ca l de vel opment of 1-:a : ·~in

about ed.t:c~tion al ref orms.

It will

L\!t:,er and how thi s brought

This study is especially diracted toward re-

lating t:1ese i·cemc to Luthe;.: s p:.·eachbg in t he period of 1528-1532.

The years which have been chosen c:s t h e final fo cus of t hi s thesis,
1528 -1532, ai.·e ir:-,poz-t "mt fer a nu:nbe:z.· of reason .::.

~at ur e Lut her under scrutiny.
e ciuc a ..:ional a cti vity .

T!,ese years bring a

They are years o f sowe definite a.T1d specific

Ti.1ese years include t ~e Visitation of t h e churches

of Saxony whi ch h a d a g ood deal of educat i onal con'.:C::nt and puz-pose.

The

Lez-ge ar.d Sr.1 all Catechisms of Luther we:;:-e ::,ut into definite form in this
pzriod, gi.·owing oui: of the c ate ci1.ed cal sermons which Luther p!."eached at
the end of 1528 and t l1e begim'd.ng of 1529.

While at Coburg during the

Diet o f Au g s burg of 1530, Luther wrote an impc :.: tant :1 se1.·mon:: on t h e duty

of parents to send the ir childre... to school.
This period is also i mpor tant because there was a growing realization
t hat the Evangeli cal (Luthe:.:an ) church wa s i:o be

a.Tl

entity separate fror.i

the Ro;:-ian Cht!rcn, r e ali z ed a ft:e'.!.· 1530 and the Augsburg Confessior., which
was clel i vered by t he evangelical pri~c es a t Aug s burg i:1 June of 1530.

2

!~e ove rall plan of t~e thesis is to use a chro~ological d e velop~ent
c..s mu ci1 cs possibl e .

The chronoloe;i c al develo:xncnt has, in so:ne measu::e,

b een c:ct.:::t ed by the da tes which b e come t l:c fina l focus of the thesis.
!..uther~s cducL : ic;.1. e nd grow::h will be deal t wi th cr.:coriol ogi c all y and
topi cally.
..s::-...;.er.

2is theol ogical pri~ciples wil l be , ~.:::: t with i~ the same

The mcit~r' als ~·,~: : ch he produced in the per· od 1528- 1532 '-ill be

dc& _t wi~~ as a c l~onologi cal block.
Ano ther b ·1por·.:.:::nt rea.son for using tr.e dates 1528 - 1532 is t hat t wo
volun~0s of Lut:1e:;,- 9 s se::mons in th i s pe::iod have been edited and rec onst::ucced by on e of t he g,.-eatest s cholars of !..uther 1 s preaching~ Dr.

!:i:1ety-two se:;.·rno:r.s i::1. t hese two volumes.
Note ::.s ::i.lso t al.::en of the lectures deli ver ..d ":Jy P.z.::old J. Grimm as
:)e.;:t

of the tfa:tti::J. b _ ~ Lec'::ur~£_ at: Lu -L<=:: Co:. lege ~n Decorah, Im-1a, in

1959, published in 1960, and ent~tled nLuthe::.· and Eriu c£..::ion . ·:,
lect ure, e l'l.ti tled

11

The second

Luther as a Tencher ir. t:l1e Pulpi t= 12 de als with part of

the t:opic cf thi s research.

Grimm u sed the volumes o f Buchwald.

1 Nert:.::'. Luther, P::edigtGn P._. ~~1. Luthers, etli ted by Georg Buchwald,
2 vols.
(Guet ersloh : C. Bertelsmanr., 1926).
2 Harolci J. Grimm, 7 1Luthe:. as a Tea cher i n t he Pulpit," 11Luther and
Education,:: in :'Luther and Culture,:1 ~ :·tJ..a Luther Lect ures, Vol. 4
(D0co::ah:1 Iowa: L\.; t her College .?i.· e s s , c. 1960), pp. 94-118.

LU'£HE~' S EDUCAT ZON A":!) GR0',17'.~ AS EDUCATOR

On No ve2.1:;·.)e :..· ll, ll~63, a c hil d we s l:::o;:·n to :i:i:.1.s and Harg.'.l.rethe Luther
~ :1

E~s: eocs:.1.

This child was be ptized oa ·::he ne:ct ciay, St . Na::t i n's Day,

in t i e Towe_ Room o f St . Pe·;:e;:? s Chu:·cn, s nd ,.ias na:nec! for this se.in:::.
I:i. ~he ea _ l y su~ 1e:: of ll;8 l;, fo:· some ur:known ::.· ea.son, the ? a rents moved
wi t~, thei:..·

~ •. :cant:

son t o 1,1a."1s f eld.

N.:l::t::.n I..uther attended -s chool in

:- .::.n.:::eld rrom a bout the ege o f f ' ve to ;;ourtee;:1.

Tl~is s ch ool was a

~C·'.' ~V1.~l$c:1ul <-':_, a sch oo l in wh icn t i:.-l med i e val Trivi um was taugi.1t,

g::c.r.-~:!::\)

og i c, :.m cl rl1eto::i c .

Tl-:.e sch oo

gill,

wa:; gr a ded in th:::-ee groups.

T!'le

f i:.: st wes t he ~ah1.1U. s tmt, or b e~~rm.e:::: , who we::e t a ught the A BC's c f
Le.t in$ lu::gely t h:cough a F ~.be!_, o:· Latin prime::.

Ti':.e chi ldren were

t oug,-:.t t he 13c:r:.<:.c~.c5. t e o:z- praye.:-s ot ::iec.l s ~ t t e c.:;.n fession of sins:; the
C~ecd,

~n~

tte Lo ~ci es P~uye2".

Th ~y ha <l t ~ ~e cite sevexal times a oay and

~1e::-e ex pGcted tc, lee:i.-11 a fE,W Latin ·wo::cis at home.

Ti.1e second group was

cd l ed the Dori.a t ~sten f r om a La t in textoool<: whi ch was i n use~

He re the

ess· gi.1.me:~-.: was f Z-<S(!Ue~·. t l ::1 ar-1. e::i.tire Ps""lm, n1 s e ct:on of t~1e Vulgate, o:: a
pa~t vf t he Ser v i ce.

In thi s manne::::- t h e studen t became quite familiar with

t r.e cL~fe:cen.t :,3:;:ts c .: .t he Roman Cethclic se!:'v: ce :..nd ._a st:er ed elementary
La t5.n g::arrJ1~:a::-.

The u ppe:i: ciivisi on ,;,as kn own as the Al e ~a nd:-:-ist e::-.. , nai-ned

.sf't e::.· a t:extoook by Ll <:!:-.ancie _ de V:1.lle D:eu~
gi ven me r ~ edvanced Latin gxarr.maL a nd s ynt~x.

S.11.

which the student was

He~e they clso became

ac~u-·..'. 11ted wt th t h e L~t i n-G.as.·r.1an <l i ction"'t·y~ used the Ge:;.·!71:m language:;
and wel."e .r.sked to t e ke part !n t h e l~dn services of t h e c hurch.

That they

migi., t paxtic 5. pate !r.t elligentlY:i t '.:ley we::e taug~,t .,J :1t.1.s and res poI'..ses, as

L.:.

well a s give:. '"'7.plcn a~ ion s of the Epistles •. :ti. Gc,spels o:: tne p.::r_copes.l
Tl:e s t udE:..~~s we:·e g i ven mus i ccl t:~·~L:-:.ing .n t t:e liturgy as well as i:. the
t:1eory o:c mus:.c.

Th is ma y he ve b€en the b.:.cis of Lutherq:; later musical

abi U. -:.: :.es. 2
R~-i~to:..· : C:. ::=i.-:oug . not crnpha s i zed as
egos, still had

c1

r.;.....h

as i I: w~s in the early oidcle

::-e s _.,ectc d 1,lr.ce in the schocl sys;;em.

The literature

::he(; H..:s ::e~d wa s e:-:tcnsi ve 7 in.eluding wo:.·ks of Cato, Aesop, Avie.n,

s~cul!us, Pl ~utus,

~n~

Tezonce.

Lcter Luthe :: thought that sc~e cf thes e

i:::.-:;e::t S. · 1 s 7 espcc~ally Aesop 7 ~7e:;,,· e ve;:y useful fo ..· the teaching of no_·als. 3
Much of the t::aini:r.g in t hese :::chool S i.1ad a :;,,·eligious !)Ul:.'pose.

The

~i c ipate in the
I'o!1t1n C::.t~olic c hul"ch se,:v i'. ce::..

C.::.::=::oLcs.

The sch.:.ols wanted to t!"ai.:. good Roman

Though Lt:.t:1e.::- complc.ined c:ii:Jout the education uhi ch he received,

- ~coc1 ~~m
,- ·~· l::,
" v~~
~ ~c ~~ 4
'-•v ..;;,, ._ _ .......

---

In 1497, c bot:.-.: Eas;:er, l·Jho::. he ,;m s ~n his fou:rtcEril:h year, Luther was

£ca::1t: to

.;1

schoo l at }l agclebu:;,,·g.

Luthe~ ~efer;:ed to this school as that of

t he NtL l b:: uzdei."', c:. sc~~ool of the Breth:;:en of the Co:imnon Life.

This was a

lE:. •. est G. Schw:ebel";::, LuChE:r .and .ill.§. Tin_es (St. Louis: Conco:rdia
Pu~li shlng Rou~e, c . 1950), 9p. 104ff.

3.::.El!::..
r ·-1 ? p . 113 •
l:,··b: d

1-.:L·' p. 116.

s
natural plac e f o:: him to come into coc ; ~~ ~ with t~e Bibl e, beca~se Bible
i"-.!ac'.in~ .:...d st;idy

'12S

em?hasi zed i n t ha ~- ogra;:: o f these school s. 5

. or s omo unknow~, reason Luther~ s parents in t he follcwin g year sent

,um t:~ s c hool at l:is<.:tac h , t o the Geo2,:. s chule, wh ich c ompared favorably
wi t i1 t he c::ie Lu'..:he1: had attc:1.<icd at l'-'.agceburg;.
r e c c ~ved ir.struc~ion f::om two able taac~ers .

I ~ this Trivial s chu le he
One wa s Treoonius , the rector

of the schoo l; the s e cond tcn c i,ez- wa s Wigand Guelder.naµf aus F::i tzlar.
Lut::e r always l,ad a soft spot in his heart f or Ei s~,o c h . 6
t~:.r:.3s c oat: ri JUted to t hi s .

of

S'1Ch

A ni;:nber of

The inst:::-uction which Luther ;:-ecei ved here was

1-.i gh o :cc.e:c that i t won h is li felong praise.

It wa$ here tha t he

hod hi s c :1i.:ect:s with t·,e Cott a and the Sc:i~lbe f~mili0s tnroug h tutoring
rcn:cy Schalbo.

Through these c ontacts I.u·::te;:- w.::s ex'!)os.ad to

congcn~ .'.ll , c c,:,fo:::-ta ble .:it ..osp~-:e::-e dominat ed by st::ons
::cli gi ous c onvic~ions end oi: t .m :.::1e seen.a of st:lrr.ulatin~
convc:sati ons with distineu S. shed gu.::sts . One of the most
f:r c quent of these was the Vicar of St . :,~a:::-ten w: o w£s in
c h.:.,: ge of the Franc iscc::~'l r.·.c:-.:: stc:-y .:.t t:10 feet o f t ~1e
Wartbur g, t ..1e !3.;:rfuc~ :·1oste,:, ·su?ported by t!!.e Sena::. be
f<1m: ly. ·;
ci

These discussions may hav,:; 9lc.1~ted seeds :.n t he fertile m!:i.cl o f Luther
~nd i nf lu e:-:ced ::~m to enter t h ia Au~rustinian monastery at: E:.:-furt in 1505.

8

p . 119.

6 ·lartin Lu tho:..- , uA Se1"non on :(,:?~?ing Cni ldren 4 0 Sc hool, 11 ~ of
H.:;::ct~n Lutl1cn· ( PhHadelohia Edition; Ph:l~de:!. ,.:.. ~a: Mu:,lenberg ?ress,
Zi"-~-32): - { ~172 . Here~ftei.· :tefe:crcd t o es ~ . . .lso ir'.. £, Mart i n Luthers
~fa::k~ (l,,: i ::ische Ge sammtau sge.00; Weimar: Hermann Bo ehlat! ? 1883-1 948 ) , XX..X,
-oa-::.-t
?
7·,I •
'J',,.
•• e~"'ter
-~"'"
.1.·e-··
l ""
- , :::
J
H....,.:.
.:.. .:..
~
J. '=
J. J.. <>"' t o a s i-lA
'I;~

-·

-

•

7sclm iebe:ct :> p . 128.

Sloi~. The~e ts a s hort Jerso~al :1.o te on Lutter's o rig:n anci educa t i on
in ~ letter whicl"! Lt:~hei· m.:ote· to Spalat:i.n, datad Jsnu.iry 14, 1520. Th e
lett0r seems to ha re ~Gen wri tt;;in bec a·..ise someone rr.s.cie :he c harge that hi s
pa:..·ents may l'1ave be,;:.;, Eohe..1i a:-.s.
i;y was bor:1. at Ei sl0b~n., S!."\d b.:ip~i z ed in

I

6

r~

the sum~cr of 1501 he e~te·cc the University of Erfurt to pu~sue

tr: e study of th8 l i berel arts.

Lutterv s trai:·dn.; was ~n the stanria;:-d sub-

jects of his day, loaning hco vi ly to t~e dialetics of the sc~olastics,
t hou : :, the ·: umanis a.. i:'i.fluer.ce wa s felt c..n the ca!;'lpus.

·u~o cf

Luth~.:- ' s

leading p:·ofe ssors, T:ru t vetter ar:c. Usinge n, used a ld.nc. of us c holasti c
!km.::r.i s :...-:)a d1::.:!wi:13

U!)On

the i:rea suros of c:nt~quity, quoting the classics

:::o s~ppo:.· t t he poi:r. · s they wished to establish. 9
Th e yea:,.· c:::f.·.:e :.· he en'.::ered ti1a U:,iversi t y he to ol< his oache :. ..);.: of

!?:1ilosophy c.egree, r.:1;.1t<ing thi r tieth in a class of fifty-seven.
he boc.::imc

.::i

In 1505

lv'ast.::;r of Philosophy, r an:dng secc,nd i~1 a group o f seven tee.,.

'.J ough he was !>l·epared to teach as a Nast er, ha e:-.tered the school of law

a '· -::he u1: g i~3 of his father to prs,pare for a lcg.::il p::ofession.

H~ coul d

:~ot have been involved in law sc.1001 very long for on July 17, 1505, he
quite s udd e:;.ly ente1·eo t he mo: astery of the Hermi ts of St. Augustine in
£:.·fur t.

··ihat moved hi m t c enter the mon.!!. stery:1 whethe:: the wound infli cted

tho chu1·ch of St. :?eter tr.ere.
I d o n ot remembeii."' t his, but r believe my
pc..::-ents and co:::ipatri ots. My parents i1ad ni gz-ated t:!1i. the:::- from Ei senach
h ard by. ~i s~.a~h r.& s a l most all my relatives, e~ d t h e~e I am t od~y rcccg.:izeci and knowL1. by :-:,ost of t her,1!1 since I studied thc ::e f o1.:z- years 1£~97 to
1501 no;:· does ar,y c:!. ty k.-.ow me better. I :wpe they ucul d not be so fool-

i .;;h tha..: one shculd call tr.e s o,1 of I.u the x- ne;_:.:w,w, anoth er un cle, a::i.othe1.·
cousin ( of ~rhom I h~ve many the:.·e) :> if -::hey kncaw that r-:iy father and mothe:.·
·wcn.·e .Johe~.~i2.ns and o ther the n natl ves of thoh· town. i i Na ..-~in Luthe1.· ,
Lutl1er' s Co:.·:..· 0 soon.:,e-:1ce anc: Ot:1e:,.· Conte:noorar.v Le-::ters, t ran slateci a.11.d
e?rtec by.~e~e~~- s r:£:::hindC~:,._-ies1'.L3Zcobs (P~delp:.ia: Tne Luti-:e:;:en
P~b~ ication Soc~e~y, 1913 end 1918 ) , I, 2'l3f. Hereafter ~eferrcd to as
Smith. Also in Dr. Na:,.· t: i ::1. Lut:he:;.· 1 s Ft:-iefwcchsel~ oditeci by E::rr,st L. ~"1.ders
~ciGt'. st.:iv 1(8.~·J C:. ~ Urankfurt a . N•• s~~ iften Ni edel.""lage des Zvang.al.
Ve~e:ns, 188 4; C~l ~, and Stuttgart : Ver l ag cler Vereins 3uchhancilung 9 188 7
to 1907 ; Leipzig: Ve~o~n fuer Refonnati onsgesctichte, 1910-1912), II, 292.
' a:;_·eafter ;.· afe1.· rec to as En<ler.s.

-------

9c:..istav ·i. :=.rucc~ LL,thc::.· As An iZducnto:c f·linnea!)olis : Augsburg Pub"
li shing :.o~ so ~ l 02J ) 11 pp. 66::.
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on himself in an accident with a short sword, the death of a close friend,
or the storm encountered on his way back to Erfurt from Mansfeld, leads
only to conjecture, and adds nothing to the understanding of the development of Luther.

Luther never gave any indication of the struggle that he

may have had at this time.10
Entrance into the monastery involved Luther in a novitiate which
lasted about . a year, until 1506.

Perhaps in September of this year he

went through the formality of taking the vows of obedience,· poverty, and
chastity which were his first step toward the priesthood.ll

Luther's

theological studies actually began before this time, for he was expected
to study Gabriel Biel's

~.2£..Eh!~·

This book initiated him into

the mystery of the Mass, the very cornerstone of the entire sacramental
system of the Roman church.12
In the spring of 1507 Luther was ordained to the priesthood.
It is probable that he was ordained a subdeacon by Pr~or
Winand on December 19 (1506); a deacon by the suffragan
bishop of Erfurt, John von Laasphe, on February 27, 1507;
and finally a priest on April 4 by the same prelate in
the Erfurt cathedral • • • the first mass took place !n
the monastery church on Cantata Sunday, May 2, 1507. 1
Luther's father had come from Mansfeld, accompanied by twenty horsemen,

lOHeinrich Boehmer~ Martin Luther: Road~ Reformation, translated by
John W. Doberstein and theodore G. Tappert (Philadelphia: Muhlenberg Press,
c.1946), pp. 29ff.

1112.!.2.. ,

p. 41. ·

12schwiebert, pp. 147f.
l3Boehmer, p. 42.

\

.·.

8

and contributed twenty gulden to the monastic refectory for refreshments
after the colebration.14
Though ordination to the priesthood meant being in a certain routine
of monastic life, Luther also was involved in a further course of study in
theology in the Order's school of advanced study (Studium Generale) connected with the monastery.

Father John Nathin, a follower of the Occamist

Gabrial Biel, was the chief instructor.

While in the monastery school

Luther studied the Sentences of Peter Lombard, hearing lectures from Nathin,
who used the Collectorium of Biel and the Quaestiones of d'Ailly and Occam.
He could have had some contact here with t h e ~ of Thomas Aquinas.

No

doubt Luther learned his lessons well, for he later felt at home in all of
these writers of both the:!!!, moderna and:!!,! antigua.15

He became familiar

also with the works of Augustine, Athanasius, Jerome, Occam, Scotus, Anselm,
Lombard, Bonaventura, Bernard of Clairvaux, Gerson, and others.16
In 1508 Luther was called to the University of Wittenberg on the order
of Johann Staupitz, Vicar General of the Austinians in Germany, to fill the
Order's chair of moral philosophy.

He taught Aristotle's Ethics and

Dialectics, beginning with the winter term, and remained there for about
a year.17

His heavy schedule of teaching and studying he describe~ briefly

in a letter to John Brain, dated March 17, 15091
Now I am at Wittenberg, by God's command or permission.
If you wish to know my condition, I am well, thank . God,

l4Ibld., pp. 42f.
15.!!?!.5!. , pp. 44f.
16 Bruce

'

p. 75.

l7aoehmer, p. 52.

',

9

except that my studies are very severe, especially philosophy, which from the first I would willingly have
changed for theology; I mean that theology which searches
out the meat of the nut, and the kernel and the marrov
of the bones • • • • 18
On March 9th of this same year (1509) he was elevated to the degree of
Bachelor of Biblical Studies.

Shortly after this he was transferred back

to' the monastery at Erfurt, and at the urging of Dr. Nathin was graduated
from the University of Erfurt as a Master of the Sentences.

Following

this he had to lecture on the Sentences of Peter Lombard, which was the
standard theological work of the day.19
his

Olm

During this time Luther continued

studies, especially in the writings of Augustine. 20

From November, 1510, to March, 1511, Luther made his trip to Rome.21
In the summer of 1511 he was transferred to Wittenberg by Staupitz and
directed to begin his studies toward the Doctorate in Biblical Theology
that would eventually permit him to fill the chair of Biblical Theology
held by Staupitz, who found it increasingly difficult to work in this area
because of the press of business of the Order.22
preach.

He was also ordered to

Staupitz could appoint him a preacher, but only the University

could confer the doctorate.
pleted in October of 1512.

The preparations for the doctorate were comThe cost of the promotion was born by the

1 8 ~ , I, 23.
l 9Ibid. , p. 30.
2~1artin Luther, ''Letters," Luther's~, edited by Jaroslav Pelil<an
and Helmut T. Lehmann (St. Louis: Concordia Publishing House, and Philadelphia:
Fortress Press, c.1963), XLVIII, 5. Hereafter referred to as~.
2lschwiebert, p. 149.
22Luther, "Letters," !M_, XLVIII, 5. ·
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Elector on the assurance that Luther would teach for life at Wittenberg.
The Elector's agents, Degenhart Pfeffinger and John von Dolzig, were
authorized to pay the sum of fifty gulden to Staupitz.23

Smith quotes

from a list of expenses of these men at the St. Michael's Day Market at
Leipzig:
which Martin, Augustinian friar at Wittenberg, received
against his own written receipt. These fifty gulden our
most gracious lord kindly commanded to be given to the
said friar for his doctorate, which he will receive at
Wittenberg shortly after this fair, · in return for which
Dr. (Staupitz) has undertalcen that the said Hartin shall
during his life-time lecture on the subject assigned to
him at Wittenberg.24
The doctorate was conferred on October 18, 1512, after five years of graduate work in the most exacting disciplines of that day.

Luther extended an

invitation to the doctoral ceremoni'es to Prior Andrew Lohr and the Convent
at Erfurt.

He wrote:

in obedience to you and to our reverend Vicar Staupitz
I shall talce my examination in theology in the hall of
the university • • • • First of all I beg you for
Christ's sake to commend me to God in your conunon prayers
• • • • Then I beg that you will deign to come and be
present at the celebration, if convenient, for the glory
and honor of religion and especially of our chapter• • • • 25
From the time Luther entered the monastery, during the years in which
he prep~red to receive his doct~rate a struggle went on within him.

He

tried to find the long sought peace of soul as outlined in Roman theology.
The more he studied the classic theology of his day, the more confused he
was. · His confusion came from the Roman ~derstanding of penance, and the

23Enders, I, 9.
24smith, I, 26.
· 25~., p;, 24.

Also Enders, I, 7f.
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attempts he made to meet the requirements of the Roman system.

In writing

to Staupitz after his publication of the Ninety-five Theses he portrayed
this struggle qlld also the Vicar's part in helping him:
I remember, reverend Father, among those happy and wholesome stories of yours, by which the Lord used wonderfully
to console me, that you often mentioned the word "penitence,"
whereupon, distressed by our conscie~ces and by those torturers who with endless and intolerable precept taught noth•
ing by what they called a method of confession, we received
you as a messenger from heaven, for penitence is not genuine
save when it begins from the love of justice and of God,
and this which they consider the end and consummation of
repentance is rather its commencement.
Your words on this subject pierced me like the sharp arrows
of the mighty, so that I began to see what the Scriptures
had to say about penitence, and behold the happy result:
the texts all supported and favored your doctrine, in so
much that, while there had formerly been no word in almost
all the Bible more bitter to me than "penitence" (although
I zealously simulated it before God and tried to express
an assumed and forced love), now no word sounds sweeter or
more pleasant to me than that. For thus do the commands of
God become sweet when we understand that they are not to be
read in books only, but in the wounds of the sweetest Savior.
After this it happened by the favor of the learned men who
taught me Hebrew and Greek that I learned that the Greek
,-1- ' )
word is metanoia {att~l/01"\) from meta ...--.,o<
and noun
(fc,;,v'), i.e., from "afterwards" a~mind,~' so that penitence of metanoia Y4-ttr1101°") is "coming to one• s right
mind," afterwards, that is, comprehension of your own evil,
after you had accepted loss and found out your error. This
is impossible without a change in your affections. All this
agrees so well with Paul's theol~gy, that, in my opinion,
at least, nothing is more characteristically Pauline.
f

(

••

Then I progressed and saw that rnetanoia meant not only
"afterwards" and "mind," but also "change" and "mind," so
that ~etanoia means change of mind and affection • • • •
Sticking fast to this conclusion, I dared to think that
they were wrong who attributed so much to works of repentance and elaborate confession. They were seduced by the
Latin, for "poenitentiam agere" means rather a work than

12
a change of affection and in no wise agrees with the
~e~.26
Luther continued with thoughts that led to his publication of the Ninetyfive Theses:
When I was glowing with this thought, behold indulgences
and remission of sins began to be trumpeted abroad with
tremendous clangor, but these trumpets animated no one
to real struggle. In short, the doctrine of true repentance was neglected, and only the cheapest part of it, that
called penance was magnified • • • • As I was not able to
oppose the fury of these preachers, I determined modestly
to take issue with them and to call their theories in
doubt, relying as I did on the opinion of all the doctors
and of the whole Church, who all say it is better to perform the penance than buy it, that is, an indulgence.
This is the reason why I, reverend Father, who always
love retirement, have unhappily been forced into the
public view.27
When Luther was made a doctor he began his Bible teaching career with
the Psalms.

Beginning with the summer semester of 1513 he lectured on the

Psalms until .. the winter semester of 1515.

Luther had the printer in

Wittenberg, Johann Grunenberg, print the Psalms with space between the
lines and, large margins.
ready space for notes.

This was a novel use of printing but it gave
When he finished the Psalms, he turned to the

Letter to the ·Romans, and had the printer prepare sheets with the same
format.
6 a.m.

Luther met his classes twice a week, Mondays and Fridays, at
He needed three semesters for Romans, beginning at Easter of 1515

and finishing early in September of 1516. 28

2 6 ~ , I, 9lf.
2 7 ~ , I, 92.

Also Enders, I, l96f.
Also Enders, I, 198.

28Nartin Luther, Lectures .2!l Romans, vol. XV o f ~ Library 2f ~ tian Classics, translated and edited by Wilhelm Pauck (Philadelphia: The
~minster Press, c.1961), p. xx. Hereafter referred to a s ~ Romans.
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In the winter semester of 1516-1517 he took up the letter to the
Galatians and then turned to the Letter to Hebrews in the sununer semester
of 1517 and the winter semester of 1517-1518.

Luther remained a professor

of biblical theology all of his life and throughout his academic career his
lectures were devoted to biblical exegesis.

He never took up Romans again,

nor does he refer to his own lecture notes on this important bool(.

The

reason for this was most likely that Melanchthon took ~nis as a regular
tasl( on becoming a professor at the University; he may have used Luther's
lecture notes.

The original notes remained in the Luther family and the son,

Paul, had them richly bound in 1582.29
Luther himself gave an explanation of his developing understanding of
biblical theology in a preface to the 1545 Latin edition of his collected
works.

He gave these reminiscences as the background to the works first

published in 1517-1521, which formed the first volume of his collected
worl<s. 30 Luther mentioned the fact that he had turned again to lecturing
on the Psalms (1519).

He felt better qualified to deal with the Psalms .

after he had dealt with St. Paul's letters to Romans and Galatians and the
book of Hebrews.31
I had been seized with a really extraordinary ardor to
understand Paul in the letter to the Romans, but until
then there stood in my way, not coldness of blood, but
this one word, i.e., Romans I, 17: "The justice of God
is revealed in it." For I hated this word "the justice
of God" which by the use and usage of all the doctors I

29.!.2.!.£., PP• xxf.
30Ibid. , p. xxxvi.
3 1 ~• .· Also I:i[, XXXIV, 336 and

li!, LIV, 183.
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was taught to understand philosophically in terms of
that so-called formal or active justice with which God
is just and punished the sinner and the unrighteous.
For, however irreproachably I lived as a monk, I felt
myself before God to be a sinner with a most unquiet
conscience, nor could I be confident that I had pleased
him with my satisfaction. I did not love, nay, rather
I hated, this righteous God who punished sinners and if
not with tacit blasphemy, certainly with huge murmurings
I was angry with God, saying, "As though it really were
not enough that miserable sinners should be eternally
damned with original sin and have all kinds of calamities
laid upon them by the law of the Ten CoI1¥llandments, God
must go and add sorrow upon sorrow and even through the
Gospel itself bring his justice to bear!" I raged in
this way with a wildly aroused and disturbed conscience,
and yet I knocked importunately at Paul in this passage,
thirsting more ardently to know what Paul meant.32
The continuation of Luther's account does not give the exact time
when the change came about in his thinking and his conviction, but he does
. say that it happened in connection with his work on Romans.
At least, God being merciful, as I thought about it day
and night, I noticed the context of the words, namely,
"The justice of God is revealed in it; as it is written,
the just shall live by faith." Then and there, I began
to understand the justice of God as that by which the
righteous man lives by the gift of God, namely,'by faith,
and this sentence "the justice of God is revealed in
(t:hrougJ.il the gospel" to be that passive justice with
which the merciful God justifies us by faith, as it is
written: "The just lives by faith. n33
The joy which Luther found in this discovery cannot be minimized,
because it had such a far-reaching effect upon his life and work.

It gave

him, finally, the peace of mind he sought, the peace of conscience, the joy

32Martin Luther, "Preface," Omnium Operum (Wittenberg: Johannem Lufft,
1545), no pagination. Hereafter referred to as Ooerum. Also i n ~
Romans, xxxvif., and!::!!, XXXIV, 336f.
33ooerum, no pagination.
337.

A l s o ~ Romans, xxxvii, and!::!!, XXXIV,
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of teaching and of preaching the unmerited free grace of God in Christ
Jesus.

This was a theme of which he never tired and it can be found in

many of his utterct1"lces that have been recorded.

He portrayed this joy in

the same document referred to above in these words:
This straightway made me feel as though reborn and as
though I had entered through open gates into Paradise
itself. From then on, the whole face of Scripture
appeared different. I ran through the Scripture then
as memory served, and found that other words had the
same meaning, for example: the work of God with which
he mal<es us wise, the fortitude of God, the salvation
of God, the glory of God.
And now, much as I had hated the word "justice of God"
before, so much the more sweetly I extolled this word
to myself now, so that this passage in Paul was to me
a real gate to Paradise. Afterward, I read Augustine
9E: the Spirit ~ ~ Letter, where unexpectedly I
ca.~e upon the fact that I, too, interpreted the justice
of God in a similar way: namely, as that with which
God endues us when he justifios us. And al though this
was said still imperfectly, and he does not clearly
explain about 11 imputation," it was gratifying to me
that he should teach a justice of God by which we are
justified.34
Luther wrote that he had this conviction before he bega..."l his second
lectures on Psalms in 1519, but mentioned that the Diet of Worms, called by
Charles V, compelled him to lay aside this work.
Much consideration has been given as to how far back into Luther's
development this trend can be seen, because he lectured on Romans in
1515-1516.

Schwiebert has placed it in 1514.

He brings out that by the

time Luther completed. hls lectures on Galatians in the spring of 1517 he
was a rapidly maturing theologian, far removed from the searching, questing
monk of a f~ years before, who was beset by all sorts of uncertainty concerning his own salvation and justification.

34Ibid.
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The "iustitia Oei" question has been diligently dissected
by now and the literature is overwhelming. When were the
11
Erstlinge" to which Luther referred in 1545? Ernst Bizer,
~ ~ audltu (1952 and enlarged, 1961) claimed it was
not until 1518 to which Heinrich Bornkanun replied, upholding Vogelsang that the "breal<through" came in 1514 while
Luther was explaining the 72nd Psalm, in "Zur Frage der
Iustitia Del beim jungcn Luther," Part I, Archiv fuer
Reformationsgeschichte, LII, Heft I, 16-29; and P'a°r'tU,
~ . LIII, Heft II, 1-60. The author's reformation
studies support this latter view. 35.
The breakthrough could have come while Luther was lecturing on Romans
itself (Easter 1515 to September 1516).

At all events, too much evidence

exists to say that it took place as late as 1518.
Some correspondence exists in which Luther specifically mentions the
"righteousness of Christ."

In a letter dated April 8, 1516, Luther wrote

to George Spenlein at Nerraningen:
Now I would like to know whether your soul, tired of her
own righteousness, would learn to breathe and confide in
the righteousness of Christ. For in our age the presumption besets many, especially those who try to be just and
good before all men, not knowing the righteousness of God,
which is most bountifully and freely given us in Christ.
Thus they long seek to do right by themselves, that they
may have courage to stand before God as though fortified
with their ovm virtues and merits, which is impossible.
You yourself were of this opinion, or rather error, and
so was I, who still fight against the error and have not
yet conquered it.
Therefore my sweet brother, learn Christ and him crucified;
learn to pray to him despairing of yours~lf, sayingl Thou
Lord Jesus, art my righteousness, but I am thy sin; thou
hast talcen on thyself what thou wast not, and hast given
to me what I was not • . • • • For Christ only dwells in
36
sinne:cs. •

35Ei--nest G. Schwiebert, "The Reformation and Theological Education,"
Soringfielder, X.~VIII (Autumn 1964), 35. Cf. also Uuras Saarnivaara,
Luther Discovers~ Gospel (St. Louis: Concordia Publishing House, c.1951),
pp. 92ff.
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3 6 ~ , I, 33.

Also Enders, I, 29.
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Luther wrote to Spalatin on October 19, 1516, attacking Erasmus and
his ideas of righteousness of the law or of works:
For whatever good is done outside the faith of Christ, even
if it mal<es Fabricii and Reguli, men who were righteous before men, yet it no more savors of justification than do
apples or figs • • • • 37
Thus the future reformer had a clear idea of the centrality of Christ.

He

used his own developing insights in biblical studies, his growing knowledge
of the original languages, and his keen ability to see through the dialectical arguments of the fathers, his teachers, and his

O'Wll

contemporaries,

to find Christ and His righteousness in Scripture.
In the spring of 1517 Luther wrote to Sp~latin mentioning that his publication of the penitential Psalms was not produced for readers like the court
pastor but for simple minds, and then goes on:
You alraady have enough in the works just me...tioned, or if
they are not enough, I beg you trust yourself to me this
once, and with all your power lay hold on the book of
Tauler's sermons, of which I spoke to you before • • • from
this book you will see how .t he learning of our age iron, or
rather earthen, be it Greek, Latin, or Hebrew, compared to
the learning of this true piety.38
Luther was not a reformer in all of these writings, but a soul seeking
for peace with God, evaluating all of the teachings of his church in the
light of his own studies.

The publication of t~e Ninety-five Theses must

be placed in this context.

Luther was incensed at the claims made by the

peddlers of indulgences, especially John Tetzel, and invited a scholarly
debate among the university people of his day.

37smith, I, 42f.

Also Enders I, 64.

3 8 ~ , I, 56.

Also Enders, I, 89.
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Spalatin must have asked Luther about the study of the Bible, for
Luther in a letter dated January 18, 1518, wrote him:
In the first place it is most certain that the Bible cannot be mastered by study or talent. Therefore you should
first begin by praying that not for your glory, but for
his, the Lord may be mercifully pleased to give you some
comprehension of his words • • • • Then having achieved
this humble despair, read the Bible from beginning to end,
that first you may get the simple story in your mind (as
I believe you have already done) in which Jerome's epistles
and commentaries will be of great help. nut for the understanding of Christ and the grace of God, this is for the
hidden l<nowledge of the spirit, Augustine and Ambrose seem
to me far better guides, especially as Jerome seems to
Origenize, that is, allegorize, too much • • • .' 3~
When Luther publisbed his Commentary ~n Galatians in the fall of 1519
he wrote a preface in the form of a letter to Peter Lupinus in which he
spoke of his "chatting about indulgences" or "trifling observations about
indulgences," stating that he wanted to evaluate all of these things by
the divine standard of the Bible and the Gospel of Christ Jesu~, but that
his opponents wanted to measure everything by the power of the pope and the
privileges of the Roman Church.

He also mentioned :his examination at Augs-

burg before Cardinal Cajetan on October 12, 1518.

He used ~trong words in

condemning the corruptions of the Roman Church and the pope and appealed
only to the Holy Scriptures:
as we groan in vain with many a groan, we see the holy and
awesome name of Christ, in which we have been justified,
sanctified, and glorified, is given as a pretext for such
foul, such filthy, such fearful enormities of greed,
tyranny, lust, and godlessness; that it is being forced
into the service of vice; and what is the worst evil of
all--that the name of Christ is being blotted out by means
of the name of Christ; that the church is being laid waste
by means of the name of the church • • • I have decided to
turn to the least important things, that is, to Divine

· 39smith, I, 69.

Also Enders, I, 142.
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Scriptures, and to those which come from the author of
least consequences, the Apostle Paul. 40
After the Heidelberg Disputation with Eel,, Luther returned through
Erfurt and tried to see his old professors Usingen and Trutvetter.

His

attempt was unsuccess.ful, for these men whom he esteemed highly had become
his opponents.

He wrote them a letter explaining his position with refer-

ence to indulgences and other matters.

Later he had a temporary reconcilia-

tion with them, but the following passage from a letter to these two former
teachers shows the extent to which Luth~r had gone in his thinking by 1518:
To explain myself further, I simply believe that it is
impossible to reform the Church unless Canon Law, scholastic theology, philosophy and logic, as they are now taught,
are thoroughly rooted out and other studies put in their
stead. I am so fixed in this opinion that I daily asl< the
Lord, as fai· as now may be, that the pure study of the
Bible and the Fathers may be restored. You think I am no
logician; perhaps I am not, but I know that I fear no one's
logic when I defend this opinion• • • • 41
It appears that John Lang, the head of the Augustinians at Erfurt,
first directed Luther to the writings of John Tauler, a German mystic.
Luther wrote to Lang in October of 1516:
Therefore, tal<e care, as your Tauler commands, to persevere, keeping yourself apart and yet accessible to all
men, as is befitting the son of the same God and the same
church• • • • 42
Toward the end of 1516 Luther edited an anonymous tract of the Tauler
school, to which he gave the name!!, German Theology.

43

In December of the

same year he wrote to Spalatin:

40smith, I, l55f.

E..~ders, II, 136.
1w xxvu, :.153f.;
Also in _,

4lsmith, I, 83.

Also Enders, I, 188.

42smith, I, 41.

55.
Also Enders, I,

43smith, I, 41.
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If you delight in reading pure, sound theology, like that
of the earliest age, and in German, read the sermons of
John Tauler, the Dominican, of which I sent you, as it
were the quintessence. I have never read either in Latin
or in our own tongue theology more wholesome or more
agreeable to the Gospel. Taste and see, therefore, how
sweet is the Lord, as you have first tasted and seen how
bitter is everything in us • • • • 44
Luther referred to Tauler in several letters which show his reliance
upon this German theologian.

In a letter dated March 31, 1518, addressed

to John Staupitz he pointed out that Tauler had directed him to Christ
alone.
I know that my name is in bad odor with many, • • • even
good men found fault with me for condemning 1·osaries,
t onsures, chanting of psalms and other prayers, in short,
all 11 good works." • , . . Truly I have followed the theology
of Tauler and of that book which you recently gave to
Ch;,,·i stian Doering to print [staupi tz' s own book "Von der
Liebe Gottes•!]; I teach that men should trust in nothing
s ave in Jesus Christ only, not in their own prayers, or
merits or works for we are not saved by our own exertions
but by the mercy of God • • • • 45
In writing to Eck at Ingolstadt in a letter dated January 17, 1519,
Luther stated why he preferred Tauler to Aquinas, Bonaventura, and
Alexander of Hales, even though Eck did not know Tauler.
I gave my reason for preferring him to the schoolmen,
namely, that I learned more from him alone than from all
the others • • • I only urge you to strain every nerve
of your mind and scholastic learning to see whether you
can rightly understand a single one of his sermons.46
Luther spol<e out against scholastic theology on a number of occasions.

44smith, I, 48.

Also Enders, I, 75.

45smith, I, 78.

Also Enders, I, 175f.

4 6 ~ , I, 146.

Also Enders, V, 5.
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Ona of these was in 11A Letter to the Christian Reader 11 47 in which he said
that if only eloquence was desired, scholastic theology would be wonderful, and then wrote:
when I co:npare scholastic with sacred theology, that is,
with Holy Scripture, it seems full of impiety and vanity
and dangerous in all ways to be put before Christian
minds not forearmed with the armor of God • • • • 48
· In this connection he again pointed to Tauler and added the name of Wessel,
when he wrote:
In truth, I see that the purer theology has been and is
hidden among the Germans. Recently John Tauler came out,
~ quondam Thomist, if I may call him so, but a writer the
1 i lee of whom I think has hardly been born since the age
of the Apostles. Joined to him ls a tract of like sort
and langyage, the German Theology. After these Wassel

. .49

The Reformer had a keen sense of his ministerial obligation, assumed
when he took his doctorate, and spoke of this in a letter, dated July 9,
1520, and addressed to Elector Frederick, when the latter had received Pope
Leo's Exsurge Domine, which condeI1U1ed Luther.

Luther wrote:

Anyone who wishes may have my position • • • burn my
books • • • • If I am not allowed to lay aside my office
of teaching and preaching the Word, at any rate I shall
be free in the way I teach it. Loaded with enough sins
I will not add this unpardonable one, that, ,~hen I am
made a minister of the Word, I should fail in my ministry
and be found guilty of impious silence, · of neglecting
the truth and of thousands of lost souls• • . • I will
offer everything of my own accord, if they will allow
the message of salvation to be free to Christians • • • •

47Hartin Luther, "A Letter to the Christian Reader,"~, X, part 2, 329ff.
4 8 ~ , I, 135.
49smith, I, 135. Also WA, X, part 2, 329. Wessel Gansfort of
Groningen, a Brother of the Conunon Life, who anticipated the doctrine. of
salvation by grace so exactly that Luther said: "Had I read Wessel previously my opponents would have said that I had taken everything from him,
so clearly _do our spirits agree." ~ , I, 135.
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I do not seek a cardinal's hat nor gold, nor whatever
·
else Rome now prizes
• • • • 50'
Luther's lecturing was a radical departure from the accepted manner
of presentatio~.

Luther was not concerned with taking every word of a

text and trying to give a presentation of minutiae.

He 1ras concerned

with giving his students an understanding of the Bible itself, using the
fathers in places where he believed they had a proper understanding of
the text under discussion.

He no longer felt himself a slave to the

Scholastic approach to the study of theology with its basis in the
Sentences of Peter Lombard, Thomas Aqu_inas, and Aristotle.

His lecture

method had a freshness about it that made students flock to hear him.
This freedom in the Scriptures did not come suddenly to Luther, but was
the result of a long growth.
Shortly after Luther began his lectures on the Bible, he also began
his study of the languages of the Sacred Scriptures.
Greek in 1514 and Hebrew in 1516.

He began his study of

With these studies Luther eventually

changed his entire methodology of biblical exegesis.

He now assumed that

there was only one sense to Scripture which had to be found by the
grammatical-historical approach to the text.

Schwiebert's comment is:

Now he assumed the Bible had but one sense which had to
be discovered by the grammatical-historical approach. The
fonner Glossae and Scholia were abandoned. The change began to appear first in Romans, matured more fully in
Galatians, and by 1517-1518 in the lectures on Hebrews the

5 0 ~ , I, 336f. Also Enders, II, 428. In a letter written by
Mario Da Pozo to Francis Spinelli is this item: "It is said the Pope will
make him a cardinal to quiet him, provided he choose to accept the grace•
• • • " Dated January 9, 1524. ~ , I, 210f.
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transformation was completed. Luther had invented the
modern ~ethod of Biblical exegesis.51
Th is gr ammatical-historical approach was predicated upon a knowledge
of Hebrew and Greel<:.
was a sin e qua ~

In Luther's view a knowledge of the sacred languages

of the biblical exegete.

Having this view Luther

addressed the Elect or to create chairs in the faculty of Wittenberg for the
t eachi ng of these languages.

Spalatin, Luther's close friend at the court,

suggested Nosellanus, of Leipzig.
pl ans.

The Elector, however, had different

He wante9. John Reuchlin to teach Greek and Hebrel at Wittenberg

and extended such an invitation to him.

Reuchlin declined the honor, but

suggested his great-nephew, Melanchthon, for the Greel<: post, descr~ bing him
a s a scholar who could stand next to Erasmus in knowledg~ of Greek.

Nelanch-

thon accepted the post and arrived in Wittenberg on August 25, 1518. 5 2
The chair in Hebrew was more difficult to fill.

There were few

scholars &vailable who were trained in Hebrew, and fewer still who could
fit i nto the environment of Wittenberg.

After several unsuccessful attempts

to find a teacher, Mathaeus Goldhahn, better known as Aurogallus, was
a ppointed,
in 1543.

He ably filled the chair of Hebrew from 1521 until his death

He gave able assistance to Luther in translating the Old Testa-

ment. 53
Helanchthon, on August 29, 1518, delivered his inaugural address at
Wittenberg on the subject~ Improvement

.2£

Studies.

In this address he

stressed the need to learn the ancient languages of Hebrew, Greek, and

· 5lschwiebert, "Education," Sprin.gfielder, . p. 15.
5 2.!.!?.!:!•

,

p. 1 7.

53.!.2.!E,,, pp. 19f.
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Latin thoroughly.

He pleaded for a renaissance through the study of the

original sources.54
The humanistic scholarship which Melanchthon brought to Wittenberg
had been fostered at the Latin school in Pforzheim near Stuttgart, under
men : like Georg Simler and John Hiltebrant, both Reuchlinists.
he had entered the Univarsity of Heidelberg.

At thirteen

When Heidelberg refused to

grant him a Master's degree, he went to Tuebingen, on the recommendation
of Reuchlin, where he received his Master's degree and the right to lecture on the classics.

In 1515 he published a bool< on the rudiments of the

Greek language.55
Almost immediately Luther and Melanchthon became close friends.

Luther

was a seminal thinker, the daring reformer, who spoke freely and bluntly,
and like a .rough oak could weather the storms.

Melanchthon, on the other

hand, was a quiet scholar, a systematic organizer, who needed peace and
quiet for his best efforts. 56
Much has been made of Melanchthon's humanistic training and whether
he remained a humanist all of his life.

It must be remembered that the

reformers did not look at all aspects of humanism with jaundiced eye, but
openly fostered the attempt to recover antiquity.

}Ielanchthon continued

to translate and interpret the ancient writers in Greek and Latin throughout

54clyde Leonard Manschreck, Melanchthon, ~ Quiet Reformer (New York:
Abingdo1, Press·, c. 1958), p. 22.
55Ibid., pp. 32ff.
56schwiebert, "Education," Soringfielder, p. 18.
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his life.57

Both Luther and Melanchthon felt that the humanistic studies

must serve the Gospel and the evangelical movement.58
Luther lost no time in interesting his new friend in theological
studies after his arrival at Wittenberg.
tool< the degree of Bi blicus. 59
thon lectured on the Bible.

On September 9, 1519, Melanchthon

While Luther was at the Wartburg, Nelanch-

When Luther returned an effort was made to

keep Melanchthon in the theological faculty; however, he was reluctant to
give up his language studies, for he felt that without Latin, Greek, and
Hebrew clergymen would not be adequately trained for their tasks.

The

final disposition of this problem was that Melanchthon was : to remain in
the classics, and hel'p the theological faculty as time permitted.60
Melanchthon taught over a wide range of subjects including theology
and the languages as well as rhetoric, physics, and philosophy. 61 The place
of Nelanchthon in the entire reformation is eloquently summarized by Pauck:
He became one of the chief organizers of the.Reformation in
Saxony and he quiclcly acquired wide fame as the most prominent: scholar in the University of Wittenberg and as author
of unusually influential textbooks and other pedagogical
writings. He now pursued the taslc of building the bridge
between school and church, scholarship and theology, education and faith, culture and religion.62

57t,,1anschreck, p. 56.
58wilhelm Pauclc, "Luther and Melanchthon, 11 Luther ~ Nelanchthon .!,!l
~History~ Theology 2£_~ Reformation, edited by Vilmos Vajta (Philadelphia: Huhlenberg Press, 1961), pp. 14ff.
59schwiebert, "Education," Springfielder, p. 19.
60t1anschreclc, pp. 92ff.
p. 15.

Pauck, ''Melanchthon, 11 Nelanchthon

61Manschreck, p. 43.
62pauck, '1l-'1elanchthon," Melanchthon
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Melanchthon's educational endeavors aarned for him already during his
own lifetime the title of Praecentor Gerrnaniae.

Through him schools wero

established and the university system completely reorganized.
were trained in his methods and through his textbooks.
the groundwork for the school at Nuernberg.

In 1524 he laid

In 1525 ho supervised the

organization of the Latin school in Eisleben • .
schools in Thuringia.

Thousands

In 1527 he visited the

Much of the material which was later included in the

Schulordnung of 1528 was the result of this visitation in Thuringia.

This

plan was adopted as law in Saxon lands and became the model for schools to
co~e.63

He also had a part in several reorganizations of the University

of Wittenberg 1524-1526 and 1533.
In the Reformation two principles made it mandatory to foster mass education.

They can be expressed as the material and formal principles of the

Reformation, the priesthood of all believers through justification by faith
in Christ Jesus, and the Bible as the final authority in doctrine and
lifo. 64

"An Open Letter to the Christian Nobility of the German Nation" written
and published sometime in August of 1520 promoted the Scriptural principle
of a universal priesthood.

In this letter he developed the theme that the

"two estates" which Rome claimed existed was a figment of Rome's imagination,
saying:
It is pure invention that pope, bishops, priests, and monks
are to be called the "spiritual estate"; princes, Lords,
artisans, and farmers, the "temporal estate." That is indeed

63Manschreck, pp. 13lff.
64Ibid., p. 132
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a fine bit of lying and hypocrisy. Yet no one should be
frightened by it; and for this reason--viz., that all
C'm:isti ans are truly of the "spiritual estate," and there
is among them no difference at all but that of office, as
Paul says in I Corinthians xii, we are all one body, yet
every member has its o~-m ·work, whereby it serves every
other, all because we have one baptism, one Gospel, one
faith, and are all alil<e Ch1.·istians; for baptism, Gospel,
and faith alone mal<e us "spiritual" and a Christian
people. 65.
He showed that the whole sacerdotal system which placed the "clerics" in
a class by themselves is also founded upon a false premise.
Through Baptism all of us are consecrate~ to the priesthood • • • • Therefore when the bishop consecrates it is
the same thing as if he, in the place and stead of the
whole congregat ion, all of whom have like power, were to
t:al<e one out of their number and charge him to use this
power for the others.66
Luther also recognized that the calling o·f priests was a function which
had divine command for he said,
just because ·we are all in like manner priests, no one
must put himself forward and undertake without our consent
and election to do ·w hat is in the power of all of us. • • •
Therefore~ priest in Christendom is nothing else than an
officeholder. While he is in office, he has precede..'1.ce• • • • 67
All Christians were priests and had the power of the Office of the Keys,
though limited.

This fundamental principle that Baptism conferred priest-

hood depended on the Scriptural concept that the Christian is saved alone
by faith and not by the intermediacy of the priesthood.

In November 1520

Luther wrote his tract on "The Freedom of a Christian," at the instigation
of Karl von Militz, a papal emissary to Elector Frederick and Luther.

65Hartin Luther, "An Open Letter to the Christian Nobility of the
German Nation,"~' II, 66; ~, 6, 381.
661uther, "Open Letter, 11
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Latin t ext carri ed a dedicato4y letter adpressed to Pope Leo X.
written in a conciliatory manner.

It was

Luther even consented to ante-date it to

September 6 to indicate that he was not motivated by the bull Exsurge Domine
issued b~ Leo on June 15, 1520, but published in Germany after the September
date.

This tract developed the the.~e that it is by faith alone that man

has justification.
Therefore the moment you begin to have faith you learn that
a ll things in you are altogether blameworthy, sinful, and
damna ble • • • • When you have learned this you will know
t ha t you n eed Chri st, who suffered and rose again for you
so that, i f you believe in him, you may through this faith
become a n ew man in so far as your sins are forgiven and
you are justified by the merits of another, namely, of
Christ alone.68
He sta ted further:
i t ought to be the first concern of every Christian to lay
aside all confidence in works and increasingly to strengthen
f a ith alone and through faith to grow in the Icnowledge, not
of works, but of Christ Jesus, who suffered and rose for
him •
69
In another place he said:
He ought to think: "Although I am an unworthy and condemned
man, my God has given me in Christ all the riches of righteousne ss and salvation without any merit on my part, out of pure,
free mercy, so that from now on I need nothing except faith
which believes that this ls true.n70
With such teaching Luther brought an entirely different kind of religious
li f e before these people.

This was something which had not been heard for

many years ' in the Roman Catholic Church.

He condemned all work-righteousness.

681'1artin Luther, "The Freedom of a Christian,"!&,, XXI, 346f.
69rbid. , p. 347.
70Ibid. , p. 36 7.
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In speal<ing of fastin g, which was demanded in the Roman Church he said:
In doing t hese works, however, we must not think that a man
is justi f i ed bef ore God by them, for faith, which alone is
ri ght eou sness before God, cannot endure that erroneous
opin i on. 71
In anot h er sect i on he spolce of the relationship of faith and works:
So also our worl<s should be done, not that we may be justif i ed by them, since, being justified beforehand by faith,
we ought to do all things freely a.-,,d joyfully for the sake
of ot:hers.72
The need f or education in connection with faith was expressed by Luther in
t h is con.. ecti on when he wrote:
we ~u s t: also preach the word of grace and the pr omises of
f orgiveness by which faith is taught: and aroused. Without
this word of grace the worlcs of the law, contrition, oenitence, and all the rest are done and taught in vain.7~
In another place he said:
t here i s n eed t hat t:h e minister of Christ be far-seeing
and fai thful. He ought so to govern and teach Chr istians
in a ll the se matters that their conscience and faith wi 11
not: be off ended • • • • Unl e ss faith is at the same time
cons t:an~ly taught, this happens easily and defiles a great
many, a s ha s been clone until now through the pestilent,
i mpious, soul-destroying traditions of our popes and the
opinions of our theologians.74
Luther's stress on the faith of the individual Christian dealt a serious blow to the whole sacerdotal system of priests and sacraments as necessar y for salvation.

In nThe Babylonian Captivity of the Church" of October,

1520, he wrote:

71~. , p. 359.
72ill.2,., p. 36S.
7 3!1?.!.:t. , p. 364.
74r bi d., pp. 374f.
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it has see~ed best to restrict the name of sacrament to
such promises as have signs attached to them. The remainder, not being bound to s i gns, are bare promises. Hence
there are, strictly speaking, b~t two sacraments in the
Church of God--baptism a.'1.d bread; for only in these two
do we find both the divinely instituted sign and the promise
of forgiveness of sins. 75
Not only did Luther strike out at the sacerdotal system of the Roman
Church, but he repeatedly referred to the Word and its proclamation as the
most important function of the priest.

In the same tract referred to above

he spoke of the priesthood of all believers, saying:
I f they were forced to grant that as many of us as have
been baptized are all priests without distinction, as indeed we are, and that to them was committed the ministry.
only, yet with our consent, they would pi·esently learn that
they have no right to rule over us except in so far as we
freely concede it • • • •

It follows herefrom that whoever does not preach the Word,
called by the Church to this very thing, ls no priest at
al 1. 76
In his tract "The Freedom of a Christian" Luther also referred to·. this
need of the Word for the individual Christian life.
One thing, and only one thing, is necessary for Christian
life, righteousness, and freedom. That one thing is the
most holy Word of God, the Gospel of Christ, • • • Let us
then consider it certain and firmly established that the
soul can do without anything except the Word of God and
that where the Word of God is missing there is no help at
all for the soul. If it has the Word of God it is rich and
lacl<s nothing since it is the Word of life, truth, light,
peace, righteousness, salvation, joy, liberty, wisdom,
power, grace, glory, and of every incalculable blessing• • • • 77

75Mart:ln Luther, "The Babylonian Captivity of the Church, 0
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The Hord is the Gospel of God concerning his Son, who
was made flesh, suffered, rose from the dead, and was
glorified through the Spirit who sanctifies. To preach
Christ means to feed the soul, make it righteous, set
it free~, and
78 save it, provided it believes the •oreaching.
When Luther spolce of tho importance of the Word of God in the life of
God~s people, the Christians, he contrasted this very sharply with what was
offered in the schools of his time, especially the universities.

In writing

"An Open Letter to the Christian Nobility" he pointed this out at length.
He w1·ote:
The universities also need a good, thorough reformation
• • • • What else a1·e the universities, if their prese...t
condition remains unchanged • • • in which loose living prevails, the Holy Scripture and the Christian faith are little
t aught, and the blind, heathen master Aristotle rules alone,
even more than Christ. In this regard my advice would be
that Aristotle's Physics, Metaphysics, On the Soul, Ethics,
which have hitherto been thought his best boolcs should be
altogether discarded, together with all the rest of his
boolcs which boast of treating things of nature • • • • I
ven ture to say that any potter has more lmowledge · of nature
than is written in these books. It grieves me to the heart
that this dai:med, conceited? rascally heathen has with his
false words deluded ar1d ·made fools of so many of the best
Chri stia... s. • • . As though we had not the Holy Scriptures,
in whi ch we are abundantly instructed about all thines, and
of the:n Aristotle had not the faintest inkling• • • • Again,
his bool<s on Ethics is the worst of all books. It flatly
opposes divine grace and all Christian virtues, and yet it
is considered one of his best worl<s. Away with such boolcsl
Keep them away from all Christians.79
Luther in this same letter defended his judgment of these works of Aristotle
on the basis of firsthand knowledge.

He said that he had lectured on him

78 ~ - , p. 346.
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and heard l ectures on him and that he understood him better th.in either
St. Thomas or Scotus.

He referred to the lectures which he delivered to

his brothers, _most likely in the Monastery at Erfurt. 80

He did malcc

a..

except i on to some of Aristotle's. worlcs when he wrote:
I s hould be glad to see Aristotle's books on Logic,
Rhetoric and ?o etics retained or used in an abrid3ed
f orm; a s t ext books for the profitable training of
young people in spealting and preaching. But the commentari es and notes should be abolished • . • • 81
He a lso complained that the Sentences of Peter Lombard were consi dered
proper study f or the doctors of theology, but the Bible was considered
proper only for those who were in the bachelor level.

He pointed out that

t hi s should be r eversed.
I f we are ca ll ed by the title of teachers (Doctors) of
Holy Scripture, t hen we ought to be compelled in a ccordance wi t h our name, to tea ch the Holy Scriptures and
nothing else.82
Not only was Luther concerned tha t the Universities had such studies
and f ollowed such a program, but he was concerned also that all school
chi ldren should recei ve the bene fit of study in the Bible.
Above a ll, the f oremost and most general subject of study,
both in t he hi gher and lower schools, should be the Holy
Scri ptures, and for the young boys the Gospel. And would
to God that every town had a girl's school also, in which
the gi rls were taught the Gospel for an hour each day
either in German or Latin • • • • Ought not every Christian

80Ibid., p. 147.
8l1uther
82Ibid • .
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at his ninth or tenth year lmow the entire holy Gospel
from which he derives his name and life?83
The worl< of Luther and Helanchthon made a.. impact on education at the
University and elsewhere in Sa.xon lands, for the Elector Frederick wrote
to his a gent at Rome, Valentin von Teutleben in a letter dated September,
1520:
Now t hat Germa..'1.y is flourishing in gcmuises and in men
of lea:...--ning and wisdom, expert in the tongues and in
ail so~ts of learning, and since even the laity have
begun to be educated, and are moved by the zeal of
lmowing the Holy Scripture •
84
Luther felt the necessity of working on a translation of the Dible.
It is true that there were other translations of the Bible into Germa..-i. already at Luther's time, but they were not of the best quality.

The success

of Luther 1 s version was· fostered by the growing use of moveable type in
pri nting.

This made the translation which Luther prepared, and his other

works, readily available to a lar ge group of people.

Luther began ~ork on

the New Testament: of the Bible while he was at the Wartburg.

He carried a

completed manuscrirt w'ith him when he returned to Wittenberg, asked
Hela.""1chthon's help in editing it, and had it published in September of 1522.
The Old Testament occupied much of Luther's time during the following years.
In his corresponde..'1.ce he_ frequently referred to tha difficulties he encountered in making some of the prophets speak German.

He received valuable as-

sistance from various me.~bers of the faculty at Wittenberg, principally .
Melanchthon and Aurogallus.

83~.~ pp. 15lf.
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parts had been published as they were completed.

A number of revisions

were published by the reformers during Luther's lifetime. 85
The development of Luther from a medieval theologian into an exegete
with an historico-exegetical approach to Scripture led to many changes in
the University of Wittenberg.

There was a fresh approach to all of teaching

that was brought about by this changed attitude toward learning.
led to the break with Roman tradition.

This also

The study of languages was an essen-

t i al part of the program, but the prime purpose of such study was to get
back to the sources, to use this l<nowledge as a tool · in biblical interpret ation.

The popularity of Luther's translation of the Bible, its excellence,

its readability, its accept:ru1ce would have been impossible without a growth
in a ppreciation for a return to the sources.

All of Luther's training, all

o f his education, made possible these drastic changes in the life of Saxon
Ger many.

These things were reflected in the changed preaching in the

Ref ormation.

The emphasis was on Biblical preaching.

Education on all

levels was di rected to giving people an understanding of the basic truths
of the Christian faith founded in Scripture.
Theological education began to blossom at Wittenberg in the years
1519-1520 under the able leadership of Luther and Melanchthon.
bulls threatened this program.

Two papal

The first bull, Exsurge Domine, of June 1520

threatened Luther and condemned as heretical some of his teachings.

He

burned it outside the Elster Gate of Wittenberg in December of that year.
The second bull, entitled~ Romanum pontificem, dated January of 1521,
declared Luther a heretic.

When the Diet of Worms met in May of 1521,

85schwiebert, Luther~, pp. 643ff.
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Charles V had Luther condemned as a heretic by the Edict of Worms.

This

meant that he was under the ban of the Church and the Empire and could be
killed on sight by anyone.

Luther was taken to the Wartburg for safe

keeping.86
With these developments the enrollment at the University dropped from
552 to 200.

a part.

By 1524 it was feared that t'le whole University would fall

There also were internal difficulties which revolved about Dr.

Bodenstein von Carlstadt.
given for ten years.

He opposed the granting of degrees and none was

They were reintroduced in 1533.87

Lutherts concern at this time is shown in his writing to the Cou...cilmen:
Fir st of all, then, we are experiencing today throughout
Germany how schools are everywhere allowed to go to wrack
and ru i n; universities are growing weak, monastaries are ·
declini ng. This grass is l ilce to wither and the flower
thereof radeth, as Isaiah says [Z.o:fl, because the Spirit
of the Lord bloweth upon it in His Word, and shineth with
so great heat upon it through the Gospel.88
Ha.'1.schreclc says that the two years 1524 and 1525 were critical years
for the Reformation.

The conflict with Erasmus, the peasant uprising, the

death of Frederick, and the marriage of Luther he feels hindered the progress

of reforms.

The humanists drew back, the common man became disillusioned,

ti1e government wavered momentarily, critics were spreading rumors, but

86schwiebert, "Education," Soringfielder, p. 23.
S7rbict., pp. 23f.
88Martin Luther, "To the Councilmen of all Cities in Germany that They
Establish and Maintain Christian Schools,"~' IV, 104; };!!, XV, 28.
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fl·om all of these things the Reformation rebounded a.."ld recovered much
prestige through the work of Melanchthon in the schools.89
For some time before the death of Elector Frederick, Luther had been
alarmed at the declining number of students at the University, and the
weakening of the faculty through the acceptance of some of its members to
calls in other fields of activity.

When John the Steadfast became Elector,

Luther urgently pleaded with him to strengthen the University.

One of

Luthervs letters in behalf of the University is dated May 20, 1525.

In

this letter he wrote in part:
I have written. your Grace's father . • • that he • • •
s et the univers ity in order and secure a man who will
undertake the task. It is true that your Grace has
much else to cio in these troublous times, but in this
matter, too, delay is dangerous . • • • Besides, men are
moving away and being called away every day. It will
not be ~asy to bring them together again, and our neighbors are a lready gloating, as though the death of the
Elector were t he end of Wittenberg • • • • Necessity • • •
demands that if we are to continue to have a university
hei· e, we raust tal<e j)rOm!)t action. It were a pity if
such a school, from which the Gospel has gone out into
all the world, were to go down, and if when men are
needed eve:::r ywhere nothing ·were done to educate them •
• • • For your Grace sees that the world· cannot now be
ruled by force alone, but must have men of learning,
who by preaching and teaching the Word of Goe!, help to
restrain the people. If there were no preachers and
teachers the temporal govern...'llent would not long endure,
not t:o speal< of t:he Kingdom of God which would be tal<en
from us • • • • 90
Charles V found it increasingly difficult to enforce the Edict of
Worms in German lands.

At the Diet of Speyer in 1526 the formula~

89Hanschreck, p. 130.
90smith, I!, 317. Also in Martin Luther, Dr. Martin Luthers Briefe,
edited by Wilhelm De Wette (Berlin: G. Reimer, 1825-1856), II, 664.
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reli [!io was adopted and each prince was responsible for the

reli gious affairs in his own lands.

This led to concentrated efforts,

especially in the Saxon lands, systematically to establish the church along
evangelical lines.91

A program of religious education, fostered by princes

and clergy, was to be essential in the process.

9lschwiebert, nEducation, 11 Soringfielder, p. 24.

CHAPTER I::: J'.
THE THi::OLOGY THAT GUIDED LUTHER·'S EDUCATIONAL PRINCIPLES
Luther wrote, spol.;;e, and preached repeatedly about: education.

In r:1ost

of his ~1ri ting concerning education a pastoral concern was ex!)ressed.

Luther

had t he ability to relate everything to the structure of the Christian life.
What ever a man does, it should be done as a Christian.

When he -wrote 11To

the Councilmen of all Ci ti es in Germany," this concern was evide."'l.t as he
developed the thought that parents seemed only interested in training their
children to care for their bellies, but he pointed out that if they were
honestly conce4'"Ued for the welfare of their children they would request:
sho,1 us another way to educate them that will be pleasing
t o God a.i.d profitable to them; we certainly want to provide not only for the bellies of our dear children, but
also for their ·souls •• , .1
In the introduction to 11A Sermon on Keeping Children in School," Luther
showed his pastoral concern for children and schools.
Now because, as pastors, it is a part of the duty of our
office to be on our guard against these and other wicked
wiles, we must not go to sleep on this matter, which is
of such great importance; but we must incite, exhort,
torme11.t, and nag with all our power and diligence and
care, so that the common people may not let themselves
be so deceived and deluded by the devil. [i.e., to not
be willing to provide education for their children]

.. ............ ..
.

Nevertheless, because some may have forgotten this, or

1-J"J
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would be reore persistent on account of my example, I
have sent you this sermon of mine, which I have preached
more than once to our people. ,
2
Luther's concern w~s also sho~m in the high regard in which he held
the pastoral office and the encour~gement he gave parents to train their
children for such offices.

His "Sermon on Keeping Children in School"

affirms:
I hope, indeed, that believers, and those who want to be
called Christians, lmow very well that the ministerial
of fice has been established and instituted by God, not
with gold or silver, but with the precious blood and the
bi tter death of His only Son, our Lord Jesus Christ • • • •
and He ea rned it: dearly that in the whole world men should
have this office of preaching:, baptizing, loosing, binding,
g iving the Sacrament, comforting, warning, exhorting with
God~ s Wol~d, anci. whatever else belongs to the pastoral
office. • •• the clerical office of which I am t:hinldng
, • . includes the worl< of pastors, teachers, preachers,
lectors, priests (whom men call chaplains), sacristans,
school-teachers, and whatever othar worl< belongs to these
offices and persons.3
If none would give his · children for this office,
what will becorae of the ministerial office? The old
men who are now in the office, will not: live forever,
but a~e dying off every day, and there are no others to
tak e the i r place,4
Luther told pare..ts that they should rejoice if God permitted them to
use their wealth and labor to raise a son who would be a pious Christia.."'\
pastor •

..,v...
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There is no dearer treasure, nor any more precious
thing on earth or in this life t han a pi ou s and faithful pastor or preacher.5
Even. though not all of the men who prepare f or t he ministry wi 11 be
as highly educated as Doctors and Masters of the Holy Scriptures, the need
for parish pastors directed him t o write:
other boys ought also to study, even though they are
not s o clever, and ought to learn t o understand, write,
and read Latin; for it is not only highly learned Doctors and Nasters of Holy Script ure, that: we need. We
must a l so have ordinary pastors ·who will teach the
Gospel and the Catechism to the young and the ignorant,
and baptize, and administer the Sacrament. They are of
no use in a conflict with heretics, but that does not
matter; in a good building we must have n ot only hewn
fa cings, but also backing- stone; s o we must have sacristans and other persons, who serve and help the
preachers and the Word of God. 6
Luther laid this whole matter of Christia.."l education upon the pastors
and school tea chers when he ,;,r.cote:
Especially ought preachers t o impress these ideas upon
the people from their youth up, school teachers impress
them on the boys, and parents on t heir children, s o that
they may well learn that c lasses and off ices a re God's
and ordained by God •• • • 7
The most important ~ubject, .Luther felt, was the study of the Sacred
Scriptures.

In uAn Open Letter t o t he Christian Nobility" he s pelled t his

out:
Above a l l, the f oremost and most general subject of study,
both in the hi gher and the l ower schools , should be the

I\
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Holy Scr iptures, and for the younger boys t he Gospel.
And woul d to God tha t: every to,-m had a gi r l cs school
also , i n whi ch t:he girls were t aught the Gospel for an
hour each day ei ther ilt German or La tin• • • • Ought not
every Chri stian at hi s ninth or tenth year to know the
entire holy Gospel from whi ch he derives his name and
l ifc?8
He:,i conti nued:
We must give a t erri ble accounting for our neglect to
set t he Word of God before them • • • • where the Holy
Scri ptur e does not rule, there I most assuredly advise
n o one to place his child.9
In hi s Table Tal ks he also brought out that the disputing which went on in
t h e school s a bout mysterious and hidden things ·was of little value, but he
exhorted people to remain with the Word of God.
Mein Rat h ist das·z man nich disputire von heimlichen,
verborgen en Dingen sondern infaeltig bleibe in Gottes
~or t, fuerehml i ch im l<atechismo, denn im selben habt
i hr e ine..'11. sehr feinen, ..·ichtigen, Kurzen Weg der ganzen
christl i chen Religion und di e fuernehmesten Haueptartikel
kur z ver f a sset.10
The n eed for educated persons in all walks of life was emphasized by
Lut her in h i s wr iti ngs.

He recognized that even people who would not go on

to t he un ivers i ty, who would not fill hi gh posi tions in cornI!lerce, business,
or the court·, should have an education which would prepare them to live as
Christians in thei r calling and would be guided by God's Word.
everyone should be able to read Scripture for himself.

In his

He felt that
Letter to

11

the Councilmenn he wrote:

0
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If then there were no soul, as I have said, and if there
1-ere r.o need at all of schools and la.,guages for the sake
of the Scripture and of God, this one consideration should
suffice to establish everywhere the very best schools for
both boys and girls, namely, that in order to maintain its
temporal estate, the world must have good and skilled rnen
and women~ so that the former may rule well over land and
people and the latter may keep house and train children
and servants aright.

. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
We are living in a new world today and things are being
done differently. My idea is to let boys go to such a
s chool for one or two hours a day, and spend the re.~ainder of time working at home, learning a trade or doing
whatever their parents desired; so that both study and
wo:d._ might go hand i.n hand while they were young and able
to do both. • • • In lil<e ma.TU1.er, a girl can surely find
time e...ough to go to school one hour a day and still
a~tend to all her duties at home; . • • desire to train
the young people and to benefit and serve the world with
wel 1 bred me..-,, and women. 11
Eve..-,, though a person had studied Latin, which Luther felt every pastor
should know, and did not go into the ministry, but learned a handicraft or
trade or became a burgher, he felt that such a person could be u_s ed in the
service of the Word if the occasion arose.

This knowledge would never hurt

him in earning a living, but would mal<e him better able to rule his house.12
The need for educated men in government ·was also evide..,t to Luther:
Since our government in Germany must be guided by the
Roma.11 imperial law • . • r:1en must learn to lcnow the law
and the wisdom of our ·worldly government • • • • When I
spe~l< of juri st:s, I do not mea.."1. only the Doctors of
Laws, but the whole profession, including chancellors,
secretaries, judges, advocates, notaries, and all who
have to do with the legal side of government; also the
bigbugs kno~m as counsellors, for they, too, worl<~with
law and belong among the jurists• • • •

.,.,'II llLuther, "To Councilme..., 11 E§., IV, 12lff; ~, XV, 46f.
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Is it r.ot serving God, if we help maintain His ordinance
of civil govern.~ent?l3
Luther understood the value and dignity of all of work:
All classes and all the worl<s ordained of God are to be
pra ised highly as ever they can be, and none of them is
to be despised in favor of another.14
The sar:1e t hought was expressed by Luther when he encouraged pastors,
t eachers, and parents to impress upon children that there were many classes
a nd offices which God had ordained.
If t hey kn.01~ this, so that they despise and mocl< at and
s peal< evil of none of them, but hold them all in honor,
t hat plea ses God and serves the cause of peace and unity;
f or God is a great Lord, and has ma.~y kinds of servants.15
Luther voiced many complaints against parents who were neglecting the
proper t r aining of their children, and he exhorted and pleaded with parents
to train t heir children as God-fearing Christians, who would be an asset
to the. church and community. · He had a very high regard for the position in
which God had placed parents an.d the responsibilities which God had delegated to them.

In his exposition of Exodus 20:2 he said:

God com,ilunicates honor to father and mother; for which
reason there is no greater dominion on earth than the
dominion of father and mother.16
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He con trasted the honor based on f ear ·which was due to govenunent with
that whi ch is due to parents.
this honor is not on the same level with that which is
to be shown t o father and mother • • • • father and
~other a re not terrible in this measure, but altogether
pleasant • • • • father and mother are a delicate, pleas~nt, happy goven1ment; they do not receive from their
children, but: 1:isl<: body and 1 He, for the sake of their
childr en, pl aca t heir possessions and property in jeopardy,. 111.:l~<e a stalce of their nee!< and their body and
everythiug that they possess • • • • if father a.~d mother
wou ld not love thei::.· children so dearly, how would they
be reared and trai ned?l7
He fau lted parents because they neglected the training of their
c hildren in the fear of God, though they were concerned with fitting them
f c:,: l ife in thi s world.

His complaint included their neglect to train

them to pray prope rly and to instruct them in things pertaining to salvat ion, as well as their unwillingness to spend enough money to have someone
e lse train t hem.

Ch ildren were under the control of their parents and

Therefol.·e father and mother should be concer11.ed about
t hem, dil i ge-.1 .tly train, instruct, and teach them, not
only after t he manne;.· of the world, but also in spiritua l t hings which pertain to their soul's salvation.18
Pare... t:s were to recognize that God had placed them over their children
in His place.

If parents recognized this their home would become a true

church, a cloi ster, and even a paradise.
For father and mother here become lil<e God, for they
are r ul ers, bishops, pope, doctor, minister, preacher,
schoolmaster, judge, and lord. The father has all
names and offices of, God over his children; and just

"'~ lhuther, ::Exposition of Exodus,n
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a s God c a res for us, nourishes us, protects and defends,
tea ches and instructs us, thus also a f a the r teaches his
c h i ld, nouri she s i t, and cares for it.19
I n his c om:ne::ntary on Joel Luther spok e of the discipline whi ch parents
shou ld exerc ise i n the home, and t h e instruction wh ich they should give
t heir ch ildren from God: s Word h\ ordei.· that the public teaching office
migh t be s t rengthen ed.20
ne ex press ed his hi gh regard for parents in a sermon on John 2:
Fer a hou s e fathe1.· who governs his home in the fear of
God and trains h is ch ildr en and serva nts in t h e fear and
lmowl edg e o f God, in decency and honesty, he is in a
ble ssed, good, holy s t a tion. Thus also a woman, who
wa i t s on her chHd:cen in gi ving food and drink , in
c lean i ng and bat hin g them, need not inquire after a
h oU.e:..· ~ d more God-plea sing station. 21
In

11

To the Councilmen, of all Cities in Germe.ny, 11 Luther faulted

pare:1.ts f or not s ending the ir children to school.

He complained that

par ents were unwil lin g to have t heir children educated because the parents
fel t their c hi ldren would no longer be able to ente r the spiritual estates
and ha ve an easy living.

He quoted the parents as saying:

Tel l us,:• they say , ::why s hould we send them to
s chool, if t h ey are not to become priests, monks, and. nuns? They ha d be tter lea rn such things as will help
them to make a livi ng.n22
:1

I n urg ing support o f schools he complained that people who would be
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willing to gi ve on e gulden to fight t he Turks ought to be willing to give
a hundred gulden in order that one boy might be trained to become a Christ ian man . 23

In the

11

Preface to t he German Mass 11 of 1526 Luther spol<e of Catecheti-

cal i n struction that should be carried .on in the church must also be
strcmgt hened by its daily use in the home.

He me.l'\ti oned that he had refer-

ence to the Ten Conunandmen.ts, the Creed, and the Our Father.
Thi s instruction must be given • • • from the pulpit at
sta ted times or dai ly as may be needed, and repeated or
~ead aloud evenings and mornings in the homes for the
chi ldren anc s ervants, in order to train them a s Christ ian s • . . . If parents and guardians won't take the
trouble to do this ei ther themselves or through other s,
there n ever will be a catechism • • • • 24
He gave specif i c d i rect ions as to hew this instruction should be carried en in the home and also encouraged the parents to have the children
repeat porti ons of Scripture:
When a chil d begins t o understz.nd this it should be
encouraged to bring home verses of Scripture from the
s er mon and to repeat t hem at mealti me for the parel].ts,
even as they formerly used to recite their Latin.2~
In his Table Ta lk Luther also referred to the need for instruction
received in church being supported by the ·woi·k that ·was done in the home.
He said:

0
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The common and public sermons do little for the youth
an<l children learn and retain little from them. But
more needful is it that they be t aught and well instructed wi th dilige:nce in schools and at home; that
they be hec:rd and examined as to what they have learned,
that is worth much . Indeed this is very wearisone and
a great trouble, but it is necessary. The papists flee
such labor and pains; they trouble themselves rather
wi t h l<:eeping records of thei r rents and customs, so
that the congregati on of God is forsaken and neglected.26
Hany of the exhortations, comments, and directions of Luther referred
to in t his section t.-rere repeated by him in the contributions which he made
to education in the years 1528-1530.

These items will be dealt with in

Section rv.27
The efforts of Luther and his co-workers must have had a -widespread,
wholesome effect upon the education of the children in Germany. ·Nark
Spavento in a letter addressed to Leonard Guistinian, dated Mays, 1525,
had this to say:
during our two clays stay at Coir every person we spoke
to was a Luthe:i:an, and so well acquainted with Luther's
doc~rine as to defy exaggeration. The boys and girls
f,:om eight to ten years of age, in support of their ·
t enets? ai.1.swer you by evange lical precepts better than
many cioctors of divinity could do in favor of the
Catholic faith • • • • 28
The reform efforts of the faculty at Witte.11.berg, led by Martin Luther
and Philip :Mela.11.chthon, made it impo:rta.."l.t that the schools be retained or
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strengt hened and re-established where they had been permitted to di sappear.
Luther f e i t t hat the sta te should have a part i n t he ~ioulding and shaping of
the school system.

He also felt: that s t ate and city govern."1lents should

acce~t a responsibility t owa rd the establishment and mainte.T\ance of a
s chool system.

In writing to the Councilmen he vividly portrayed a con-

trast of what had been and what was possi ble at that time:
For Al rai ghty God has indeed graciously visited us Germans
and procl a imed a t;.,""Ue year of jubilee. We have at present
t he rnost excellent an.d l earned young men, adorned with the
l anguages and all arts, ~.;,ho could be of much ser vice if we
made use of them as instructor s of the young. Is it not
eviden t t hat we a r e now abl e -to pr"'pare a boy in three
years, s o t hat at the a ge of f i fteen or eighteen he will
!~now more than a ll un i versities and monasteri es hitherto?
Indeecl, what di d men learn in those institutions but how
to beco::ie a sses, blockheads, and dun ces! For twenty and
fo1.· t y y ears on e sa t over one ' s books without acquiring
e i ther Latin or German. I say nothing of the shameful
and vi c i ous life, by which the excellent youths were
miserably cor rupted.

i t i s ray ea rnest intention, pr ayer, a.~d desi r e t hat those
ass-sta bles a.i d dev il ' s schools should either si~ into
t he a byss or be converted into· Christian Schools. 9
The support of these schools should be the responsibility of the
goverrunent and the peo~le should, support such efforts of the government.
If mon ey that needed to be expended upon
f irearms,:·r oads, bridges, dams, and countless similar
i tems i n order that a city may enjoy temporal peace and
prosperi t y, why should not at least as much be devoted
to t h e poor , needy youth, so that we might engage one
or two compe tent men to teach school? 30

:I
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The people ha d been forced to give so much money and property for
indul gences, mnsses, vigils, cndm,micnts, testaments,
an.~ ivcr sa~i es, mend i cants, brotherhoods, pilgrimages,
and a ll other like humbug; but now that he is rid by
the grace of God Qf all that robbing and giving, he
ou 6 ht ~ out of gratitude to God and for Hi s glory, to
gi ve a pa:::-t of t hat amount for schools in which to train
pocr children, which woul d indeed be a good and precious
i n vestment. If the light of the Gospel had not dawned
and set him free, he would have to give up to the above
menti oned robbers t en times as much and more f or ever,
without any return. 31
Though Luther rea lized that parents had the first responsibility to train
the i r children, he also recognized that many of them would be unable to
do t his sati s fac t orily for a number of reasons.
There a re va rious r easons why parents neglect their
duty. In the first place, t here are those ·who lack
piety and decency, even if they had the ability to do
it . .
Secondly, the great majority of parents are,
alas! unfitted for this work and do not know how children are to be trained and t aught: j for they themselves
have learned nothing but :iow to provide for the belly;whereos it: t:al<es persons of: e:..:ceptional ability to
t e ach an cl train chi ldrer1 aright. Thirdly, even if
parents were able and willing to do it the.'ilselves,
they have neither the time nor the oppo;.·tuni ty for it,
what wi th their other duties and housework. Necessity
co:npels us:, therefore, to engage public schoolteachers
f or the children, unless everyone were willing to engage
an ·instructor of his o~m. But that would be too heaV'J a
burden upon the co~1mon man, and many a promising boy
would be neglected on account of poverty • • • . • 32 .
Therefore it was the business of the councilmen and magistrates to establ i sh and care for schools.
Hi s arguments ·to the Councilmen included that they support and establish sci.1ools that people might be trained for government as well as the
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ministry of t he Wor d.

The study of languages was needed for all of the

diff er ent offices in which men were to be engaged in the secula r and
s pi ri t ua l real m.

He also called l anguages the means whereby the Gospel

had come to t hem, saying:
Fc:r though t he Gospel ha s come and da ily comes through
t he Holy Spi ri t a lone, we ca.1..i...ot deny that it has come
by means of the l anguages, by which it has been spr ead
.:1broad, and by which i t must be preserved• • • • And let
us be sur e of this: we shall not long preserve the Gosp<::l without the languages. The languages are the sheath
i i:. whi ch t hi s swor d of the Spirit is contained; they are
the ca s lcet i n which we car ry this jewel; they are the
ves sel in wh ich we hold this wine; they are the larder
i n whi ch this food is si;:ored• • • • 33
Un iversal education was ,one of the goals that Luther set for the
Reforma t i on:; for he realized that everyone ought to have the training that
woul d enabl e him to read the Bible and fulfill his calling.

He wanted

s chools for boys and girls and on several occasions wrote of this.
t o establi s h everywhere the very best schools for both
boys a~d gi r ls, namely, that i n order to maintain its
t e.uyoral estate, t he world must have good and s killed
men and women, so that the former may rule well over
land and people and the latter ~.ay keep house a.~d train
ch ildren and serva.,ts aright.34
He answered the objection that there were too :rr.any other things to
do with the proposal:
It is not i n the least my intention to have such schools
established as we had heretofore, in which a boy sat over
his Donatus and Alexander for twenty or thirty years a.~d
yet learned nothing. We are living in a new world today
end things are being done differently. My idea is to let
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boys go t o such a school f or one or t wo hours a day,
and s pend the r emainder o f the ti:.1e wor !,ing at home,
1 earning a ... :: ~de • • • • In l ~ ':e nann.cr, a girl c,m
surel y find enough t i me toge, t. o s chool one hour a
day and s t ill attend to a ll her dut ies at home • • . • 35
Luther hed a ciirect hand in trying to obtain a teacher for girls in
Wittenberg.

He wrot e a l etter to Els.,i von Canitz, who was one of the nuns

who had come with Catherine von Bora to Luther in 1523.

In this letter he

told h 0r that s he was to tea ch gi rls:

I have wr itten to your aunt, Hanna von Plausig, asking
hor t o send you to me f or a t ime. I had intended to
u se you a s a teacher f or young girls, and thus by your
means to set others an exanple in undertak ing such work.
You would l ive and board at my home and thus would run
n o r isks and have no worr ies . . • • If you come we shall
talk f urther of this rnatter.36
Though Luther was in favor of general education for both boys and girl s
on the lower l evel, he felt t here should be a selection of those who would
go on to h igher education.

Already in nAn Open Letter to the Christian

Nobilityn in 1520 he wrote:
Mor eover, if t h e univer siti e s were diligent in the study
of Holy Scriptu::.·e, we should not send everybody there, as
,-7e do when all we aslc i s numbers, an d everyone wishes to
have a doctor's degree; but we should send only the best
qualified students , who have previously been well trained
in t he lower schools. A prince or city council ought to
see to this, and permit onl y ~h .:. t7ell qualified to be sent.
37
So also in his tract nTo the Councilmen" in 1524 he wrote:
But the exceptional pupils, who give promise of becoming
sldlled teachers, preachers and holders of other spiritual
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positions, s hould be kept longer at school or altog ether
dedica ted i:o a life of study • . • • We r:mst certainly have
men to a dr.iin i ster God ? s Word .::md Sacr.::ments and to do
pastor .s:l work a 1110 11g the people. But where shall we get
t hem i f we l e t our schools d ecline c>.nd do not repiace
tl1em wi t i1 o thers t:ha t are Christi a.11.? 38
The Reformation wrought many cha.'1.ges in educational patterns and
cmph.:.ses -::lu.·oughout Germa...y and the world.

At one time there was a con-

ce!'n vo i c e d t hat the Reformation would bring with it a sterility in educat ion, t hat r.iany of t h e things which had been important: before would be lost
bec aus e of the Reformation . . Some of the learned men of the day expressed
concern tha t t h e new· the ology would do away with the study of letters or
l iber a l educat ion.

Luther was emphatic that all of the different areas of

educa t ion s hould be fostered,

1£ ~,

the areas which were helpful to

Chr i s tia.n. i t:y a;.1d t h e Reforr~at:io11 or the areas which would add something
to ma.."1 ' s appreciation of God: s world.

He e:q,ressed this concern in writing

to Eoba.-ri Hess in a letter dated March 29, 1523, who had received the irnpression tha t the Reformation was interested in doing away with things lil<:e
poetry ai.,d r hetoric.
Do n ot be d istu:cbed by the fears which you e:-:press, that
our theology wi 11 nw,k e us Germans more barbarous in letters
t h.::n ever we have been.; some people often. have thei r fears
wh en there is nothing to fear. I am persuaded that without knowledge of literature pure theology cannot at all
ei"l.dure, .~u st as heretofore, when letters have declined a.'1.d
la in p,:ost:cate, · theology, too, has wi:etchedly fallen and
l a in prostrate;. nay, I see that ti.H:!re has never been a
great revelation of the Word of God unless He has first
prepared the way by the rise and prosperity of languages
and letters, as though they were Joh."l. the Baptists. There
isi> indeed:, nothing that I have less wish to see done
against our young people than that they should omit to
study poetry and rhetoric. Certainly it is my desire

\j\38Luther,, ::To Councilmen, 11 PE, IV, 124; WA, XV, 47.
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th~t there sha l l be as many poets and rhetori cians as
po s s ibl e because I see tha t by t r:ese s tudi es a s by no
other mea:.s, peopl e a re wo:.de:. f~ lly fi tted for t he
gras ping of sacred truth and f or nand l i ng it skillfully
and happily • • • • Ther efore I beg of you t hat at my
request • . • you ,1i 11 urge y our young people to be
d i l igent in t he study of poetry and rhetoric. As Christ
l i ve s, I am oft en angry wi th myself t hat my a ge and my
mc:.rm er of life do not leave me any time to busy myself
wi th t he poet s and orator s. I have bought me a Homer
t hat I might become a Gre ek • • • • 39
Al r eady i n h is

1.etter to t he Christian Nobility, " Luther had specifically

11

I

sta t ed t hat there shou ld be a ref orm in all of the disciplines.

Some of

the s e d i s c i pl i n es lil<e medi c ine, ma thematics, history, and music he felt
should be b.:-ought into line with t he new lear ning.

He felt that the

I

I

I
I

s pec i a lists in t hese fi e l ds should come forth with reforms, all of which
should s e r ve the pur pose of tra i n ing Christian youth, for the future of
Chr istendom r ema ined with them.40
The one subj ect t oward which Luther had little sympathy was Canon Law.
He f el t t hat all of i t should be <lone away an<l he claimed a partial res pons ibili t y towa r d doing t h i s wh en he wrote:
t he j ur ist and theol og~e.ns I t ake as my share, and I
s ay, in the f i r st pla ce that it wer e well if the canon
law, from t he f irst letter to the last, and especially
the decret al s were utterly blotted out. The Bible cont ains mor e t han enough d i rections f or a l l our living,
and so t he study of the canon law only stands
the
1
way of t he study of the Holy Scriptures.

if

Secula r l aw, on the other ha.nd, he felt should be refor.med by those who
knew mor e a bout it than he did.
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In the "Letter to the Councilmen" Luther stated wr.at he would do
personally if he had childl·en, giving an idea of the scope in which he
would want them i nstructed:
If I had children and could accomplish it, they would
study not only the languages and history, but singing,
instrumental music, and all of mathematics.
• How
I regret now that I did not read more poets and historians, and tha t no one taught me them. I was obliged
instead to read, with great cost, labor, and injury,
t hat devilis filth, the philosophers and sophists, from
which! have all I can do to get myself clean.42
Mu sic was one of the things which Luther gre·a 1:ly enjoyed and felt that
young people should receive training in this discipline.

In writing a

Preface to the hymnboolc by Walther in 1524 he said:
A.d these fjon gi] arc arranged in four parts for no
other reason than that I greatly desire the youth, who
certa inly should and must be trained in. music and other
proper and useful arts, to have something whereby they
moy be weaned away and f;:-eed from the love ballads and
worldly songs? and instead of those learn something
wholesome and beneficial • • • • Furthermore I am not
of the opini on that all arts· are to be cast dowi1. and
destroyed on account of the Gospel as some fanatics
protest; on the other hand! would gladly see all arts,
especially music, in the service of Him who has given
and created them• • • • 43
A modern note was struclc by Luther when he wrote to the Councilme.,.
concerning libraries and the kind of books that should be placed in them.
He felt that no effort or expense should be spared in founding good libraries.
this.

He felt that the larger cities should be especially able to do

He recognized the value of books but gave the following advice:
But my advice is not to huddle together indiscriminately all sorts of books and to look only to their

'I

42Luther, riTo Councilme.,., 11

~,

IV, 122f.; ~, XV, 46.

"\'\/ 431v1art i n Luther, "Preface to Spiritual Hymn Booklet,"~, VI, 284.
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number and quant ity. I would gather only the best;
t here is no need of collecti ng the commentari es of all
j urists~ the sentences of all theologians, the questions of all phil osophers, and the sermons of all monl<s.
First of all there shou ld be in it the Holy Scriptures in Latin, Grcel<, Hebrew, Gertna.t'l., and in whatever
other ianguages they might be had. Ti:1e.:."'l. the best commentaries • • • • Then boo!cs that aid us in acquiring the
l anguages, such as the poets and orators, no matter
whether heathen or Christian, Greek or Latin; for it is
from such books that one must lean, grammar. Then should
come boolcs of the liberal arts and al 1 the other arts.
Lastly, books of l aw and of medicine, though here too a
careful choi ce among commentaries should be made ••

Among the chief books, however, should be chroni cles
and histories , in whatever language they may be had;
for they are of wondrous value for understanding and
con troll ing the cour se of t hi s world and especially for
n oting t he wonderful worlcs of God. • • • 44
He a lso complained in this con..~ection that the Germans were not in

I

I

I

Il
!

the habit of recording the current events which would become history at
a future date.

He felt that the Germans could well emulate the Greeks,

Romans, and the Hebi·ews in this respect. 4S
This comment of Luther makes a fitting conclusion to this section:
Sin ce, then, God has a t present so graciously bestowed upo::i. us an abundance of arts, scholars, and
books, it is time to reap and gather in the best, so
far as we are able, a.."'l.d to lay up treasure i.n order
that we may preserve for the future something of these
years of jubilee .and not lose this bountiful harvest.46
Luther wanted all the tools and disciplines of education to be used

'
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in the train!ng of young people.
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Worship was also to serve the purposes of education through the instruction tha t wa s l:o t ake place in the service.

Luther felt that God's

Word wa s to be read in the service and .:ln interpretation made of at least
a part of that re~ding,
c:nd be admonished.a 47

11

so that all others may uncerstand and learn it,

In the flPreface to the German Mass" he wrote that the

service should have instruction as an integral part, for he felt that many
of the people did not know Christian doctrine, but were in many respects
nothing more than heathen who came into church to gape and look for something new.

He wrote:

Fi~st? the German service needs a plai n and simple, fair
and square cat echism. Catechism means the instruction in
whi ch the heathen who want to be Christians are taught and
guided in what they should believe, know, do, and leave
undone, acco:cding to the Christian faith.
48
I n anothe1: part of this i:preface 1: he wrote:
such orders are needed for those who are still becoming
Chri stians or need co be strengthened, siRce a Christian
does not need baptism, the Word, and the sacrament as a
Christian--for all things are his--but as a sinner. They
are essential especially for the immature and the young
who must be trained and educat ed in the Scripture and
God 's Word dai ly so that they may become familiar with
the Bible? grounded, well versed, and skilled in it,
ready to defend thei r faith and in due time to teach
others and to incr ease the kingdom of Christ. For such,
one must read, sing, preach, write, and compose. And if
it would help matters along, I would have all the bells
pealing, and all the organs playing, and have everything
ring that can mal,e a sound. For this is the damnable
thing about t:he popish services: that men made laws,
worl,s, and merits out of them--to the detriment of faith
and did not use them to train the youth and common people
in the Scriptures and in the Word of God, but became so
engrossed in them as to regard them as inherently useful
and necessary for salvation• • • • 49

4h,1artin Luther, "Concerning the Order of Public Worship," ~, LIII, 12.
481ut:he1.·, "Preface Hass," LW, LIII, 64.
49Ibi. d. , 62.
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CHAPTI::R IV
LUTHER vS HAJOR CONTRIBUTIONS TO EDUCATION IN THC: PERIOD 1528-1532
The period of time which forms the focus of this study, the years

152S-1532, made several important contributi ons to educati on.

These

years brought: t he :=saxon Visi tation 11 of 1528, the "Catechisms11 of Luther
i n 1529, and the

11

Sermon on Sending Children to School," also in 1530.

Th e Re f or ma tion wrought such drastic changes in the entire parish
l i fe that new forms were needed to keep the church institutions in operation .

Many of tne pastors did not fully understand the new evangelical

doct r i nes nor were they able to grasp their full significance for congregat i ona l li f e.

Dul,e John Fredericlc, the Elector of Saxony, had turned to

Luther f or guidance in 1524, but the Peasant Uprising made it impossible
to do anything about it at that time.l
On October 31, 1525, Luther addressed a letter to the Elector in
which he pointed out some of his concerns and pleaded for a visitation.
Luther started his letter with an apology for being so insistent on the
reorganization of the University, but pointed out the good that had come
from it.

He then continued:

Therefore, gracious lord, now that the university is set
in order, and the Order of Worship (The German Hass) has
been composed and is about to go into use, there remain
two things which demand the attention and disposition of
your Grace, as our temporal lord. The first thing is
that the parishes everywhere are in such miserable condition. No one gives anything or pays for anything;

1Nartin Luther, "Preface to Instructions for the Visitors of Parish
Pa stors i n Electoral Saxony," Luther's~, edited by Jaroslav Pelikan
aJ.ld Helmut T. Lehman."\ (St. Louis: Concordia Publishing House and Philadelphi a: Fortress Press, c.1955-), XL, 265. Hereafter referred to as l:E·
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the massNf ee s are abol i shed, and e ither there are no t axes
a t ai l , or else they are too small; t he common man docs not
t hink of the pri est and pr eachers, and un less your Grace
make s a stri c'..: l aw nnc! undertul<es to give proper suppor'c to
t he parishes and pr~a ching places, there wil l soon be no
pa:csonage s or school s of pupil s, and thus Goel' s Word and
Chr istian worshi p wi ll be dest;.·oyed • • • • There are enough
monasteri es, foundati ons, benef ices, chari t a ble endowments
and the li!-_e if ·on l y you:.:- Gra ce will interes t hi mself suffi ci ently to command that they be inspected, reckoned up and
c::-ganized. God wi ll gi ve Hi s blessing to this work and
pro sper i t, so tha t , i f God will, the ordinances that concer n men 9 s souls will not be hindered by the needs or negl ect of t he poor s t omach.
The second i s a matter of whi ch I once spol<e with your Grace
here a t Wi t t <mberg. Your Grace ought to order an inspection
of t h e t empor a l govcrrunent also • • • • 2
On November

7 of this same year the Elector wrote Luther requesting

his advi ce :
We hold
• t hat i t would be al toge t her proper for the
c iti zens, i n the citi es and also in the country, to cont ribute somet hi ng to thi s purpose, either out of their
o,-m property or out of t he eccl esiastica l benefices that
are at their disposal 9 so that the pastors~~ prea chers
who procl aim God's Word and administer the holy s a craments
to t hem c ari. be more f ittingly supported. It is our gracious
request t ha t you will gi ve us your opir.ion what sor t of an
or dinance you think ought to be made to cover the cases in
whi ch the needs and the sup~ort of the pastors and preachers
are not pr ovided for • • • •
In November of 1525 Luther wrote the Elector telling him that his
dominions should be di vided into f our or five parts and into each part
several people ought to be sent to find out what the needs were and to

2Martin Luther ~ ~ ~ ~spondcnce ~~~Contemporary~t er s, translated and edited by Preser ved Smith and Charles N. Jacobs
(Phil adelphia: The Lutheran Publication Society, 1913 and 1918), II,
34lff . Her eafter referred to as Smi th.
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mal<e provisions to meet these needs. 4 On November 22, 1526, Luther wrote
the Elector wi th very specific directions as to how the visitations should
be conducted,

He mentioned again that the people were not supporting the

ministrat ions and went on to state:
because all of us, and especially the rulers are commanded to ca re for the poor children who are born every
day and are growing up, and to i<eep them in the fear of
God and under discipline, we must have schools and pastors a..d preachers . If the older people do not want them
they may go to the devil; but if the young people are negl ected and are not t~ained, it is the fault of the rulers,
and the l and will be filled with wild, loose-living people,
• . • • Ther efore , , • it wi 11 be necessary for your Grace
• • • to have the land visi ted as quickly as possible by
four persons; two whose specialty is tc!xes and property,
and two who a re competent: to pass on -doctrine and cha racter. These men, at your Grace's command, ought to have
th<: schools and parishes set in order and provided for,
where it is necessary.
If t here is a tom1. or a village which can do it, your
Gr ace has the power to comr,el it to support schools, .
prea ching places, and parishes. If they are unwilling
to do this or to consider it for their o~-m salvation• s
sa!rn, then your Grace is the supreme guardian of the
youth and of all who need his guardianship, and ought
t o hold them to it: by force so thatjfney must do it.
It is just like compelling them by force to contribute
to worl( for the building of bridges and roads, or any
other of the country's needs • • • • But if they cannot
do it and are overburdened with other things, there are
the monastic properties which ·were established chiefly ·
for the purpose of relieving the common man, and ought
still be used for that purpose• • • • 5

This visitation started in July of 1527 with Melanchthon and Hans von
der Planitz going to Jena.6

The visitation articles were drawn up by

4rbid., PP· 353f.
5-· . d

l:E1....· ) pp. 383f.

0According to a letter of Luther to Nicholas Hausmann, dated July 13,
1527. Smith, II, 408.
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Melanchthon on the basis of his experience in this first visitation.

Lu-

ther gave his guidance to these efforts and servad as a mediator when differ.e nces arose with Agricola.

John Ilugenhagen, the pastor .it Wi tte:.berg,

and Luther ·were called upon by the Elector to pass on the ordinances

According to a letter of Luther the "Visitation Articlesn were published about Lactare Sunday in 1528.

The articles actually appeared on

March 22 of that year.a
In a letter to his friend Spalatin at Altenburg dated October 20,
1528, Luther mentioned his o~m part in this visitation:
Iluganhaien has gone to Hamburg, Philip to Thuringia. On the day after Ursula's day f§.ctober 22] we shall go
at our part of the Visitation; I hop§ that you will do,
or are a1ready doing the same• • • •
Luther wrote the preface to these articles in which he showed how the
Apostles went about visiting churches and strengthening them.

He also wrote

of the desire to re-establish a true visitation practice and the part the
Elector played in ordering such a visitation. 10
The first part of the articles dealt with doctrine and practice in ~
congregational life.

The concluding section dealt with schools and cur-

riculurn.11

7~.,

pp. 415 and 426.
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101uther, "Preface Visitors,'". bli, XL, 269ff.
11Martin Luther, "Instructions for the Visitors of Parish Pastors in
Electoral Sa."Xony," f.J!, XL, 269-320; also in Q.. Martin Luthers ~ ,
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The school plan in the articles called for Latin schools to train
men for the varied offices in the church and state.
The preache:;;s are to exhort the peo9le to send their
children to school so that persons are educated for
competent service in church and state.12
A criticism of the schools was given as well as a syllabus:

At present many faults exist in the schools.

We have
set up the following syllabus of study so that the youth
may be rightly instructed.
In the first place the schoolmasters are to be concerned
about teac:1ine the children Latin only, not German or
Greel._ or Hebrew as some have done hitherto and troubled
the poor children with so ma.."l.y languages.

Secondly, they are also not to burden the children with
a great many books, but avoid multiplicity in every
possible way.
Thirdly 1 it is necessary to divide the children into
groups.l.3
The first division (Haufen) was to teach the children to read with
the primer, to write, to learn the Lord's Prayer and the Creed.

Donatus

and Cato were to be taught to give the children a Latin vocabulary and an
understanding of simple grammar.

Music and the memorization of simple

Latin words were also to be taught.14
The second group was to study grammar especially, have music as a

kritische Gesammtausgabe (Weimar: Hermann Boehlau, 1883-1948), XXVI, 195 to
249; hereafter 1·eferred to as WA; also in Emil Sehling, Die evangelischen
Kirchenordnun.gen ~ ffi Jahrhunderts, vol. III, 149-174; hereafter referred
to as g.
121uther, "Visitors,!'
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regular part of the curriculum, Aesop's fables llerc to be expounded.

A

list of La t i n au thors and their works which were to be used was give."'I..
The children were to learn the rules of syntax.

A regular time was to be

appointed for t he study of the Lord~s Prayer, the Creed, and the Ten
Comm~ndments.

Selected Psalms and portions of the New Testa.~ent were to

be t~ught. 15
The third group was to be drilled in grammar, to become acquainted
with Virgil, Ovi d, and Cicero.

The pupils were to be required to speal<

Latin and the schoolmaster s wer e encouraged, as far as possible, to use
only Latin wi th the pupils.16
These "Visitation Articles" were revised several times (153~d
15l~5) and were used constantly in the supervision of the churches and
schools.

The educational section became the basis of the German educa-

tional system as embodied in the later Gymnasium. 17
One of the lasting contributions which Luther made to education was
his

11

Small Catechism," for it is still used in Lutheran circles to this

day.
The preparation of a Catechism had been contemplated for a number of
years before it was actually produced.

Luther in writing to Nicholas

Hausmann on Feoruary 2, 1525, had stated .that the "preparation of a Catechism for boys has been committed to Jonas and Agricola. 1118

151uther, "Visitors,"
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17Luther, npreface Visitors,n LW, XL, 266f.
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however, was never finished.

In a letter addressed to this same Hausmann

on September 27, 1525, Luther said that he was putting off the Catechism
because he wanted to do both the instructions for the visitation and the
Catechism at the same time.19
The immediate occasion for writing both of the Catechisms is found

in Luther's experie..ce with the visitation in Saxony in the fall of 1528
and the ea:t'ly part of 1529.

He spolce of this in the Preface to the

The deplorable conditions which I recently encou.~tered
when I wa s a visitor constrained me to prepare this brief
and simple catechism or statement of Christian teaching.
Good God, what wretchedness I beheld! The corr.man people,
especially those who live in the cou..try, have no lmow•
l edge whatever of Christia... teaching, a..d unfortunately
many pastors are quite incompetent and U:.i.fitted for
t eaching. Although the people are supposed to be Christian, are ba~tized, and receive the holy sacrament, they
do not lmow the Lord's Prayer, the Creed, or the Ten
Corranandments, they live as if they were pigs and ir•
rational beasts, a11.d now that the Gospel has been re•
stored t i1ey have mastered the fine art of abusing
liberty. 20
The Preface was addressed to pastors an~ preachers whom he enjoined
to be actively e..~gaged in teaching a.~d encouraging parents to have their
children instructed.

He also pleaded that in instructing small children

the text of the Catechism should not be varied, but one form should be
used consiste...tly.21

19Ibid., p. 338.
20t,1artin Luther, "Preface to The Small Catechism," ~ ~ .2f
Concord, The Confessions of the Evangelical Lutheran fh.~, translated
and edited by Theodore G. Tappert (Philadelphia: Nuhlenberg Press, c.1959),
p. 338.
21~., pp. 338f.
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The ,:small Catechism" appeared originally in January of 1529 in wall
chart fc:t'Til; it was published in book foxrn in Nay of that same year.
1

This

'Sli'.al l Catechism11 was intended primarily for the instruction of children

and so has no11.e of the polemical material which is found in the "Large
Catechism. n
t ors

and

The ''Large. Catechism11 was intended primarily for use of pas-

teachers.

The one is not merely a.~ elaboration or condensation

of the other 11 though both of them grew out of the same materials. 22
The sermonic materials f r om which the Catechisms were drawn will be
dealt with in the sermons of 1528-1532.
In the summer of 1530, while the Diet met in Augsburg, Luther was
quartered at the castle Coburg in Saxon lands 7 to be readily available if
needed by the princes and theologians.

During his stay at Coburg he had

more l eisure than had been available to him in his schedule at Wittenberg.
He ~.::.cd this leisure to wri t e 11A Sermon on Keeping Children in School,"
the com!_)lcmentary piece to his letter "To the Councilmen of all the Cities
of Germany.,:

The latter argued for the establislunent of schools through..

out Germany, whi le the former pleaded for the use of such schools by parents.
Luther ca lled this tract a sermon, using this word in its broad Latin
sense of a ny written or spol<en piece.

Though he stated that he had preached

this more than once to his people, he was referring to the contents of the
tract. 23

22Ibid.~ pp. 337f • . Cf. Smith, II, 468. Much has been written about
Luther 0 s St~~- Perhaps the best known English work i.s by J. 1'1ichael
Reu, Catechetics (Chicago! The Wartburg Publishing House, 1918 and 1927),
chapters 13ff:-231'.i~rtin Luther, nA Sermon on Keeping Children in School," ~ ,2E.
:Mart:!·. Luther, Pi1i ladelphia Edition (Philadelphia: Muhlenberg Press, c.1932),
IV, 141-.~Hcreafter referred to as PE. Also in ~~- X..'<X, part 2, 525.
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He complained that people were not sending their children to school
because they felt that it was enough to read Germa.11. and do sums to enable
them to make a living.

He exhorted the preachers to correct this mistaken

notion, stating:
for preaching and governing and sitting in judgme."l.t,
all the knowledge and all the languages in the world
are too little, to say nothing of German only.24
He also said that there would come a day when they would give one hundred
gulden for aalf a scholar, though now they would not give ten gulden for
t:-wo whole scholars. 25
Luther spelled out that he was pleading for students who would prepare f or the mini sterial office, not as it was known formerly, but the
office which Jesus Chdst earned
that in the whole world men should have this office of
preaching, baptizing, loosing, binding, giving the
Sacrament, comforting, warning, eXi.'lorting with God's
Word, and whatever else belongs to the pastoral office.
• • • the clerical office of which I am thinlcing • • .
includes the woz-1<: of pastors, teachers, preachers,
lec t ors, priests (whom r.ien call chaplains), sacristans,
school teachers a..,d whatever other work belongs to these
off: ~es and persons.26
He pointed out that those especially gifted should be kept at their
studi e s, however, he also emphasized that
We must also have ordinary pastors who will teach the
Gospel and the Catechism to the you..rtg and the ignorant,
and baptize, and administer the Sacrament. They are of
no use in a conflict with heretics, but that does not

2t1-1uther, nchild.ren in School, "
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matter; in a good building we must have not only hews
facings, but .1lso baclcing-stone; so we rm.1st hav.i! sacristans and other pe;:sons, who serve and help the preachers
and the Hord of God,27
With the wealth of educational materials that were available for the
study of Holy Scriptures and all of the other fields of learning, Luther
felt that these rich blessings of God should not be wasted, but used to

The te1i1poral government also needed educated men to fill the ma....y
va r ied offi ces which Luther also felt we1·e means of serving God. 29
He expressed the thought that all of the works ordained by God were
to be highly praised and made the plea:
Especially ought preachers to impress these ideas upon
the people from their youth up, schoolteachers impress
them 0 11. the boys, and 9arents on their children, so that
they may well l ea:i.-n what classes and offices are God's and
ordained of God. If t hey lmow this, so that they despise
and mock a.~d speak evil of none of them, but hold them all
in honor, t hat p'ieases God and serves the cause of peace.
and uni tyi for God is a great Lord, and has many kinds of
servants.JO
It was in this publication that Luther gave high praise to teachers
when he wrote:
I wculd be brief and say that a diligent ancl pious school- .
teacher, or master, or whoever it is that faithfully trains
and teaches boys, can never be sufficiently regarded, or
repaid with any money, as even the heathen Aristotle says.

2huther, "Childt'en in School,"~, IV, 153; WA, XXX, part 2, 545f,

29Luther, ~Children in School, II
554ff.
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the fullest extent,28
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Nevertheless, this work is as shamefully despised among
us as though it was nothing at all. I myself, if I
could leave the preaching office and other things, or
had to do so, would not be so glad to have any other
work a!-i that of schoolmaster, or teacher of boys, for
I know that this is the :nost useful, the greatest, and
the best wo:.:-1<, nel~t to the worl~ of preaching. Indeed,
X sca rcely know which of the two is the better; for it
is hard to :nal-:e old dogs obedient and old rascals pious;
and t hat is the worl< at which the preacher must labor,
of t en in vain. E~t young trees can be better bent and
trained t houeh some break in the process. Let it be one
of the greatest virtues on earth faithfully to train
other people's children; very few people, aloost none,
in fact, do this for their o~m.31
Luthe r felt that the government should keep pronising boys in school
and i f the parents did not have the money needed for this purpose church
properties should be used to help pay the costs.
people to remember this wor k in their wills.
r:10:i.t

He also encouraged rich

The responsibility of govern-

was indicated in the following:
Bu t I hold that it is the duty of the government to
compel its subjects to keep their children in school
. . • • For it is truly its duty to maintain the offices and classes that have been mentioned, so that
preachers, jurists, pastors, writers, physicians,
schoolnasters, a,.-,.d the like Liay continue, for we cannot do without them. If it can co!!1pel i·ts subjects
who are fitted for the work to carry pil<e and musket,
rr.an the walls, and do other kinds of work, when war is
necessary, how much more can it compel its subjects to
keep their children in school, because here there is a
worse war on, a wa;.· with the very devil, who goes about
to suck out secretly the strength of cities and princedoms, and empty . them of able persons • • • • 32

31Luther, achildren in School, 11

Ef,

IV, l 74f.; ~, XXX, part 2, 579f.

32Luther, "Children in School,"

ff,
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CHl1.PTER V

LUTHER THJ~ ?REACHER
An appreciation of Luther as a preacher must be gathered against the
background o f preaching at this time.

There were good preachers before

Lu ther , such as Geil er of Kaiserberg, a member of the Humanistic circle,
who dG~ounc cd corrupt i on of the clergy, the evil lives in monasteries
and convents, relic worship, pilgrimages, buying indulgences and most of
all of the gross abuses and superstitions practiced in that day.

Others

lil<e Savanarola o f Italy, Lefevre in France, John Colet of England,
pr;)ached powerfully against the evils of the day.
Tauler, Suso , and Gerson were also preachers.

Mystics lil<e Eclchart,

All of them were men of

character, scholarship, and genius, but they were the exception, for there
was much that passed for preaching which ·was mere grandstanding.I

Luther

in one of his Table Talks mentioned the Franciscan, Flee!< of Leipzig, who
began hi s s ermon with laughter and shrieking, a Master Dietrich \,ho entertainea!d his hearers with popular songs which they had sung yesterday, and
anothe::r who, crowing like a cocl< in the pulpit, awake...ed the sacristan,
who cried out ' 91'-"l.d with thy spirit," thinldng that the pastor had said,
' 1The

101-d be with you. n2

I Harold J. Gr:inun, Hartin Luther As ~ Preecher (Columbus, Ohio:
Lutheran Book Concern, c.1929), pp. 58ff.
2Hartin Luther, g. Nartin Luthers \lerke, kritische Gesamtausgabe,
Tischreden (Weimar: Hermann Boe~1laus, 1912-192l), II, 549. Hereafter referred to as WA TR. Also in English in Jac-nes Nackinnon, Luther ~ ~
Reformation (London: Longmans, Gre~. and Co., c.1930), IV, 309.
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In his Table Talks Luther spoke of the foibles of the scholastic
preachers who, he said, considered it effeminate and unmanly to use the
name of Christ, and the names of the prophets and apostles or their writings.

The rule and manner of preaching was t:his:
first t a ~e a theme, a saying or a question out of Scotus,
or Aristotle, the heathen master (Scotus, Bonaventura,
Occam, Aristotle, and Plato ruled). Secondly divide the
sc:me. Thi rdly one came with the distinctions and questions.

And this kind of l)reac!"ling ~·1as the best, it did

not remain with the Gospel, it did not deal eve..... with
o:1e saying of Scripture, yes, the Holy Scripture was
cove:..· ed up, unl<no~m, and buried. 3
Mention could also be r:iade of the mendicant friars, the ·wandering
preachers of t he Middle Ages, who went about the countryside trying to
extract money from the parish for the benefit of their orders. 4

Luther

r efe:::-red to them on several occasions in the se:::-r:ons under study.
Luther restored t Le evangelical sermon to its place in .t he Christian
Church.

Grimm summarizes this:

Christ artd Hi s redempti ye work had been entirely obscured a;:td obl i te;:atecl by the legends of the saints,
by rederapticn through the use of money, and by the
general doctrine of extolling good worl<s. He went
fu::-ther than the reformers before him in that he not
only destroyed the confide..~ce of the people in the
existing order of religious affairs, but in that he
also ettac!<ecl the root of the entire matter and gave
them something positive in its stead. He shattered
the entire structure of religion by formula and led
his people back to a simple faith resembling that of
the early church. 5

3wA TR, III, 145; Hacki::.11.on, IV, 309.
l;Fr anlcliI'. W. Ri tthamel, nThe Relationship of Preaching anci Life in
1'~edieval Er,glancl11 (unpublished Bachelor's thesis, Concordia Seminary, St.
Louis, 1957 ), pp. 45ff.
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The physical qualities which Lut:~1er brought to the pulpit are preserved fo;..· us i n several descriptions which have come down to us from the
time,

One is w:ri tten by Peter Nos ell anus il"l a letter to Julius Pflug,

dated early, December, 151 9.
?-,art:.n is of mi ddle height with a sl ender body worn out
bo~~. 0y study and cal·e, so that you can almost count his
bones. He is in t he vigor of manhood; his voice is sharp
and cl0a r . _He is so wonderfull y lea r ned in t he Bible that
he has a l most all the te:i-cts in memory. • • • In daily life
er~d marmers he is cultivated and affable, having nothing of
t· e stoic and nothing supercilious about him; rather he
plays the man at all seasons • • • ,6
Another letter by Albert Burer to Beatus Rhenanus, dated in March of
1522, described Luther 0 s concern for the weal< consciences on his return
from the Wartburg following the t r oubles with Carlstadt and Zwilling.
As far as one can tel 1 from his face the man is :._:.: ·
gentle:, and cheerful. His voice is sweet and ~ono::c .. s,
so that I wcnC:(;.:.· a '; the sweet speaki ng of the man. Whatever he does, teaches, and says is most pious, even though
hi s ~mpious enemi es say the opposite. :veryone, even though
not Saxon , wno hears hir.1 once, desire s to hea r him again and
a gai ~, such tenacious hooks does he fix in the minds of his
auditors. In short, there is nothing lacking in that man
whi ch makes for the most peLfect Christian piety, even
t hough a ll mortals and the gates of hell may say the cont1:ary.

7

Luther was a man endowed with many natural gifts.
of character which led men of strength to support him.

He had a manliness
He had a sympa-·

thetic love of humanity, a11d appreciated the lot of the common man; he was

6Martin Luther, Luther9s Corresoondence ~ other Contemporary Letters,
tran.sla ted and edited by Preserved Smith and Charles M. Jacobs (Philadelphia : The Lutheran Publication Society, 1913 and 1918), I, 261. Hereafter
refer:.:ed to as ~ .
7 Ibid., 115.
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a man of the people, who was interested in his fellow men.

His domestic

life, when he entered marriage, was a picture of understa."'l.ding, love for
his family , anC:. congenial company and fellowship.

He had a deep love for

nature and a hi..mility wi1i ch made him realize his utter dependence upon
God. 8
!t is strange indeed that Luthe;:-, who by nature was a.."1 orator, should

have been fearful of preaching when commanded to do so by Vicar Staupitz.
Luther t alked of this whil e seated under the pear tree in his garden.
asked Ant hony Lauterbach how this preaching was faring.

He

Lauterbach answered

t hat hG was having his difficulti es ar.d mentioned the fears which he had.
Luther replied that: he also was filled with fears when he was commanded to
preach in the refectory before the brothers.
pit.

He said he feared that pul.'

He :. .11entioned part of his conversation with Dr. Staupitz:
Unc.e:..~ this pear tree I advanced fully fifteen arguments
to Dr. S t au pi tz with which I wanted to decline t he call ;
but they did not help. When finally I said, 11Dr. Staupitz
you are taking my life, I will not live for a quarter of
a year. 11 He enswered, 11Very well, in God ' s Na.-ne! Our
Lord God has great t hings to do. He needs wise people
also in heaven... ?'9

., ,

In this same conversa tion he encouraged this young man to p=each. Christ
Jesus end the Catechism, not to seek praise in the office, nor preach only
things which would please the people.
seelc the praise of Christ.10

8Grimm, Preacher, pp. 17ff.
9_t,J_A
_"_i'R, IT- I
I :1.

10~.

'

•J. snOe

The more important thing was to
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Luther preached on an averag e of one hundred and fifty times a year

fi:o:n the t i me he bega n to preach i n. the ci l.:y Ci,urch at Wittenberg, in 1515,
until the t i me of hi s death i n 15l;6. 11

}iost of his sermons ·were not writ-

ten ; t:he n o tcbl e e xception ·was the Postillen ·which were prepared at the
I,l

i nsi s t ence o f t h e Ele ctor fo:r those priests who were poorly educated.

Ha:.: ch of 15 22 h e publi shed h i s Weihnachtspostille, later in t:he same year
h is Adv entspo s tille, and in 1525 h i s Fastenpostille. 12

In writing to his

f~ ie..~d Spala tin, Luther said of these publications:
Of al.. t hat I' do the re is nothing :i: would do mo,.·e willingly
t han t hat, b e cause by this means alone I believe I could
succor t he pr iests and monk s, so that they might cut off
a:1d r 0 j e c t those d i ::ty f a ol0s of sermon-writers, which
=a t hcr proscri be than descri be Ch rist, and t.~at they
migh t have something by which they migh'i: publish the
pure t h e olo&'Y of Ch~ist .:1mong the paople:i a11d e:~pel
those e i::co:rs which flood the land lilce a deluge. • • .13
Luther usually p:.:eached from outlines which have not bee.11. 9reserved.

Most

o f hi s se:.r-mons that have come dot,m to the prese.,t are from notes talce.Tl. by
scribes . f1·om a mong his students and followers.

The purpose of the sermon for Luther ·was to bring the Word of God,
to p~each Christ and His redemption to the people.

He felt that t:he

preacher should address himself to the people in simple, homely language
which the Sl".all children, young gids, old women and men could understa...d.
He -urged using Christ as the model Preacher. 14

llGrimm, Preacher, pp. 93ff.
12Ibi<l., p. 100.

13smith, I, 228 and 245.
VI~ 198.

His advice was not to .preach
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to the learned men like Jonas or Philip or the whole University, for these
people could reed the Sc:. .-ipture themselves.

If preaching ,,: as directed to

t hese learned ones, the poor people would stand around lilce a bunch of
cows. 15
In one: of h i s Table Tallcs Luther gave what he felt were the qualifi-

II.

cutions of a e cod preacher :
Fi1.·s t , t . .a t he c an tea ch in a correct and orderly ,,ay.
Second, t hat h e ha s a goocl head. Third, that he can
spea!< well. Fourth~ tha t he has a good voice. Fifth,
ti1at he has a good r:iemory. Sixth, he should lcnow ,,hen
to stop. Seve:1.th, he should be well acquainted with his
subject. Eighth, he should place his life and living,
g cods and hor:ie in it. Ninth~ he should not let anyone
vex :1im. 16

I

A Ge o rge Kunzelt, pastor at Elienburg, wrote Luther asking about his
p~acti ce in preachin~.

Luther's an~?er, dated June 15, 1520, is revealing:

1.
"7 You inquil·e, ·. venerable : ather, es to my practice in

b eginnin g c!J.•d ending a sermon; my ~ sage is not the
common one. Omitting wordy ;)rolOE,'1.les I briefly say:
c:invoke the di v ine grace, a.."1.d say a.'1 inward Ave Maria
or Paternoster, tI1at the Word of God may be fruitful
to us and God accept us.:; Then I read t!1e tex'c, with•
out annour~cing t h e topic. T:ie..ri I explain or propound
doctri nes from it:. At the end I say: 11i::nough of this,"
or:, '-Hor e anot'i1e:r time, :1 or) .iHaving said this, we will
:.)ray God for his grace to enable us to do it, ~: or thus:
::Goel h el1) us do it.:: Then most briefly: .iLet us co~ end
to God the spi:i:' i tual and temporal estates, pal·ticularly
so and so, for whom and for all, as we ought, we will r ·e cite the Lord's prayer in common. :1 After this as all rise:
11
The blessing of God the Father, etc., Amen.:: This is my
r.1an..11.er of p1:eaching. • • • 17

isrb·
.
__.!£,'

pp. 196f.

162~-, p. 193.

17s~ ith, I, 33lf.
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The s er mon w.:is for Luther one of t:1e high spots in the service or as
he sta t ed it in The Ge1"7!1em Nass:

Since 'i:he preaching and t eaching of God's Word is the
most ! Tt1port<l.nt !.)a:.:-t of the di vine service, we have
a rranged f ~r sermons and lessons • • • • 18
l'iarc .t+u.tony Longin , Secretary to Charl es Contarini, w;.·i t ing to his
brother Jc,h.,, obse:.:ved t hat Germany wa s so e..1.tirely Lutheran that people
d i d not follow the procession of the host.

He continued his observations:

They eo solely t o the sermon, whither all flock uni ve:;.·sally~ both great B.:.i.cl small , with great devotion; and
t ba:::e e.:..·c few who do not possess the book of t he E:pi stles
nnd the Gospe ls, viz., the New Testament:. They go to the
s a r rnons as to a lecture; and nothing is preached but: the
int erµr e tati on of the pure Gospel • • • • Luther's ~hole
f.:-i i t :.1, i n s ho:..· t consists in loving God above all things,
an d one's nei ghbor as on e 9 s self, and he maintains that
so mcny exte~a l ceremonies a:..·e u1'll.,ecessary because Chri st,
by His passion, made atoneme:.1.t for everything• • • • 19
The observations of vari ous writers on the i mportance of the sermon for
Luther can be seGn from the f ollowing:
To Luther, t herefore , the sermon was the strength and
vitality of the Chri s tian Church. It was the sermon
t l,nt converted the souls to the Lord; it was the sermon a l one t:hs.t: brou~ht the church into being; the sermon alone should s ·;:::engt:hc1 faith and preserve fa ith
and love .20

18}1artin Luther, :1The Ge:rnum Mass, 11 Luther's Wor!,s, editors Jaroslav

Pelika.""L and Helnrut T. Lehmann (St. Louis: Concordia Publishing House and
Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1955-), LIII, 68.
193...,, .. h

~?

II, 330.

20Grimm, Preacher, p. 79.
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CHAPTER VI

LUTHE~ 1 S CONCE..1rn WITH RESFEC'i: TO EDUCATiv.·: AS REFLECTED
IN HI S PR£~CHED SE?J10NS 1528-1532

Ve r y f ew of t !1e me.i.. y sermons which appeared during the life time of
Luther, pu:.:-ported to b e his, we:.:-e act:ually written by him.

Even of the

l(irc h c:m:)o.st i l le , E;.ic hweld says:

Von de~ Ki rchenpostille hat Luther nur den Advents-, Weihn ~c hts- und Fa s tenteil sel bst g~rbeitat.l
Wh.::it ap~)e S!r ed as Luther ~s sermons we:i:e i n raost instances published from

n o t es t a!~e:.1 by studen t s oi· hearers while Luther was preaching.

Editions

of t hes0 sermou s appe ared not only in Wittenbe~g, but also in Augsburg,
Nu e ~cr.ber g ~ a.~d Erfur t.

Thi s became so aggravated that Luther fel ~ im-

pelled to i ssue his own at tines.

Buch~·1a ld reports one such instance as

follows:
Xm J ahre 1522 fuehlte sich Luther vera.,laszt, den "Sermon
ci0m r ei chen Henn un.d de."ll armen. Lasaro 11 , den j emand in
Augs b~r g hatte a:rucken !assen, selbst he:c~uszugeben. Bitter
oelclagt e::r s i c h in einer Vorrec!c a..-. die Buchdntcker: "Ich
b:l ·;;t: um Christ:us will e.11. elle, die da n1eine Sernon schl"eiben
ocier fassen, wollten sich c!erselben zu drucken und auszulassen
ent halt:en, es sei dE:!u•, das s!e durch meine Ha...d gefertigt
oder hie:.:- zu Witt<=..11.be:cg durch meinen Befehl zuvor gedruckt
s i nd. Denn es taugt doch gar nichts, ciasz ma.ii. das Wort
Go~tes so unfleiszig und u..geschickt laeszt ausgehe.., das
wir nu:..· Spot:t: und Gi·euel dra.'1 haben. u2

von

11.iartin Luther, Predi.e ;ten D. :Marti.n Luthers, edited by Georg
Buchwald (Guetersloh: c. Be.:-tel~.ar>.n, 1925), I, 2. Hereafter referred
to as fil:.
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St ~?han J oth ccmpleted the Ki r chenposti l le; however, he did a poor
job.

I n c l u ded we:..·e parts of t-!elanch tho:i.' s n o ~es on John and so:ne i t erns
With a heav-; heart Luther wr ote

fr om Luther's Goi:!mer. :.:a r y on Gal a tians.
an int.:-oduc t io.1 t o thi s .

of t he So::r.~ernos til l e .

He had ~<asper Kreuziger put out a. new edition
Th is was a similar effort, for there were sermons

f r om l a ter yea::cs; t h e n otes were used very f::ceely.
s i mi lar j ob on the H~u s po still e.

Veit Dietrich did a

Andreas Poach also ~·70r!<:ed on a new

edi t i on o f t h e Hausoo s t i ll e in 1559.

He used notes of Georg Roerer, but

f ell bac l<: on Ve~ t Dietrich, so that a true picture of Luther's preaching
w.r.,,:; ..1ot g iven. 3

The n otes whi ch Georg Roe:.:-er took were found in the University
Li b:..· a ry a t J e na and wer e worlce d on by k'l.dreas Poach and Johannes Aurifaber
a l ready in t h e 16th centu:ry.

Poach made it his life's

~o101·k

to employ these

note s i n Roerer Qs o,-m hai-.dwriting. 4
In 1730 a Pastor

r~.

Johe.rut Nelchior Krafft worked wi th Roerer' s notes

to r e con struct nine of Luther;s sermons.
t h i ng in. 1909 for the sermons of 153l,.

Georg Buchwald did a similar
The two volume s which uill be dealt

with i n this section of this thesis are sermons that were reconstructed
from the notes of Roe::..·er and also from the notes of Anton Lauterbach.
Lauterbach not: only left notes, but: worked on . his own notes during his own
life t ime.

He had bee.i-,, a resident at Wittenberg, so would have been faI:lil-

iar wi t:h Lu t h eri s preachil1g.

He even left, in his notes, the warnings

which Luther gave ::he congregation at Wittenberg. 5

3···
~. .. , pp. 2ff .
4r
h · 1 pp. 5f.
~-,
5 .. b.

1
L!S.·' pp. 6f.
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These t wo volc;:;ies of Luther's serr.ions have bee.-,, !"Cconstructed from
these reliable s0urces by Georg Buchwald, no doubt one of the greatest
sc.1olars of Lutl1er ' .. prcac·:ling.
Weimar

Buchwald was al so the edi t:or of the

cdi tion of Luther~ s sermons.

T:.-.e collect i on presents

a mature Luther who '.•ias in his forties when

these sa:c:nc.:is were preacheci. in Wittenberg.

J'ohan.."1. Bugen.1-iagen, t he to1-m

pa ste~, was absent from Wittenberg on organizational business in the eva.."1.gelica l cause, so Luther filled his pulpit.
All of Luther 0 s adult life was spent in teaching.

This was true

from nis fi rst activity as a classroom lecturer, and especially after receiving !1is doctorate.

His many ~·7 ri tings for publication on a wide range

of subjects as well as his personal correspondence, which brought many
r equests for pastoral counsel and guide..~ce, served the purpose of teaching.
This same was t rue of the debates in which he engaged, as ·well as the debates wh ich he dh·ected for the students a...,d faculty at the University.
They all served t he purpose of educati on.

It was pal"ticularly by means of his sel'"I!lons that Lu::ner put into
practi ce what today would be called adult education.

He used the pulpit

to instruct the people in the new ev~gelical doctrines, his own particularly, whi ch had been brought bac!<: into the church through the efforts of
the refo1.:ners.

Luther occupied the pulpit frequently, on some Sundays

preachir.g three times.

Not inf:requel'l.tly he preached in the morning and

again i n the afternoon.

In 1515 he 1-1as urged by the aged Simon Heinze,

the city p:::sto:r in Hi ttanberg, to assist him.

In th, ··: sane year the to1m.

council of Wittenberg extended Lutae= a regular call as preacher in the
city church, and his duty was oto supply all o ·herwise unprovided-for
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appointn ents in that church. 116

Even when Dr. Johan.'1 Eugenhagen became

city pastor, Luther con sidered himself t:he vicar of the pastor.

When

Bugenhagen was away, i t was natural for Luthe:;: to take over all of the
pastoral fun cti ons.

It is reported that in 1529 Luther preached from

t hr ee to fou r times a week.7
i.uther was !)ri:na:d l y engaged in exegetical theology through his work
in the University fa culty; however, he was forced by the evangeli cal cause
whi c:i he espoused to worl, in the systematic field to some extent, as evidenced in his catechcti cal work especially.

He was also forced into the

pra c ti c::i.l field 'by the prot::.ems whi ch confronted him in the changed forms
tha t we:.·e ca lled for by the reformati on, by the pr~ctical questions which
were ad.c:;..·ossed to him by people throi.ighout Gerrna.'1.y who espoused his cause,
as well a s

by

the i mmediate parish concerns in Witte.'1beri which beca.ile his

res 9ons ibility as t he vicar and the pastor of the city church.
Much of Luther' s preaching evidenced a supervisory concern for the
people who were under his spiritual charge.

It is doubtful that Luther did

much pastoral calling in t.'le homes of the people in Wittenberg.
seemed to have hi s finger on the pulsebeat of the community.

Still he

This was

true, perhaps, because it was a small corn.-nunity and much of ,.:hat he mentioned was common k.i.owledge in · the town.
concern in the pulp~t.

He also exercised this supervisory

He even went so far as to warn about

gefaelscht

11

61-Iarold Jo:i;,.n Grimm, Martin Luther as Preacher (Columbus: Lutheran Book
Co,1.cern, c.1929):1 p. 75.
7 __ . d
lE.!_.
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Bier

a::1.d. "das z di e Hu rerci hier zunirmnt. 118

1

?

0

s ai d ,

With reference to the :)~er he

Wen.T'l du 9 s ni c ht zurec k:1.ehmen will st:, ,;,1 erden wir beten, dasz dein

Bi e r D:cec k und Tr~ebcrn werde. 119

In cor..nection with the other proble::1 he

sa id:
Illr Ra t she:i:.·rn, den en das Amt g ehoert, sollt's st!'afen • • . •

Ic:1 predige n ich t gern davon. Soll ich ' s abe:!" tun, so 'l·T erde
i. c i1 d ie Hurer in den Ba nn t un und die elende Hurerei anzei g en
und w:11 n i c ht in i:remde Sue::i.d~ t ve ri:,: illigen • • • • 10

The educ a t i ona l concer ns wh ich Luther reflected in his preaching can
be s e en especial l y in t h e cateche tical sermon s that Luther 9reached in the
period c ove": c d .

Luther ha d prea ched t ~w series of catechetical sermons

ea :-lie:i:.· i n the year.
to ~!ay 30, 1528 .

The fi r st consist ed of eleven sermons, from Nay 18

The s e con d series con sisted of ten sermons preached from

S eptembe r le!~ t o Se!)tember 25, 1528.

The series contained in Buchwald's

vo lu!:nes '1·7ere preached f r om November 30 to December 18:> 1528.

The impor-

tanc e of these sermon s i n the work of Luther can be seen from t he
f ollo~·ring:
It is a p:9G.:i.-e:-.t t !, at Luther is hera forming the vocabu lary into
wl::i c h he ca s t bo t h his Large and Small Catechisms and that the
La r ge Ca tec h ism particularly is a reworking of this catechetice.l
1p:i:.· each i:..1g . - J..
In the a n..-,.oun cemant of these sermons Luther showed his concern that
t i:e whole family should receive this instruction, which was held regularly
t hrough t h e yea r.

8 B'P

....::.,

-11,

9

lli.£.,

4?7"
· - I:.

p. 427.

lO r · ·

-2!£• ' p. l,28.

ll•.iartin Luther , Lti th~r ' s Wor'<s, edited by Jat·.:>slav Pelikan and
Helmut T. Le hmann (St . Lou i s : Concordia Pu~lish!ng House, Philadelohia:
For tre ss Pr ess, 1955-), 1: , 135.
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wir sin dt s bisher gewohnt u1:d haben :s also geordnet, vie:rmal
i n j edcm J"c hre den Ai..gang und G::und ·;:1:ristlicher Erke:mtnis
und leb~ns zu leh:.: :m, d.:.sz solches in jedem Vierteljahr
zuei Uoche:1:1 v ::.cr 'rage in einer \foci. c nach.-ni ttags zwei Uhr
g ,-~p._·~d:i.Jet ·we::dc.
Weil uns j <=..'!'le Stuec l<e. hoch von.,oeten
sir.. '., e:..;113.l:.,.'1.0 ic~1 euch tz-eulich, c!asz i l1r zcr bezeich...eten .
Ze:i t mi t eur c=i1 Hause zusc::mmenkommt. •
12

Hi s e:<ho:..· t:.2ti on continued with the thought that ti1ey should not let their
wo:. k :i.nte;;·fere with suc:1 atte.,dance:
Lass et euch nicht abhal ten durch Arbei t und Handwe1·k und
klagt n i c h t, ihr haettet Schaclen., wenn ihr einmal eure
Arbcit ~uf cine Stund e untero4echt. •
13

He told t h<o.:n of the freedom which they had received in the Gospel from all
the '"e:na.ids of ~any festivals which t hey had been formerly called upon to

c e l0brate, an d then we.i t on:
Dezu wie v i el Zeit bringt ihr hin mtt Trin!<:en und Saufen.
D:. e reclm et :lh:.· n i cht, ab~i. WG..u"l i hr auf Gott:es Wo.:t Zei t
ve:1."·wcnC:.en. sollt, da seid i hr eicei. ll;

r!e pleaded wi th them to give their child1.·a11 and servants free time
t h at: they mi ght coree to !<11.ow Christ more fully.
I f the c~1il<lrcn ai.1d serva,.,.ts did not want to come when they had been

given time to do so, he urged the

0

Hausvaetern:

Denket doch ja nicht, ihr Hausvaete_, ihr waeret der So=ge
0 wolle.'l sie nicht
neingeh e:ri, was dai.-f i.ch sie zu treiben? Ich dsrf das nicht.
O nein, des nicht, du bist ihne.."l zum Bischof und Pfarrer
gesetzt: huete dich, dasz du cein Amt uebet' sie vernach~
laessigest. Vernachlaessigt: ihr solch .A.-nt in euren
um euer Gesinde ledig~ so ih:1.- sprecM:::

12B1;-:.
_, I ' 70
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!fa.eu :.:crn, so ~eratcn wh· in ceff entEche Ve;:achtung, wie
wiz- s ehc:,,~ dasz schon bisher zeschehen ist. 15
Hcvbz ? lac,3cl the respor.sibility upon the father of the house, making
him t he bi shop anl past o:..· of those under his care in the home, ha e:d1orted

hast: du ~uszen und i:.men ihre Erziehur.g vernachlaessigt,
da s ieh du zu2 Sorget also, dasz jene zu dieser Predigt
15
kor.:..1en.

...

He showed that: he felt: that: this was 9rimarily the respor.sibility of
the :)areZ1ts when he wrote at the enc! of this section:
ICL1 ve1·wa l te des Pfarrers Amt: und werde a1ese Predigt
halt:cn::, i. ch will das Heine tun u 1td mehr, denn wir
ve~pfl~ chte t sind.17
On November 27, 1530, he had a similar announcement, though the C~te-

chis~ sermons are not included in the volume.

There he mentioned that they

all must re~ain pupils, that even he, Doctor Martin, a Doctor and a
preacher, had need to daily say the parts of the Catechism as chi : ci~e.~ do.18
In his fh~st Catechis:n sermon Luther stated what he understood by this
word ::c atechism,i' whe~ he said:
Di ese Stu ecke, die ihr mich :1abt: bchandeln hoere..;., sind
gen~~~t bei den alt:en Vaetern Katechismus, das ist: eine
Kinderpredigt, die die K!nder wissen sollten und alle, die
da wollen Christen sein.19

16lli9_.

18Ibid., II, l;o. Similar announca-::e.11ts May 14, 1531 (I!j 271);
Sept:er:1be?TO, 1531 (II, 486f. ); December 3, 1531 (II, 577).
19-!b:
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He S!)ok e of the five chief parts with which he would deal a.;.d gave
the dire ctions :
Di e h e: ~sze..~ wi r die Ki 1.derpredigt, die n-:an fuer die E:nfaelt:gc.... l ch~&.1 musz, da sz s i e zum ersten lerr.en sie Wort f uer
i \ :>rt :1erzu sage...", a lsdar-_-i aber sie verstehen. 20

Le s t pe ople s hould get the idea that t he Catechi sm was the end of all
Chr ist ian i n struct i on a'ld g-.cowth, Luther pointed ou t:

Da rum s p;.:-e ~hen wi :: , dasz nich-; alles in d iesen drei Stuecken
:)e schloss en sei , was die Christcmheit wissen r.rusz. Aber die
SaueU.nge:.i. i1abe n da r a11 s att ? bi s sie ert-: achse..'1. Es sind
a;.1c._e i n d<::r Stcdt , die die ~<inde1· erzie~1en, andre, di e in
d e:i. K::-!eci gehen. Die einen haben Ess en und Tri.tlcen, die
.s:idern fueh:: en das Sch.wert . So wi .;d denn hier, wenn diese
d:.:-ei Stue c!<:e gepredig t werden, nur der Ket:echi smus angczeigt.
Da:;;n a ch ~ we.1..."11 sie erwachsen sind, ·wird ihne.'l auch gepredigt,
u i e man li:aempfc:i. muess e. Eine Nutte1.· gib"i: elem Kinde i'l.icht
sogl e i ch Hein~ Brol: und Flei sch in de.'1. Mund, sondern ~U lch.

Eie:..-na ch woll en wi:r ouch von den beicien Salc:ramenten ha.ttdeln.
Der- Kate:ch isri.:"Us ist ciie Lehre gewese:n., demi t ma.'1. die Leut:e
be _e i tet zum Sak:l:'ament.21

He looked upon the Catechi sm inst ruction as preparati on for holy com.
mu~i on ai."d elso threatened the pare... tz that if they did n ot help in this
instruction t hey would not be pel"!!li-;;ted to go t o holy commun i on.

Da:l:'um hebe ich euch Alte G!'!!'.2.~.nt, dasz ihr eu:l:'e Kinder und
Gesincle und euch selbst dazu haltet: sonst werden wir euch
n i cht zur heiligen Kommunion zulassen.22
Th e i mpo:rta.ttce that he attached t o this instruction was also clearly
indicat ed whe.i.:. he s aid th.et all shoul d know these things:

20··! b za.,
· ·
pp. 73, 77.

2lr bi d., pp. 132f.

Refers to tha Sa crament of the Al tar.

Also I, 72.
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Da s oll t ihr wi ssen : wer der Katechismu s nicht lcennt, dcr
sol l nicht ein Christ heisze.~, nicht zum Abendmahl zugelassen
werd-=L•, s o l l auch :ii c ht Gevatter we;:den. 23
B0cause he felt these instructions were so important he said that these
teachings s hould be u sed evei·ywhere a."1d learned:
Daru;n wird euch de:.: Katechismus zu Hause und in der l<irche
c.::i. di~ ~·1c'.!l1d gema l t , dasz ihr ih..1. lernen sollt.
Es ist ein
un d d a sselbe, was euch allen vertragen wird.
Ich bin auch

e~n Dolctor un d in der Helt gewa.,del t von Gottes Gnaden und
Ungnaden, dennoch hab i ch ni cht koenne., zu di eser Er!<enntni s
1:ommen. • • • DaZ'U:11 soll t ihr eure Kinder sorgsam zu sol cher
E..--l<enntnis erziehen.24
Luthe:..· v i v :l.dly brought out tha need for parental instruction in this
~·~hole matter i-1he..1. he said in his first Catechism sermon:
Denn wenn ihr Elter n und Her:rei1 11icht helft, werden wir mit
un.srcr Predigt wenig a usrich t ....:.. Und wenn ich das ganze Jahr
predige und da s Gesinde lcommt nur herein und sieht die Waende
un~ Fenster der Kircha an:; so nuetzt es nichts.2 5

He a lso gave instruction to the parents as to when these things should
be used in t he home whe.11. he said:
Gott hat dick darum zu einem Herrn ur,.d einer F::.:au gesetzt,
dasz ciu dein Gesinde dazu haltest. Und das koe....nt ihr wohl,
desz sie morgens, we.""l.l"l. mann aufstehe, und abends wenn man
schlafen gehe, und vor und nach dem Essen bete...,.26
The Refo1"lller had a very high esteem for parents and indicated this when
he brought out:
Aber e i n jeglicher Hausherr und Frau . sollen gedenl<:en, dasz
sie Bischoefe und Bischoefinnen seien ueber Grete und
Haensichen..27

23Ibid. , p. 501.

2L;lli.9..

·25~.' p. 72.

27~.' p. 75.
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He had ment ioned the same thing e~rlier in this same sermon in the
int:rocluction. to the First: Comma.'1.dment:
Ein
und
uns
wir

jeglicher R~usvnt:er ist in seinem Hause ein Bischof
tie Frau eine Bischoafin. D~rum gedenket, dasz ihr
in euern Ha<=usern helft das Predigt:a.ilt treiben wie
in der Kirche!28

In pr0aching on the Fourth Commandment he extolled the position of pare...ts,

showin~ that God has gi ve.'1. them a very high place:

Hi~r setzt er ni cht: lieben:> gehorchen, wohltun, obgleich
solches grosz genug ist, sondern braucht das hone Wort
"ehren. 11 Vater und Hutter hat er neben sich gesetzt und
b::auc~1t <las Wo1·t , mi t dem ma.."1 ihn sel bst ehrt. • • • Denn
Gott s:i.eht wohl? dasz die Welt: die Elte:cn verachtet:,
sonderlich, we.."111. sie ihr Amt tl!.."'l.:> das ist: ihre Kinder
Zcechtig<=n und sie vom Beose.., abhalten wollen, dann flucht
h oi~lich der alte Adam• • • • 29
He also brought out the thought: of the oatres familiae to show that: the
father has a responsibility toward all of the me."'!lbers of the household, as
well as the responsibilities of the m~"'!lbers of the family toward the father.
He mentioned t he G:reelc aitd Latin use of this term. 30

This e.'Ctolling of the

!)Osition of parents went even further ·when he preached on the Sacrament of
Holy Baptism:
Werut ich den Vater ans~hen will, :i.achde.rn er eine Nase

hat, Fleisch tu"1.d Blut ist, hat K.~ochen, Bein, Haut und
Haar, desgleichen die Hutte:.:.·, wenn ich si.::i nicht anders
ansche, so will ich sie nicht ansehe..,., sondern mit Fueszen
ueber sie laufen. Wenn aber das vierte Gebot l<o:nmt, so
sehe ich sie mit einer herrlichen Krone und goldenen Ketten
gesch.·riuecI:t:> das ist das Wort Gottes. Und das seigt dir,
wie du sollst dies Fleisch und Blut der Eltern ehren um

28~.' p. 73.'

29.!!?.1£., pp. 82f.
30Ibid., p. 84.
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des Ho:.:te s Got t es willen• • . . Der runde Schirm, <ler
un dic Koepfe der Heilige....""l. gemalt wir<l, ist um die
El t 0rn hc:::um gerr.al t. .
31
Discipline was another area in which Luther felt the parents had a
definite ~esponsibil ity under God.

He had mentioned that parents should

force their ch il dren to learn the Catechism.

If they refused, the parents

·wer<:: instructed not to feed them, nso soll er ihnen l<ein Brot zu essen
gebc.11. ti32

He fel t that the parents had been given the authority to disci-

pline the ir children:
Also ha'ba.i. die Elte~;n ih1:e Vernunft, dasz sie ihr !<ind
:-e~ie~~-=n, desgl eiche:n die Obrigkeit. In solcher Herrschaft hat Gott die Vernunft gegebe.., dasz wir moegen
:.:cgieren. 33

In another spot he s a id:
Es ist nicht der Christ, der a1e Kinder stauept, sonden1
d cr Vat er und d i e :,!utter, weil Gott es ihnei.--i aufgel egt
hat, dasz sie e i n Kind strafen.34

In another pl a ce he spoke of the uniqueness o f the parents' position in

the d iscipline of children:
Eine Frau 1:, a.."111 die Hagd schel ten U.T'ld schlagen. Aber
ni ch t d i e Nachba:.:in darf es tun, weil sic nicht weiter
Recht hat als im eig011en Hause. Al ~o hat eins recht in
seinem eigenen Hause, dasz ~an nich~ drin fluche; aber,
dasz einer wollte sei n em ~ac:1ba::n mitfahren, als seinem
l<inde und Ges inde~ der soll er seinen Zorn lassen _
anstene..~, soncern hingehen und freundlich strafen.3~

31Ibid. , p. 135.
32~., p. 72.

33Tbi ·

.::..-::.2.. ' p. 413 •

34-·
· , , II, 129.
.!.!?2:..£..
35·'"
b~ d
p.
~-,

417.
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The arduous labor of t he motl1er in t he education of the childre:i
was r e cognized by Luther ~·7hen he sdd:
Henn e i ne Hausmutt:er will ihrem Amt genug tun, moechte
sie vie1.· Haen.de da zu nel1.'!le.., und wird noch nicht genug
t un, und wartet doch nur ihres Hauses.36

He also S:JOl.:;e of diff erent household t"es9onsibilities of parents.

The

mother tea ches God 7 s Word:

Da s l;:c'..1-u1 ein Weib tun. Eb Wei b, ein Haegdlein l<oennen
a n d::-e t:1·00sten und <la s wa hre ~,01.·t Gott es reden , das i st::
Die Schrift recht verstehen, auslegen und deute.. unci die

Lcute t:.-oesten und leh2"1::J.1., dasz s ie selig werden. Das
heiszt al l es weissagen. Und ob sie auch nicht so predigen
wi e i ch, so soll <loch eine }1ut:t el· ihre Tochter und ihr
Ges i ndo lehren .

Denn sie hat das Wort und der Heilige

Geist hot ihr gcgeben, dasz sie's versteht.37
Thoui h Luther felt l«:?enly that parents should have a part in the
tre :.ning of their children, he also realized that this would be an ideal
situation i n 1na.~ y cases.

In speaking on the first commandment he said

that observing t his command should be pra cticed daily in the horae, but
this was n ol: done.

He continued:

Es ma:ngelt en uns Haushaltern. Die Not hat gedrunge.,,
d.::.s z ma,,. Lehrer hal te.'1. musz, weil die Eltern sich des

nicht ar,.neh.~en.38
It was 11.ecessary to employ teacl1el."s, so Luther felt impelled to urge
parents to send t heir child:re...'"l to sci-:.o ol, for God had cha.:-ged them to
teach these children.

36Ibid.~ pp. 514f.

37Ibid., p. 339.
38~., I, 75.
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Also rede ich auch von den Schulen, dasz ihr eure Soehne
zu:n Studier~, erzieht. Denn wir alten Baeume, die wir
unter den Papstun verdorrt sind, koan..en nicht frische
Triebe bringen. Darum Ir.Uessen wir an jungen Reisern
arbciten. Deshalb sollst du wissen: hast du einen
l~"'labcn mit guten Anlagen, der ist dir gegeben, dasz
durch ihn die I<irche Gottes erbauet werde. Gott hat
dir Kinder darum gegeben, dasz du sie zum beste..-i. ziehen
sollst.39
In another instance, when he spol<:e on the Fourth Commandment, he said:
Henn ciu merl<:st dasz dein Kind ein geschickter Knabe
werden kann, schiclce ihn zur Schule! Tust du' s nicht,
so wirst du Rechenschaft geben rnuessen und bist ein
Schalk gege., den Fuersten und die Stadt und ungehorsa.-.--.
deinem Gott.40
This remark was preceded by the statement thnt the prince needed advisors
and the cities needed pastors and doctors.
Luther understood that life was a continuum and the training which
was given. t:o children 'l.'ould be passed on to their children.

He spoke of

t:his as follows:
Gecienlcet und helft, dasz man Leute aufziehe, dasz du
Vater einen frommen Sohn aufziehest, du Mutter eine
fro:nme Tochter, die ein geschickt Weib werde, die
wiederum ihre Kinder in der Froemmigl<:eit erziehe. 41
In writing ai>out Baptism Luther showed his concern for the Sacrament
a..-,,d showed that he recognized this as a means of grace for children:

Ein kind, das getauft ist, ist heilig und geistlich• • • •
DarUiil habe., wir die Taufe verdeutscht, dasz ihr mit betet
u..-,,d die trefflichen, schoenen Worte hoert. Aber ich

39~. , p. 502.

40Ibid., p. 88.
4lll!.£.
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vernelu11c, dasz ihr' s macht wie in der Schenke.
nicht einen Scherz draus; denn es ist l<einer.

l-lacht

Zum andern: weil die Taufe ein so heilig Ding ist,
sollt ihr nicht gottlose Henschen zu Gevatter bitten.42
He complained that people were not coming to the Sacrame..-i.t of tha Altar,

saying th.:it there were many who were ::·, strong that they had not come in
five y e ars.

He pleaded that they should coma for their own sakes, and

not be cold toward this Sacrament.

His plea continued:

Darum stellt euch nun besser zum Sakrament und haltet
eure Kinder auch dazu, wenn sie zu Verstand kommen.
Der.n daran wollen wir er!<<:uu.i.en, welche Christen sind
·u11.d welche nicht • • • • Denn wenn ih.: Alten schon zum
Teufel wollt fahren, so wcrden wir dennoch nach euren
Kindern fragen.43
In another place he warned parents:
Ich err.1ahne euch aber, dasz ihr eure Kinder und Gesinde
unt ~~r ichtet und a....leitet zum AbencL-nahl und dasz sie am
Sonnabe..i.d Abend zur Beichte und zur Pruefung gehen, •

44

He also encouraged parents to teach their children to pray when he
spolce:
Die Eltern sollen Kinder und Gesinde beten lehren, und
die beten besser, weil sie keine Anfechtung haben.45
A co.nplaint was raised by Luther that people did not want to learn.
Th is gives a clear indication that Luther looked upon the pulpit as a
means of education.

42r
.d II, 619.
..E.L·,
43Tbid
.;::_•,

I, 144•

44Ibid., p. 151.
45ll!,.<!,, II, 275.
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Won.-. ich einen sehe, der Hebraei sch und Griechisch wohl
v ersteht: , und ich vcrstehe es nicht, was schadct rair's
wcnn ich ihn ehre? Wenn ich sehe, dasz einer Gnade hat,
cii e Schrift: auszulegen, was schadet mir's, dasz ich das
Huetlein abziehe und spreche: Gott sci Dante , der cl.ir
die Gnade gegeben hatt Ich will dein Schueler sein.
· • • Wenn ich wohl schreiben und lehren lcann und andre
nicht, warum wollen sie nicht von mir lernen?Z.6
Wi th t he foregoing items it has been de..ionstrated that Luther showed
his educ~tional concerns explicitly in ma..y places in his preached sernons
in the period 1523-1532.

The criticism might be made that Luther was not

too concerned with ethical contei1t in referring to the subject of eclucat ion; however, this is only partially true.

Luther was dealing with

people who were practically unschooled in many instances, and so became very
concerned that they acquire a certain body of facts which he covered with
the word ncatechism.n

At times, this was to the detriment of ethical

content.
There are numerous items in these sermons which show Luther's educational concerns, not explicitly, but implicitly.

In some instances large

portions of these sermons could be used to show these implicit concerns;
however,

a...

attempt will be made to lteep the examples manageable.

A l<een pastoral concern was evidenced by Luther in many of these
sel"mons, heightened, no doubt, by the fact that ha was the Pfarrer in the
absence of Johan,.. Bugenhage.-..

He ·expressed this when speaking of the basic

facts of Christian doctrine and then proceeded:
Was ueber diesen einfaeltigen Unterricht zu lehren ist,
das gehoert den Predigern, die die Christenheit regieren,
dasz sie wehren und die Kirche varfechten • • • • Ein

46~. , p. 439.
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Prediger aber musz mit Gottes Wort unterichtet sein,
t:r ' s koen..-..e verfechten. 47

d e.z~ ·

The con cern is also expressed in the following:
Ein Pfarrer musz zu dir kommen i n der Pest, musz dir
zu dienen bereit sein mit den Sakramenten, mit der
Prcdigt im Leben und im Tode.48
The expressi on which he used repeatedly,

0

Ich hab oft gesagt" and varia-

tions of this ex~=ession showed hi s pastoral concern.
Ich hab oft gesagt , • • . sondern auch das junge Volk,
so zukounut und aufwaechst, darin unterwiesen werde.
Denn es ist eine Kunst, welche niemals genug gelernt
werden kann.49
Another exa:nple of this follows:
Ich hab oft gesagt:
• Antworten soll man wohl
drauf, wie es der Glaube hat, aber doch musz man
allezeit daran lernen.50
There are variants of this expressi on which Luther used in many connections,
as evidenced by t he following:
sion was, with variants:

"Ich hab euch oft gesagt";Sl another expres-

"ihr oft gehoert";52 another expression was:

"Ich

habe euch n och viel zu sagen,n53 or "Diese Lehre praege ich euch ir.uner ein, 11 54

47~. , I, 132.

4Sroid., II, 183.

49~., p. 280.
50Ibic1. , p. 4
51-·
·d
I, 60, 605; II, 137, 141, 280, 556 • .
~-,

52Ibld., I, 557; II, 22, 263.
53~

., II, 257.

54ro~.d. , p. 651.
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or still another:

11

Das ist unsere Predigt durch's ganze Jahr, 11 55 or "Ich

habQ euch oft vermahnt. 11 56

In connection with these expressions Luther

said of the prQaching office:
P::-edigamt. :.S7

"Das vorneh.-nste Amt in der Wel u ist das

These r epeated expressions also find stre.'1.gth in Luther's

l<een pastoral concern which he expressed about those under his spiritual
care, ' 1 Ich musz am juengsten Tag fuer euch antworten. 1158
Luther directed hi s hearers constantly to the Word of God, the Holy
Scriptures as the place where God's grace was to be found.

His many say-

ings about the Scriptures reflect the implicit concern which he had that
people come to know and accept this revelation from God.
He defin.ed his understanding of the Scriptures in several of his
pronounce;nents:
Da s Schrift ist nicht nur ein geschrieben Ding. Sie sagen,
sie sci ein Buchstabe, der kein Leben gebe. Und wenn er
auch kein Leben gibt, so sagt doch hier der Text, dasz due
in der Schrift blciben sollst oder wirst Christum verlieren. 5 9
The Gospel was the means by which the grace of God was brought to the
ind ividual sinner as he pointed out:
Im Papstum hat man gelehrt, das Evangelium sei ein Buch
voll guter Gesetze, wie wir gute Werke tun sollen, so
Hieronymus und andere grosza Heilige.

55l.!?12.· , p. 602.

56.ill2_., p. 506.

-

S7rbid., I, 453.
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S9rhid., I, 393f.
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Defini ervs _also gewiszlich, dasz das Evangelium sei cine
P;:· edig t der Gnade • • • dasz Gott aus l auter Barmherzig~c i t seinen Sohn gcsandt hat, dasz er un~re Sucnden
tilgtc.
In der Schrift heiszt Evangellum ueberall Wort
de~ Gnade, des Heils, der Gerechtigkeit, eine Lehre der
Seligkei1:.60

l

I

He spelled out simil ar thoughts whe.11 he said:

t

II

Das ist keinem Wort zugeeignet in der ganzen Schrift
als da'!l Worte der Gnade, da sz Christi Wort der Heilige
Geist folgen soll • • • • Das soll eine Vermahnung sein,
dasz wir gern hoeren und lesen ir:i Neuen Testament, die
Briefe Pauli, Johannis, das Evangelium • • • • Darum soll
man vs gede.,ken bei Ti sch, im Bett. 61

I
I

He wanted the people to realize that not his own writings, but Scripture
was to be their first concern:
Lieber, folge meiner Schrift nicht gleich wie der
He il igen Schrift; sondern was du in der Heil igen
Sch:..·ift findest, das du zuvor nicht glaubtest, das
glaube olu-.e Zweifel; aber in meinen Schriften sollst
du ni chts fuer gewisz haben~ das du zuvor ungewisz
hatt est ~ es sei dir denn durch mich beweiset, dasz es
gewi sz sei. 62
He directed 9eople to look to the Holy Scriptures when he said:

"Ihr

Lai en, die ihr' s t:un koennt, lernet auch au~ der Heil ige.. Schrift! 11 63
This Word must be communicated; it must be a word that is spol~e.11:
Dar um kann 1 s nich anders zugehen, als durch das Wort;
denn der Gl aube kornmt durch's Heeren (Roem. 10:14).
Deshalb hat der Heiligen Geist heute die Zungen gegeben.
Denn zum Glauben und zuin Schatze der Vergebung der
Suenden kommt r:ian nur du1·ch feurige Zungen. 64

60.Illi·,

II, 286f.

6 1Ibid. ~ I, 422.
62~., p •. 201.
63,!lli., II, 354.
64~ - , p .. 331.
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Ho s poke of t:he Word as the means through which the Holy Ghost created
his Kingdom.

It was not a worldly kingdo:c created with worldly weapons,

but:
Aber er nimmt allein die armen Zungen dazu. So schwach
i st ~s angefangen. Die Zunge ist das alle;.·schwaechste
Gliea, ni cht Ader noch Bein, das geringste, leichtste
und elendeste Glied, und doch greift er die ganze li,'elt
damit an und will damit: ein Reich bauen, das auf ewig
besteht. Sonst haette er Schwert und Feuer genommen.
Aber er 11.ir,unt nur die Zunge. Damit will er anzeigen,
dasz sein Reich sei ein Predigt:reich, und will seinen
Ju cngem einen !•!Ut geben, dasz sie nicht erschreclcen
vor dem Teufel, Kaiphas und Herodes und nicht:s mehr tun
den.n das Wort reden. So sol l's angehen, ein wunderbar
Ding!65
1n s~eaking about the Christmas story, Luther asked the question

\,hether the shephe1·ds found the Babe through direct spiritual contact or
through the word spo!cen t:o them:
Sage mi r: Haben jene Hirten das Kindlein nach dem
Hort odC:?r nach dern Geist gefunden? Antwort: der Geist:
ist: da, aber aus dem Wort. Siehe, das ist ein ausdermaszen schoener Sp1.-uch, der da dient gegen j ene
Schwaermer.

Denn oh...e das aueserliche Wort kornmt der Heilige Geist
nicht, sondern ~urch das Wort.66
The Word which was spolcen, he pointed out, was the means by which God's
grace came:, ::nazu die.11t das aueszerliche Wort, dasz man zum Glauben
dadurch korranet. ri67

He also spolce of the Gospel as a wagon which brought

the knowledge of the resurrected Christ:
Da ist das Stueck, von dem wir oft geredet haben, dasz

das Evangelium ist der Wagen oder das Mittel, dadurch
solche Ken...tnis kommt • • • • Von dem auaszerlichen Wort

65r .d

--2.L·' p,. 323.

66~., I, 166f.

67~., p,. 187.
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waere viel zu reden gega.. die Rotten• • • • Die koenne
nicht zuruecl.:: gedenken, dasz sie es auch durch' s Wort
h~bG:i... , dasz Christus gelitte... hat, gestorbe~ und
au ferstanden ist, und haben°s aueszerlich hoeren und
in der Schrift lesen muessen.68
This was the message which Luther felt the sermon was to bring to the
people,

He said:

Aber ich darf nicht: murren, sondern weil ich einmal
:i.n dieses P...-rit gestoszen bin, so singe ich dies Liedlein:
U1:i cleinetwillen nich angehoboo noch zelassen!
Um Gottes
und ;u n dere.: will en, die <las Evangelium gern hoeren
und lernen, ist 0 s angefangen.69
The p;irpose of al 1 of the spolce.... Word of the Gospel ·was that people might
find Christ:
Das ist die Predigt des Evangeliums, dasz Christus
nicht gefunden wird mit Werken, sondern dadurch, dasz
man. <las Wort hoert, nicht: mit Nachde..-i.l<en, sondern <lurch
die Predigt.70
He also s poke of previous reformers John Hus and John Gerson, who had been
hindered from restoring the Gospel by too few books.

He wanted to lead

people to be grateful for the Gospel through the Bible:
Henn sie haetten nur ein Buch lesen lcoeiu.en, deren
jetzt: so viele im Brauche sindl Ich haette einst
fuer eine Bibel und eine fron..-ne Lektion zweihundert
Goldgulden gegeben, ja, alles haette ich dahingegeben,
hae~te ich nur e in Evangelium, eine Epistel oder einen
Psalm recht verstehen lcoe1men. Ich haette damals
gesagt: 0 selig; we..-i.n ich diese Zeit erleben l<oennte?
Ich waere mit barfueszigen Knieen gelcroche..,1 dies Evangelium zu hoeren, auch bis an die Knochen.7i

-

68Ibid., p.. 363.
69r.d
p.. 556.
~.,

70r·d
p. 365.
~-,
71~., .pp. 544f.

Similar, p. 620.
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He felt his charge as a preacher was to proclaim this Word . of God to the
people:
Gewiszlich muessen. wir uns ruehmen, dasz wir eure
Predige:..- s i nci. Wir hab<m uns nicht hierher gesetzt.
Das Wo~t, die Taufe, die Predigt ist nicht unser,
son.dern. wi r sind Diener dazu und dazu berufen. Wir
legcn das ~vangelium urid die Psalmen aus.72
He cal l ed the Hord of God a sure anchor, a stone, when he said:

"meine

Ge:..·echti~lrni t sei gegruendet auf Gottes Wort, das ist: ein Fels, der wird
festhal ten.

Das merl<et: wohl. u73

_Some people seemed to have the idea that . once they had heard the mess age of Scripture they had enough.

Luther tried in various ways to bring

home to pe ople that the leai.'"ning of Scripture was a life-long thing.
Zs i s t: die groeszt:e Undru1kbarl<:eit, dasz alle diese

Lehi·e wissen wollen, und ist: l<:ein Buch oder Kunst: in
<ler Welt, die so schnell gelernt wird als die Schrift.
Wenn Got t ein Wort: gesprochen hat, so wisse... sie 0 s
n i cht: nur, scndern werden auch Lehrmeister Gottes und
Legen i hm seine Wol-te aus und werden unnuetze Richter
wie die Rotten. 74
Using himself as an example he said:
Ich ha be mit: der ganzen Schrift und den Teufeln gel<:aempft,
und habe <loch kaum das Abe ~rreicht • • • • 75

.

..

. .

.. . .... . .

Ich bin bis ins Abe gekommen.
ich noch nicht.
76

72rhid., II, 117.
73Ib id.~ p. 113.
74Ibid., p. 4.
75J.b1.d., I, 496.
761!?1£., p. 571.
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In another pl .'.lc e he spoke:
Die eoer fuchle~i, <;;asz sie cias Fleisch, die Suende
unC: des Teufe _s Rei ch am Halse haben~ die werde."1.
nie:nals am ::vangelium satt, sondern bleiben immer
sein e e <:, wissen Schueler. Ein Christ 1st ein gewisser
Schu eler, hat ang cfangen zu le:;:nen von Mutterleib und
.lernt in Ewigl(ei t, und auch ich bin ein gewisser
Schuele;;, .:be:i:" nicht so sehr fleiszig . Also wird ein
Ch rist en viel Orten sein, da er no ch ein Schueler
i st, und ich will nicht laenger der Welt, so::1dern der
Chri ste.., ?rediger sein.77
T~e c entrality in the entire Refonnation o f the doctrine of f orgivea e ss in Christ through the gi.·aca of God was stressed by Luther re~eatedly
in his preaching.

It is understandable that such

a.."1

emphasis should be

show:1 for it contrasted so vividly with what Luther had been taught and
wi~~t the Roma:.1. Church continued to teach in his time.
Luther showed this contrast ,;.,•hen he said:
De:: Papst aber predigt, das sei die christliche Kirche,
cli e d ie zelm Gebote hael t, und macht si e s o rein, dasz

sie Christi u11.d der Vergebung ciel.· Suenden nicht beduerfe.
Das ist der leidige Teufel, • • • 78
Therefore h e said:
Da~un sagen wir immer, jet:zt und in Et;igkeit: Allein,
allein, allein, durch den Glauben werden wir gere.cht. 79
He specifically and !)Ointedly spo!ce of the most important teac hing t o
whici1 he heid and which he taught when he said:
Die Summa uncl das Hauptstueclc unsrcr Lehre lst:, dasz
die GGrechtigkeit liege allein an der Gnade und nicht
an den Verciienstcn, "nicht an jernandes Wollen oder

11lli.£.'

II, 9.

78~. , p. 326.
79Ibid., p.. 223.
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Laufcn, sor1dern an Gottes Erbar.:ien11 (Roem. 9: 16), wie
n,;:n tacgli ch reici1lich hoert. 80
What he did, did not bring foi·givenass of sins, as he s ~~d:

Gewi sz rnusz ich gute We:::-l<e tun und gehorcl1en, aber
ic~ s oll sprechen: Es ist Gottes Gabe, dasz i ch das
tue. Aber d<1mit bin ich n:.cht erloest vo:i. den Suenden,
sonde:i.-n mi t dem, was ni cht i ch, sondern was Chri stus
tue, wcrde ich sclig.81
In thi s sar:!e coru.. ection he had said:
dasz es keinen Weg zum Hirawel gibt als Christus, der
allein den Namen hat, dasz wir <iurch ihn s elig warden.82
Therefore believe in Christ!
s ell aber unser Haupstuecl< sein dasz wir uns
sclber verlassen und on Christo haengen.• • • • Glaube
a~ Christus ! Alle Exempel der heiligsten Leute, •• •
sin<l nicht genug zur Seligkeit. 83

N;.in

Speaking oi the Kingdom of Christ and comparing it t o what the nsophisten"
s aid i t was, he said:
~ein, Christus regiert durch die Vergebung der Suenden
~nd hat allzeit den Thron der Gnaden auf . Sein Reich
ist immer wie das offene Par~dies und s o grosz und s o
welt wie <ler Hi.nmGl, fuer alle erbaut, die Busze tun
und gl a ui:>en, and zu jeder Stunde, so er nur will, kann
de1· Mensch glaube..... a."1 Christus, und, s o er auch zum
oefte1'";1 zu Falle l<ommt, in der 3usze lcann er immer
wieder herzutreten.84
He e~phasized ~gai n a.~d again that salvati on did n ot depend upon the works
of man but on thG grace of God :

80Ibicl., p., 520.

81~., p •. 304.
82rbid. , p •. 303.
83~.,

I, 116.
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ein Christ ist, der rein ist vc,.:1. allen Werken und
hnen3t allein an Christus, und se:.n Leben schwebt
und lebt in. Gnad~ und Ba:rmherziglcei t:. Das macht
eL1.en Cl1risten. 8)
In the back of LuthG!r 's r.1ind there was always his own experience as he

had sought for peace of heart and mi nd in Roman Catholi c ism:
Yeh t:nd andre hab~, auch etwas Sonderliches gegen den
.fo:;; Gottcs G!:..·waehlt: Kappen und Wallfahrten zu den
Heiligen, and alsdan.,... sind wir zu den Heiligen abgefallen.
D~ t1·ieb uns die Not und der Zwang, dasz wir muszten
verzagen, dasz unser Herz keine Ruhe fand, u.,..d muszten
Cl"idl ich aus unsrer Gerechtigkei t in ei~e fremde t:ret:en,
n~omli ch Marfa und der andern Heiligen. 86
His theology and teach ing revolved about the question of who Christ was,
ancl he expressed t his repeatedly:

Darur.1 bleibt jene Frage in Ewigkeit, wer Christus sei.·
E:..· ist 3E:Wi szlich unser Reiland, der uns .von Tod, Suende
und Teufel erloeset hat, und von der;i wi:c Gerechtiglceit,
Frieden und Scli1;keit empfangen haben, 87
A."'lother way he stated this was:
Hi llst du wiszen·, was Christus fuer ein Nan."l. ist:

nenne
ih:1 den Koenig Zion, den Koenig der Seliglceit und Gerechtigkeit. Sein Werle heiszt, dasz er die Leute gerecht,
fro!ilr.1 und selig mache,88

Luther felt t hat everyone should be grateful to God f or faith and said:

Du, der du
ich weisz?
setzen auf
Herz nicht

glaubst, sprichst: Ich dan.~e dir, Gott,
dasz ich reein Herz und meinen Trost soll
deine Gnade~ nicht auf raein Werk, das das
ruhig macht. 89
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In exhortine pcor:ile to remain in the faith in Christ, he sa:cl:
tausend Gu.!.dc ~1 sollst du deine.. Glaub<:::n nicht lasse:.11.. 1190

11

um hundert-

This was to be

a lifelong learning process:
Das ganze Leben hindurch haben wit· daran zu 1 ernen.

I::in
Ch:dst i s also , der zum erste.... sich selbst erke.'1..'1.t, zum
anc"c:i:.·n. sicn an Christ:us haelt, und zum dritten gute Werl<:e
tut. 91

Luthe:.- :1~d b :)cn c;;.ccused of teach ing that there was no need for good works

in the life of a Christian; however, in his preaching he repeatedly
showed that good works had to follow faith:
Es rll'..isz ni cht stehen in Wol·ten und Ruchrnen, sondern in
der Tat.

..

. ... .....

... . . .. .. . . . . . .

Izt cle:i: Glaui:>e wahr, so soll er sich mit Wcrl<en beweisen.

. .

..

. . .

... . ..

. .

...

. . . . . . . .

dasz wir unsern Glauben sollen beweisen durch die Liebc. 9 2

..

.....................
.

und das habt ih:i:.· oft von uns gehoert, dasz der Glaube

oi:me We:cke tot sei; ist er aber recht, so folgen die
Werke, allein:o de.sz sie Werke nicht vorangesetzt werden,
wie es de:.: Papst: getan hat:1 sond-.al"'n wenn, sie de.11 Glauben
folgen, so ist~s recht.93
The relationship of the Christian faith and the good works which one is
supposed to do was brought out by Luther in many different ways.

0orb·
1
-2.£·' II, 131.
r "d ' I, 664.
-.::..!?.L.
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Dcrm cs ist etwas andres: geboren we;.·den, und: · gute
~-Jcrke tu.'"l-:. ·w ie es ctwas a nderes ist, dasz ein Baum
ge pflanzt we:,:-de, und Fr..iechtc b~ingen. Denn ein 1-le.i.sch
kann n ici.1ts tun, ehe er denn gebor<m ist . Erst mu sz die
Person we:cden, ehc sie ein Herlc tut. Ein Zummerman."1
bnut n.icht e:in Haus, ehe er ein Mensch ist, der Haende hat.
Also m.::cht Christus hier einen Unte rsch ied zwischen c!iesen
bcickn: Gebo rcn sein und Tun und Wirl~en, und stocszt
nll e ~for!ce zuruecl<, d i e vo:- der Hiedergcburt geschehen. 9 4

In c:...,.othcr co;~t~:-::t he stated i t: as follows:
Hier nber hast du dos Christenlcben: Glaube, Liebe und
Gebet. Dc!s sind d i e Fruechte und c.ie rechten. Werl<e, wic
o bc~ nngezc iat , dasz i ch rait reinen Augen meines Naechsten
ifot ansehe . 9'5
He showc~ >:·lhat good wo:i:'l<s are:
!Jenn wo Christus ist, da folgen gowiszlich auch Christi
~le:rke. • • • Unsre Werlce sind, clasz wir den Naechste.."1
die~en . . . • So du einen Ehew~nn siehst oder ein
Ehe -r nib, die ihrem Manne gehor cht, und die ihre Kinder
in Got:tes Furcht e:i..·ziehen, solche tun Werke, <lie nicht
ihnen sel bst zugute Iconuneri., also tun sie christl iche
1·?e2·kc. • • • So c:ber ein Vater seinen Sohn erzieht,
d.:sz Gott dadurch gedienet werde, oder er kocnnt in
der Stadt helfen regieren oder ein Prediger werden.,
so Kinder u:r.d Ges inde gehorst.m sind, das i st ein
christli ch Wer!c• • • • Wo solche Herke sind, sind's
christlichc Herke, und da ist Christus. Und wer seinem
Naechste~ dient, der dient Christus • • • • 96
Closely associated with the many thoughts expressed by Luther conce;.u.ing the practical Christian life and good works were his references
to t he calling in whi ch a person had been placed by God.

He en.coui.·aged

people t o stay where they were and do the work that was their lot.

9L,I b " •
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understandable that Luther would emphasize t his area of life, because of
the r..e c:ieval patte,:n that glorified certa in practices in the Roman Churc:,;.

! t was considered a h ighe:..· good to ente:: the convent a.11.d :remain a virgin
than t o naTry.
Othe;.·s WG:..t:

.::.1.

Men entered the cloi s ter because it was an easy living.
pilgrim;:iges to maay of the "sacred" places.

back3:cound Luther 0 s emphasis becomes cleai·er.
in t hi::: conn ection ,

11

Hi th this

He used a nu:nber of words

Be~uf," ::.t\,-nt," nstand, 11 and "Weg. 11

In d er heb,.-~eisch0n Sprache heiszt nun Weg nicht nu.:- de1·
1:!cg, d0:..- ni t den Fueszen getreten wird, sondern das ganze
Tun tmd ~'7es cm eines Nenschen, al s wenn i ch von einer
Ehef;:.;:u s.:i.ge, die :l. hl·em Ehemann geho:::-sam ist, ihre Ki nder
erz icht ur.d :i.ehrt, ihr Haus ve:rsorg e: Die ist: auf ihrem
Ucge das · st: s i e tut als einem f1·0:nme.."'l. Weibe zugehoert:,
sie fuei1rt das Wesen, das einer Frau zusteht. Desgleichen
e i n Fuc:i: s t, det· seines Amtes waltet, und jeder, der seinem
' c:rufc u.nd seine Ai·bei t dient, de:: geht auf seinem W,ege •
• De_ Weg des Franzisl.-us war, dasz ma.1 eine graue,
d e::i.~ ?:::.~edigezmoenche~ dasz man eine schwar ze Kappe anzoege.
).:i,s s :~r?.d Abwege• • • • Wenn e i n recht:schaffener Hausvater,
~ets:1e:...·:c, Sohn, Tocht:e..·, l~echt, Magd gingen in ih1:em
Sta.ri.ci, d er i hm aui;gelegt ist, so waere das auch noch nicht
d er Heg cles Herrn, sortdern C~u:i sti Handel, Wesen, Tun sol l's
t:un . 97

In preaching on the story of the shepherds in connection with the Christmas

Gospel he brought out that these men could serve as an example to all to

do their wo::-k:
'3ot:t f;.·agt nicht: darnach, ob du ein He:;:r, !<necht, Nann ··
oder Weic bist, sondern bl ei b in ciem Stande, darin du
berufen hist, und lerne darin Gott dienen gegen deinen
Naechstcn. Du Ehemann, diene deiner Ehefrau, ihr Kinder
gehor chet euern Eltern! Da sind eines Christe..,menschen
Werke beschrieben. Es ist: nicht not, dasz du nach St.
J alwb wallfaht'.:est oder ins Kloster gchst , sondern geh
hei:n h1 dein Haus wie die Hirt:en, aber mit einer bessern
Meinung! Noch tun sie dieselben Werke wie zuvor, aber
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aus dem Glau be:t und aus de.:11 Wort.
. Besser kann
ain ch ri stlid1es Leben nicht i;eordnet we.,·den als eben
.,~n aem
.
E'·xe~ pel.'
o3
Luther indicated t : e d i ssatisfaction with vocation that r.iust hs.ve been
e:-(pressco. by \)eopl e of that day whe.11 he said:
So wc.1· es s chon i n de;.· Heidenschaft, und dergleichen
Vc. suchun3 ist auch unter den Christen, dasz . niemend
nit seine::i Los und Stand zufri eden i st noch seiner
fl ciszig wa r te. We1.· ein Bauer ist, will ein Buerger
sein, ein Suerger ein Edelmann, ein Edelmann ein Graf,
e:n Gr ~f ei~ Fuerst, ein Fuerst ein Koenig, ein Koenig
der ~<:aiscr, der Kaise.:- Gott. Und wc1ere
Gott, so
wol l t 01· noch hoehci.· sein. Wenn abe1· einer mi t seiner.1
St:ande zufriede::t wae;.; e, zu dem er berufen ist, und
hielt sich cles und wartet sein, so waere er selig.

e.:

Ucb~~ d.e Unlust ist aber noch die Untreue, dasz ein
j egE cher sein Amt verach tet. Al s ein K.11echt hat
ci:· e!'l. Stanc.:, zu d o:n iim Gott be~uf en hat, dasz er
scin~~ He~rn diE:..11.e. Darum muesz~e er solche seine
We:cke, von Gott geboten, fue1.· die alle.:-besten hal t:e..•.
Ir:.desscn aber denkt er: ~iae:..·e ich ein Richter in de;:Stadt , so wollt i ch mi ch aufs Pferd setzen und einhe::rei ten. Darum hat er ni cht nu:r Unlust, sonciern
Verachtung seiner Werlce. Ein solcher achtot nicht:
auf Chi:i sti . Ho.,·t und seinen Beruf, von Gott ernpfangen.
So sollt er aber sprechen: solange ich ein Knecht bin,
gibt, es au f Erden .cein lcoestlici1er Werk, als meines.
Ursach: es ist dir kein andres vcn Gott befor.len.
Di e grosze..--i~ her.rlichen Herke het Christus fuer dich
get an: er ist fuer dich gestor ben. Und der spricht:
Glaube on mich und tue das Deine treulich! • • • darum
~-1ill ich ihm das widerum zuliebe tun, will nicht nach
St. J akob oder ins Kloster Laufe.11., weil ich Hier ein
Werk haoe, das mir Christus befohlen hat.99
Late;: in this s~.r:te sermon he said:
Dcmn der Teufel kann's nicht leide.11, dasz due im-1endig
im Glauben so fest wirst, dasz due auswendig deinem

98~., pp. 176, 644-648; II, 69.
99-b· ·
.L.1..£·' II, 16 .
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Beruf e genuetust. Und <loch musz man's irr.mcr predigen,
d~sz es ein j cc~r hoere. Aber laszt's nicht d~bei
blei be::~. , d ~sz ihr 7 s gehoert h~bt: i hr habt noch da1·an
zu arb:2 · ten, dasz ih;.· fest darin werdet. 100
He used a nun ber of va!."ionts of

Tu dein A... t 11101 in his sermons, and pointed

11

out that t hi.s was very important, bacause God had placed the Christians
the~e.
Da ::-um ist 7 .s naechst dem Glauben clie hoechst Kunst, dasz

-oin<=;r le::-ne:: sein Amt und in seine:n Zirkel bleibe: Gott:
clic:1 gemacht zu einem Ehemann, edner Ehef..·au, einem
Sohn, cin e~ Schuhlmei ster, e inem Schueler. Die haben
clle i hre Aemter.102
hn t

He al so brougl~t out :

"Hi!' haben einen zwei fael ti gen Beruf, einei."l. gei stl i chen

und einen aeu szerl i chen, 11103 1·ealizing that there were many people who did
not apprec iate this.

He also complained that since the Gospel had co~e to

t hem, ~nc t hey l<new that chil dren should obey their parents and not go into
a mo::-iastcry, th0y were not doing the thi ngs they should be doing.
Nu::i. es j etzt gepredigt wird, und das Licht gekommen ist:
und j eder wei sz was et" tun sol l, tut ni emand sein A1:1t. l 04

He .::lso encouraged his hearers to find joy in their work:

Dar"'m habe i ch oft gesagt:

wer weisz, dasz er einen

Stand und Amt he.I:, das Gott wohlgefaell t, der soll von
Herzen froehlich sein.105
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P.s
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t o_c.
1 1 '"l
·
·
'-1era t;ney
cou 1_c! c,..:p~ct G·O d 9 s bl ess:..ng:

Cci>e:;.:1 w::.11 Go ct: u:·id den reic:1.en Se~C?n u eiJer u n s sprechen)
.... be;: n:c:1t olu-:.e ArbE:it • • • • Ich als ein Schuster oder
.:.'. cr3le icrl(;n ,::.:1 a roeite.n und es mi t froehlich~ Ho1·zen
t t1n. .~. l sc.::..n... wi:::-d G.:>tt seinen Scgen dazu gebcn. 105

Lu ·:::hc~· .:i.1::;o instruc-::ed his congreg.!ltion in thei::- c!uty as Christians

to have a pa:·t ~n b_ i n gL1g the message of salvat i on to others in their

i-;':n;· t un's auc:1; .:-:be;.· geis'.:l ich~ we:nn wir .sndere Leute
l0.:1:~e~1 l:n.d c1"l!la h:-,cn und ih.rien zum Heile ve:.:hel:.:.sn 9 ,-,enn
w~;: ~h.r,ci vor .t.u~en :'.:uehren; wie schwe:;.· ihre Suende ist,

u:1.ci i:u-.e:1. wi ede.:ur.1 zeige:i , llO Ve:..·geiJung de:c Suenden zu
: ol cn 5.st~ wcnn wi.: ihnen. C!,ri stum vorst:ellen und zureden,
·;.; o;.· Vvn St1cnde los s ei n wolle. nehme zu Chi:istus seine

ZL2: uc 1.:. 107

•

we...,,,

Al so ein c:.::-i st:er...-:-:ensch,
er sel bst gleu~t : ::uht e:c
rd ch·~:> .r:onc'.e,.·n is·.:; ein f:ru chtbarer K:1nn und :.:..:e::,.r1: and:...·e
ho:·~u. • • • !n G-:::.:ah:- vars"1che, ob du Glaube.'"l. hast, als
Zilr

Zei t de~ ~esti l enz. 103

·r.:..ycr w,;;,s anc-t:1er area in whici., Luth er gave instruction to the cc:1,grega t~ or. f;:om ~:1e pul p i t, s howing tha t it was a fruit of faith:
:;(:;a :.
... da.:; Gei:>Jt

is d es Gl au bGns Fz-ucht, und ka."'1..'1 Glauben

o lm.e Bet e;.·. ,:Licht s e in~ gleichwie das Feuer nicht oh."'le
Hit:::;c • • • • 109

He felt t~at c hil d~en should be t a ught to pray from the very cradle on in
life:
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Darun soli. 0n die :<inde:r glei ch von der ~Hege a .1.
an.f~--.,::::i. zu bcten f uc,.- die Fue:.. -sten> fuer ihre
BLu edcr und Nachbarn. 110
He po inted out tl1nt in pray:i.ng the indivi dual ~-,as talking to God:
Neechst de:n Prcdigt"1mt ist d;;:.s Gebct d.::i.s groesztc
.;::1t in der Chri stenhei t . I m Predigt.:::mt red et Gott
mit 1..:!1.s? wiedcrun im Gcbet rede ich r.dt ihm. 111
!'hough i.1~ compl ained and war!1ed t he conircgation that they should re::iain
for the Lit~.• y because it conta ined many necessary petitions, 112 he said
that p_ayers ::,,eed not '.)e lonE :
Des G0be t ist ni cht lang 0:1. ·worten, geschieht auch
ni. cht a il ein in d er Kirc he, sond ern a uf de:::n Feld, i::1.
d0r We:dcsta ette, in der Kueche~ im I<aem:nerlei n~ b rau c ht

auc.1 n i c h t lange Horte, sondcrn s o o f t einer etwas tut,
b~te:: er, als: ·Ach, lieber He::.· r :; g ib und erhoere um
C :: :sti willen, dasz der Tucrke ·wei ch e, dasz der Hunger
aufhoere, dasz das Papst:tum f~lle. Das ist wohl zu
m1:::i:.-!<en, ueil der Teufel diesem Werke ausderr.1as zen feind
ist . 113
Luther also exhorted and pleaded that prayers oe o ffe~ed for hi~self, for
t he pastor of the congregati on, Johann Bugenhagen, f or t:he prince and

othe1·s. ll4
Vivid i llustrati on was u sed 'by Luther to bring color and li f e t o hi s
preaching; h oweve;.,· 7 t:he illustrations wera quite diffel·ent from many used
in the Mi c!dle Ages.

llOrbid. ,

Luther was interested in illustrating and supporting

p. 59,

Similar, p. 539.

lllr·ct

....:?.L.· ' II, 275, 308.

112,· ; d

.:.:2..::.....· ' p. l~5 •

113Tbid
~-, l>• 263.
114-·
~ • d . , I!# 71, 119, 151.
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his point, whereas mc'.!J'1Y others were i nterested only in e..tertaining their
aud i e:nces .
When Luther spoke of Baptismal water connected with God's Word, he
said it was holy wate.:- because of God t s comr.iend.

He complained that the

fanat~cs =ipped off t he Word of God a~d then cont i nued ;
So i ch eine Kuh schinde, gilt sie nicht viel; nehme i ch
aoer das Flei sch mit dem Fe ll, so gilt sie vier Gul d<=.'1.
Danun sage, die Tauf e sein ein l ebendiges, he!l s ames
ifasser, um des Wort e s Gott es wi 11 en, das drinnen i st. 115
I-le also told the story of the old crone who was approached by ::::1e devil to
break up a husband and wife.
Led shoes if she could do it.

The devil promised the old crone a pair of
Through her conniving, the t rv:lop led the

husband to l<ill hi s wife with a razor .

The conclusion of the story as told

by Luther was:
Da kommt das a lte We i b zurn Teufel und fordert das rote
P~cr Schuhe. Der Teuf el r eicht i hr die Schuhe an einer
langen Stange, fuercht: sich vor ihr , und sprach: Ni:mn1
hin~ du bi st a erger denn i ch.116
On another occasi on. he compared Bapt i sm to·. the -sun ·when he: said:
Aber sprich clu: He i ne Taufe bleibt, wie die Sonne
im.me:::c.:_:i: blei bt . Wenn ich stehe cdel." in den Dreck falle,
dasz meine Auge.c.l di e Sonne nicht s ehen, so blei bt doch
d ie Sonne. ; wasche ich a ber me i ne Augen, so sehe ich sie
Wiede~. Gehe i ch in den Keller, so sehe ich di e Sonne
n icht , aber de... noch blei bt sie. Ich bin nur davongega11gen ; komme i ch wieder heraus, so finde i ch sie wieder. Also ist die Tcufe e i n ewig Ding und zerbricht dir
ni emals. Suendigst du aber wider sie, so lasz die
Su<::nde anst:e:hen, tritt wieder in die Taufe und sprich:

p . 135.
116·;· : d

.::.£:L.· , p. 197 •
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Hahr ict~s i c h ob e cfallen. Aber i ch glaube wiederu:.i
an meir. e Tau f c , r ufe meine:n Herrn an und glaube, dasz
i ch g l eichwonl getnuf:: b in.117
T~1 ·:ir _; of the n ~bi:;.· t h in t he life of t h e Christian in coruiection with
t h e story of Ni codenu s, he sai d:
iJc!'l.n c s i s t etwc:s an dres: geboren wercen, und : gutc
Herke tt.:n ? wi e e s etwa s anderes i st , dasz ein I3au:n
gepflnnz t we:.· de, und Frue ch te bringen. Denn ein !-:ensch
k c;!'....'1 ni chts t un, ehe er den.., geboren ist.
Erst musz <lie
Pers on m~;.·dcn, ehe si e ein Her l< tut. Ein Zir,unerma:ui
bout ni cht ein Haus, ehe ar ein Mensch ist, der Haende
i1.::.t . Also macht Christ:us h ie;: einen Unterschied zeischen
dics.::n heiden : Geboren .:;e in und Tun und Wir!<en und
s toeszt a ll e Herke zuruec!<, die vor der Wiedergebu..--t
geschehen. 118
Lu t her r efe:r.·l.·ed to current events in his preaching from time to time.
I n t h:s r espect t here seer.1s to be a bit of a throw-bac!< to the itinera:i.t
!.)reaci.1cl.· of t h e l:-liddle Ages wi10 s erved as the local newspaper bringing
news of events which ha:)!)ened outside of the community.119

In October of

1529 he r efer red t o t he siege of Vienna by the Turks.120

He also =efe~red

to t h is westwa::.-c march of the Turlcs in later sermons. 121

Following t:he

Di e t of Augsburg he made frequent refere.,ce to this important meeting of
the rulers o f the Holy Roman Empire.

1 17., . . .

- ~

y-, -.!.,

118~

., p. 357.

In October of 1530 he said:

112f.
For add i tional examples cf. I, 323; II, 134, 237,

314.
11 0F:::-ai.1.klin C. W. Ritthamel, "The Relationship of Preaching a.-i.d Life
i n Hedieval Engl ancr. a (Unpublished Bachelor's Thesis, Concordia Seminary,
St. Louis, Missouri , 1955), p. 45.
1 20 ~u

-

;ll,., .!. '

581.

121Jl?.i£., pp. 596~ 598; II, 594•
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Yeh ·wi li nun vom Reichstati reden • • • • Es ist auf
diesen Rci c:1st.1g noch nichts Endl iches beschlossen,
~nd wi:;: :<oe:nncn noc h nicht wiss ea, was wercien wird.122

.1.n April ~nd Eay o i: 1531 he made a number of references t o this Diet.
Al:::o uoilten sie's auch zu Augsburg nicht anders
habcn al s o auf ihre tolle, naerri cn te Weise.123
The .::.bovc was said on April 6, 1531.

On April 11, 1531, he said :

Sie haben die Beichte auch i n die Busze gezogen,
h~bcn eber gcschwiegen des Glauben s und der

Lo ssp::cechung, und auch zu Augsbur g wollten sie
nicht den Glauben bei der Busze haben. 124

C:t :May 7 , 1531, he spo~.;:e of the position taken by the Papacy:
.:)er im ganzen ?apstum ist nicht ein einziger, der
doci1 heute diesen Te:,t verstu;:;nde, c!asz der Herr
S:.)rici:t: llich habe euch noch viei zu sagen. 11 Das
ist wahrj abei:.· er sp:dcht ni cht: ich habe euch noch
viol 2ndres zu leh:..· e..... Nein. Ich rnoechte wohl, dasz
sic v i el aus dem Eingeben des Heiligcn Geistes lehrten;
abe,.~ unter dem \forte 11viel 11 wollen sie einfuehren.,
dasz sie a1 d::.· es lehl·en. Gleichw!.e jetzt: a uf de;n
Rcichstag zu Aug.sburg: obgieich bei a.an Ev.mgel isten
hell und deutlich von zwei Gesta.lten des heilige."'l
~· benclmahls geredet wird, hat doch der Heilige Geist
der i(h·che eingesorochen und gesetzt nur eine Gestalt.
• • • 125
.
':i:'hough r:iany of the items c ited from Luther's preaching deal with things
that: could be included under the heading of stewardship, this wi·i ter, being

a parish pastor, feels that some mention should be made t o Luther's repeated
appeals fo:a: ft:nd s for the worlc of the C~1urch in Wittenberg.
M.'.;ln wi::cd diese Hochen das Opfea:'geld erforde:rn. Ich
h o e re dasz ~£n de.~ Fordernde.~ ni chts geben will und

122I bid., II, 5.
123_;;....•'
Ibid
p. l 7l;,

12h·
· ·
p. 237.
' ~.,
125rb·1-1
~·, p. 258.

Similar, pp. 254, 261, 269.
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sic o!-u1c Bedc.i,.~en ab. Gnad euch Got:t, ihr
u ~, {..::::k::>a:cc:, Loute, die ihr wegen d crlci Gel cles al so
z e z~0 s ci d u::1.d ~-Ioilt ni c h a :.. lein nichts gcbe:1,
s onde::-n lees~ort dazu mi t boese:1. Hoi:ten die Ki:-che;;:.d ~en.c:-:-.
Icn wol l~, <la sz ihr das gut Jahr haette.
Ich b in c::orsc:1:.· ocken u::icl weisz ni cht ob ich r.1ehr
p~·c<lige:n will , :.:,r ;~r ote:n. Ruelzen , ciie il::l:' nich
cinm~. l v i e r Pfer.:,i ~c von Herzcn geben moeect. Ihr
s ollt wiss .::..., , i hr -1i ttenberser Leute, cksz ihr
g.:;.c Zlic:;,1 allc:c ,gute:n "l{crke l e er und ledig seid,
d i e ih::· nicmal s eine Gabe dargc rcicht habt den
Dtc.:1c::.·n d er Ki r chc , nacmli c h dar.1it die K.11aben
unt ci:-ri cht<::t und die Armen im Hospital crhalten
u1..: c _ d~n . Denn bisher i st: clas alles aus dem
ge,.1ci:1.cn Kast en gertonmen werde..,, 12~
T' .ese p r cQ.ched ser mons which have been studied sho-w that Luther dicl

:r e fl e c t h~ s t cac h i nti princ i ples in t h e pulpit at Wittenberg in the years

1528 - 1532 .

I t i s astounding and unique that a man of his stature, his

po s:. tion , hi s work - l oad shou ld have been able to keep as close a touch on

t he l i ves of ~::e peo ple in th i s congrega tion as he did.

The comparatively

s~~ll s i za of t he c orr.munity undoubtedly contributed to the closeness of
the: Unive rsi ty Pro fesso;.~ to the local parish with i'.:s many problems, ti.te
c a :..·es of it s people as well as their joys.
There is also a cer t a in subjective quality in a study $UCh as this,
wh i ch will be seen reflected in the c11oice of the quotat i ons which were

selected in s ome of ~he instances.

120~·~ I, 49. Other referei1ces to the sc:u~e:
696, 651; II, 53, 243, 635.

pp. 118f., 444f.,

CHAPTER VII

CONCLUS10N . -1.J.'{D StJ")ft,L\RY
T:.e burckm of t ~1 i s thesis has been that Luti1er reflected his edt:cationa l c oncerns in h i s preached s e r mons from 1528-1532.

Some of these

conce::.· n s ~-1ere r eflected exr,>lic i tly, ·while others of ther.1 were reflected
impl i c:i.tly.

The enti ~e t raining of tho Reformer had e bea r ing upon. his educationa l conc erns as well as his prea ch ing.

His trai ning in the Trivial-

s ci:ulcn that he attended, h i s tra i n i ng in t h e University where he beca.-ne
,.,ell ~cquainted w! th mu ch of the 1 earning of r.i s day, his studies in the

mor.ast e:·y s ch ool , a s well as his i ndependent studies are all ref lected in
his ecu cat ional con cerns and his work in the pulpit.

His unusual theo-

l o£ical i ~s ight~ c ent ered in his Chr i stologi cal a pproach to all of life
and fa ~th, was found ed i n his personal study of God ' s revelation to ma.'1

a s c ont ained in Scripture.

The personal struggle th?:"ough which he we:,,t

in arriv£ng at t h is conviction that m.~n is saved alone in Christ without
S."'1y

rneri t: of hi s own i s e:viclent in all of his educational con cerns and is

refl e cted v i vidly in his preaching.

His se~~ons often refl(ilcted a concern

wi t h l earn i ::ig almost ·f or learning 1 s sake itself.

The times in which he

U. v c d :> dominated as they were by the Roman Catholic doctrin(ils of worl,righteou sn e ss, h ad a beari ng on t his preoccupation with having people
l earn the t:.:.-u t hs of Scr iptu...-e.

The people k.'1.~W little about how God h~d

rev ealed Himself , abo-:..it His love man ifested in Ch1·ist, about the forgive-

l~ess of s i :.s through t~,e grace of God, the meaning of the Sacraments, and
other b~si c doctrines of Scripture.

- - ·- - --

Luth~r lived in a world fraught wi~h
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su ,e_ sti t io:1.s , a world whi ch had pooi.· means of cor..niunication, was oeset
\vi ~h d i :-e r,ove;:- t y , and ,;.;ras largely uneduc~ tcd.

The r elati on ship of life, tea ching, and preaching was evident in the
t own of Wi::tenbci"g ,

Luther was t he movinz figure in bringing about this

r c lat~ onshi p en d projecting this relationship in hi s !)reached s ermons.
Lu~hcr wes concerned that everyone know the Scriptural facts relat ..

i ns t o sal votion.

Thi s is seen in

i-,:r s 1.· epeat:cd catechetical sermons.

P..i;1on~ the se:..-r::ons under study ti.1ere are a number of an,.-,.ouncements which
r e?ort t hat he scheduled cate ch etica l sermon s four times a year.

He said

th"'t he ,;,roul d pre a ch on t he basis of Christ~an lmowledge and life which

everyone nee dcd,l
He was willing to u s e his o ffi ce, his time, and his pul!)it to teach

t hes e funda menta l ti.·uths.

Though he called them sermons, they are pri-

m:1ri ly l ectur es wh ich expounded the nature o f faith, the c e..,tral need of
it, end t he truths of GociQs Word whi ch creates and sustains faith.2

In

these sermons he took the hi star:. cal presentations of Christiait doctrine,

t he Ten Command.~ents~ the Apostles' Creed, a.~d the Lord's Prayer and expla i::ied t:he:n.

He said that to these he would add an explanation of the

two S.::acraments, Baptis~ and the Sacrament of the Altar.3
Luther was amdous to use his pulpi t to teach these catechet i cal
t rt.:ths which he called

Kinderpredigt' · er.d stated that he wanted to teac;1

11

1~ , p. 80.
2~ , · p. 81.

3t,li::ctin Luther, Predi1?,ten D. Hartin L1.:thers, edited by Georg Buch1_-ald
(Guetersloh: C. Bertelsmann, 1925
1926), I, 71 , 134. Hereafter re..
f e ..-,red to as Jg_.
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these truths of the faith to children and uncduc.:1ted adults especially.4
The Reformer recogn1ze
· d t1e
l magnitucl0 of this
· task.

He sought the aid of

pa rents of the chil dren? the housef~thea.·s, and the m:1sters of servD.ntc.
He ctre ssc~ t hei r 1.·~sponsi bi 1 i ty in order that their children and servants
would come to t·nes"'- c..,.. '1.- "'cn·
e:-1·
c'"'l
sermons.
"'
ca-

He• urge"... paren•-s
.,nd .:n"s'-e-s
"'
"'
...
J.

to give the children and s ervants time off from work and chores that they
would be free t o talce advantage of th i s opportunity for instruction.

If

i t was necessary:> the parents were to use force, even to refusing to feed

childrc., a.~d servants~ to get them to attend this instruction.5

Luther

r e cognized that he would have difficulty training children without the
help of parents.

Parents were called upon to use their good office to

<;:ncou rage thei::..· children and to impress upon them the importance of instruct i on in the fait h that they did not come to sit in church and gape at the
win<iows ancl walls. 6

In asking t he help of parents Luther recognized the home as the basic
educational ~ni t in society.

He realized that in the home the parents had

an Op?ortunity to instruct the childre.~.

Ho felt that the father had the

·responsibility to see that this instruction was carried on in the home. 7

Luth~r also realized that the mother had a greater op9ortunity to teach
t he childrer, because she was with them for a greater a."!lount of time than
t he father would be, especially if he worked outside the home.

4suo:;:-a, pp • 8lf.
. 5 supre :, pp. 82, 85.

6 supra, p. 83.

1su;era, p. 81.

He felt
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that the mo ther should use these oppor tunities to instruct the young in
the Word, espec ially if she understood it correctly. a
Lu ther also r<::cognized the home as an educational agency of high
o;.·dor ,,hen he asked that t he catechism charts be hung on the wall of the
ho..ie.

This would p:::-ovi de the parents with an excellent opportunity to

review constantly the facts of faith. 9

In asl<ing parents to be invol vcd,

he sanctioned the home as the raost natural a gen cy for the training of
chil dre..., because the home afforded many o~portunities for learning in a
normal atmospnere on an infonnal basis.
Luther was s::,eci fic in making su~gestions about how parents should
instruct .

These catechism tru t i.1s could be reviewed in the morning on

getting out o"i: bed? at meals, and at the time the family prepared to ret ire. 10

All were opportune times for such instruction.

the ho!nc as

c'l.'1

In recognizing

i mportant educational agency, he also felt that it l·1as the

plac e where children should be trained for e pious li f e, so that they
wo~ld be able to pass this on to their children.

He recognized life as a

continuous process of education from parents to chi ldren.
latei:.- would becor.ie parents and have their own children.

The childran
In many ways

Luther emphasized the importance of the home in education. 11
When h(;l sa id tha:: he would use his pulpit, his office, his time t o

....

o ~ , pp. 82, 86.

9 ~ , pp. 8lf.

1 0 ~11 p. 83.
11 su pra

1

p. 87.
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hel p ~ho p.:i.:t en t s, h e f elt t hat he was doing his share and expected t h e
paren~s to d o t hei 1: sha re. 12
Luther s c·;; g:.:-c.:lt ~oa ls f or his instruction of children and t h e une duc a ted f::..·om the pulpit .

Al though h -= e:~pc cte d the pare:its to t a:<e an

acti v c pnrt in th e instruction of t h eir childr~n , h e also real izod that
the coope:.:-ation wh i ch ho sought f r om the parents would be only parti a lly
realized .

Nor did he have any false notions about t he ability of his

sc2n:;non s to impart a ll n e eded l<nowledge to the children.

Th ese reasons

led h i m to spe ~k forcefu lly in b ehalf of schools) u rging parents to send
their c hil dren.

The instruct i on which they received in church a n'd in t h e

home wa s to be pa::t of t heir t raining .

He spol<e to r,iarents, urging them

to s<::n cl their chi ldt·er:. be cau se God ha d g iven them chi ldren to educate.
These c h i ldr en should be t r ained to have a pa rt in bui ldi ng the church o f
God. 13

This was e s pecially true of gi f ted chilci~en .

s coundrel s if they d id not edu c a te t hem.

He ca lled parents

He told par ~'1.ts t h ey were worl<-

ing a i;:~inst the princes and t h e c i ties, as well as disobeying God if they
failed t o t;:·a .i.n their c h ildre..,.
adv i s ors.

The needs were there.

The princes needed

The c ities needed pastors and doctors. ll., ·

When preaching a bout the Sacraments, Luther went beyond mere factual
knowledge.

!fa s pe lled out that Baptism is a means of grace through whi ch

chil dren b e come holy and spiritual.

He also said that he had t r anslated

t he Eaptis:nal ser vice i n to German so people could hear and understand

1 2 ~, p. 81.
13su ..-..·~~

~'

14··· · d

l:E..L·

p. 87.
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these wonderful truths.1 5

He spoke of the catcchet:ical instruction through

the pui)lic s e:::-::1ons .1nd training at home whi ch nurtured f.:iith in what Gee:

·wo.s 3 i v i nz in the S.::ic:rmnent of the Altar, thus ur:;;ing people to attend
~n~ t o bri c g their older chi ldren to the Holy Suppe r.16
wn s n e t s l i:;htcd either.

The con~essioncl

,1hen he spoke of praye.:-, he ureed that they be

fron t h e heart tt s wall as the mouth. 17

In thase areas Luthe;:- went beyond

i:npartir,i mere knowledge and showed a desire to motivate throcgh training
i~ s 9e c i fi c Christian action.

Lu~hcr used tho pulpit to stireulate interest in, to elicit support
of, and t o enjoin participation in the educational activity in the parish.
T;1c !)Ul pit was used

to i mp.:irt catechetical facts and was thus used as a

direct edu cnti ona l agency.
dent.

A

number of educational principles are evi-

The home was affirmed as

a11

i r.iportant agency in education since the

parer.ts have e dir0ct responsibility from God to carry on this activity
i n behalf of their children.

i:e co~:1ized by t he Reformer.

The repetitive process for learning was
He saw the necessity of ~~chool s for the

t:..·oining of ::he young, ari.d urged parents to mal<e use of these schools.
He set

t he goal before the parents to train their children for service to

God in the chur ch, city, and state.

The sermon as developed by Luther and the reformers became a means
of public instruction in religious doctrines and ethics.
of carry ing on a program of adult education.

It was a means

The pulpit became a lecture

1 5 ~ , pp. 87f.•
1 6 ~ , pp. 82, 88.

l 7sup1·a, p. 88 .
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platform for the Reformer.

From this important place ho taught the basic

doctrines not only to children, but especially to adults.

He realized that

children would not get too much out of a sermon; therefore, he pleaded
with pare::i.ts to help in their instruction• . Moreover, he looked upon the
sermo:i. as a r:i~ans of educating the laity in the truths of Scripture.

In

the medieval church the sermon had been a presentation of logical minutiae
keenly devel o ped by the preacher on the basis of writings of e a rlier theolog i ans.

In other instances the sermon had been a m~ans o f entertaining

t h e C'"OT·,ds.
18
.. •

'
·
:·- or Lutner
the ser:non was a presentation
o f Go d' s truth f rom

t h e Gospel and an application of this to the lives of his hearers.

Luther

returned to a homily type of p1·eaching of the ea1·1ier church which was
refreshing.
topic.

He said," . . • I read the text, without announcing the

The.. I explain or propound doctdnes from it. ul 9

The instructive char acter of the sermon in the Reformation is seen
in the freque...t repetition of "I have said, I have told you before, you
have heard before, :i and similar expressions used by the Reformer in his
.,.,..,.c~
ch..., 1n g • 20
t'~

He .:-ecognizcd the need for 1·epeti ti ..:>.1 if people were to learn

the new doctrines after a life under Roman Catholicism.

Luther realized

that he was not only fighting deeply entrenched hierarchial power, but
also a deep ignorance a.-nong the people which had been fostered by the worlcrighte ousness of the Roma.., Church.
Opposed,to the wo.:-k doctrines of the Roman Church were Luther's

__

18suora , pp. 68f.
19suora
___.._, p. 73.
20suor .:i., p. 90.
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teachings on tha oasis of God's Hord that salvation and faith arc man's
by God's f ree grace.

Hi s emphasis on faith was motivated by the con-

viction that fait h comes by hearing the Word of God, and that man was
brought to faith by · that Word. 21

It was by the grace of God, ::,.ot by worl<s,

that man received the marcy and righteousness of God. 22

This gi.· ace, t he

unmeri ted .goodness of God in Christ, was his emphasis continually.
said thci:-a was no greater word in all of Scripture than.

11

gracc. 11

He

He felt

so keenl y about this grace of God that he said a 1r.a.. should have it continually by his bed .:1nd table. 23

It was only through what Christ has done

th~i: a mnn is saved, for it is Christ alone who ::ia!<es righteous and saves. 24

i.ut:her emphasized the "alleina character of grace that brought faith and
righteousness, an emphasis which reflected tho strugele through which he
went ba ck in the years before 1516 to find peace with God.

He had e."'l.tered

the rJonastery in an eff ort to find peace with God in the Roman system, but
did not find it unti l he came to a clearer understa nding of God's Word
through hi s owa personal studies and struggles. 25
Out of his convicti on t hat people should reac the Scriptures, Luther
was ~otivated to translate the Bible into the language of the people.
his sermons he exhorted people to read the Scriptures and the Gospel if

2lsum.
a pp. 92f.
_·,
2 2 ~ , pp. ' 96f.
2 3 ~ , p. 9·--.
?(,
--~,

p. 97.

25 SuprA, pp. 13ff.
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t hey were able.26

He did not wer.t paople to look upon the Word as a col-

l ecti on of deacl l etters, but pointed out th.:it: if they did not know the
Hord, they woul d bo in danger of losing Christ Himself. 27

He pointed out

:i.n his sermons t ha t the Bible w.:is no longer a book of rules as it had been
uader the p.:ipacy, but it was a Gospel message of God's grace t hat shows
man that God sent His Son out of great mercy to blot out sins.28

This

outward Word was a mea."s of grace which brought the Holy Ghost, which
brought holiness, j u stification, and tho teachings of salvation.29

He

said t:hat the Gospel was a means or a wagon which bi·ought to the heart
that Chri s t suff ered, died, and ·was resurrected, and therefore his h~r0rs
should hear, read, and learn this Gospel all their lives. 30

No one would

eve~. get enou~h of the Gospel from his mother's si~e to ete.:-nity.31

The

importance of the Scripture led Luther to speal< of it as an anchor, a
stone upon whi ch faith should be buili:.32

The things found in Scripture

shoul d be a ccepted firmly and without doubt.33
I t was from the pulpit t hat Luther taught the i mportance of salvation
by g,.· a c e, t hrough fa i th.

265,1,ra
L
'

p. 92.

27 Su1r"

p. 91.

1. • •

'

I.

a.,

28su1, r a pp. 9lf.
. '
2 9 ~ , p. ' 93.
30supr a, pp. 93f.
31 supr a , pp. 95f.
32sur,:::a, p. 95.
33sunra
_ , p. 92.

It was from the pulpit that Luther taught the
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l mportance:: cf Seri pture and the Gospel.

It was from the pulpit that

Luther er.couragcd h i s people to hear, read, and learn the Gospel.
a very high regard for the office of t:he ·preD.cher,
b 1portant office in the world. 34

P.e had

He called it the most

He felt the preaching off ice ~~as so im-

portant because it brought people to God through the Gospel,

He recognized

his prc::.ching off ice as a means of teaching the people the Gospel for God's
sak(;)

and their ovm. 35

Through preachh-ig he believed he could lead people

to a pro9er understanding of the Gospel, the Epistles, and the Psalms, and
thus leaci thc..11 to Christ, 36

He lool<ed upon himself as a servant of the

\ford, c ull ed to proclaim that Word, and he believed that God through

preach ing tall<s to his people. 37

Luther did much to elevate the sermon from

the banal, ent ertaining, hair-splitting mode of preaching characteristic
of ~aay of his predecessors and contemporaries to a means of reaching the
hc.::irts of his hear(;)rs with the power of God's Word,38

He used the sermon

to instruct his hearers in the truths of the Christian faith.

He used it

to direct: their hearts and minds to God, His love, His forgiveness, His

peace in Christ Jesus.
!<now

He knew that the people of his day had to come to

Christ and His wor!< of redemption and felt keenly that the sermon was

a means of bringing this to them.

_,

3L~suora

p. 91.

3 5 ~ , p. 94.
361.lli·

3 7 ~ , pp. 95, 105.

38supra, p. 97.
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In hi s p;.·e.:1chi ng Luther showed that he expected a wholesome response.
He had been a ccu sed of preaching the Gos~~l and grace alone to the exclu-

sion of works . 39

He went to great lengths to sho~-1 that faith without works

is dead , f or work!. must follow faith if faith is right. l~O

f ai t :1 t o a t1·ee, and a good tree must bea r fruit.

was on.c t hing, but

11

He compared

He said that rebirth

doing 11 was another , and the two r;iust go together. 41

Good works, the fruits of faith, were also a gift of God. 42

The expecta-

tion whi ch he held out to his hearers was that they believ(:), love, and
pray; and correct fruits a.,d good works would result.43

He cited specific

items ·when he said that a married woman should be obadient to her husband.
The wife and hu~band are to live in the fear ·o f God.

They should accept

the responsibili.:.. of ti·aining their children to rule in the city, to be
preachers, to be obedi ent, for all of these are the works of a Christian.44
He exhorted the people to stay on their jobs.

The Gospel had changed the

patt ern of life in the lands of ·the refor~~tion.

People were discouraged

from going on pilgrimages or going into monasteries and nunneries.

Instead

they were urged to stay where they were and not to try to run away from
the li fe which God had givan thero.45

39sum:a, p. 96.

40supra, p. 99.

-

4l su,.,ra, p. 100.

42sunl"a, p. 97.
l~3sup;~a, p. 100.

44Ibid.
45 _
supra
, p. 101.

Luther used the example of the
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sh0:::·.01·ds in the Chris tmc1.s story to show this.

After these shepherds had

seen Christ in the rna...gcr, they did not run off on a pilgrimage, or retire
to

.::i

1~1on.iste1.-y, bu t i nstead they returned to their sheep and their jobs. 46

1;0 po i n t ed out t:o his henrers that the devil can.-i.ot stand th"'.:1 to be firo

in t !;.c i 1.· 1:ai th and do the wort._ which God has ~i ven them. 47
t hnt some people did not tlo t heir works of the:nselves.

Ee co:npl.:i i ned

Ile wanted them to

r ocoV1ize that they had a s pi ritual and an earthly calling and to find joy
in the work which God had g iven them. 48
th e;.':11

God.

Another wor!< which Luther expected

to do as b eliev ers wa s to share with others what they had received of
They ~-1ere to lead others to faith in Christ and forgiveness. 49

s pol:e of ~ray~r as one of the fruits of faith.
to His peop le.

He

In the sermon God tal k ed

In prayer God's people talked to Him.

Children. from

cn~·l iest childhood were to be taught to pray fo1.· the rulers, for their
brothers , . and fo~ thei r neighbors.

In his sermons Luther also spoke of

the expected s up!}ort: of the Word of God in church, school, and con::nunity.

They sho~ld be grateful for the blessings which God had given them. 50
When speaking of the Gospel, Luther affirmed that it did not consist
o f rules for liviitg, but that it was the power of God operating in their

lives, enabling t hem to do those works which pleasc.d God.

4 6 ~ , pp. lOlf.

47 su")ra , pp. 102f.
L~8c::u~ra
~ , p. 103.
49sunra , p. 104.

SOsuora, pp. 108f.
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n .:itul·e

i s sin f ul and so coramits sin, the Chr i stia.'l is to come back t:o the

Gospel a ga i n on d a~a :.n.51

The Gosr,:el alone brinis the message of Christ:,

and Hi s h e a :.·e :..·s a re t o remain with Christ alone, the Redeemer, the one

wbo has f r eed t he::, from sin, the King of theil.· salvation and righteousness.

52

Whc :.:0v er t he power o:: the Gospel and faith dwells peor,le will live as

Christians. 53
Lu ther i mplicitly and explicitly usea· his pulpit as an agency for edu-

cating t he people of t he town of Wittenberg.

He preached to impart Scrip-

t ural tru t hs which he knew formed the basis of faith.

He also preached

to instru ct people in the kind of li f e God expected of them as believing,
p_nct i c i n g Christians.

51 Supr a :, p. 97.
52~

, p. 98.

S3~

? pp. 92f .
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